TWO-THOUSAND AND FIVE
RAMPANT
CHERRY HILL HIGH SCHOOL WEST
Sibling Spirit

1st: Annalise and Brett Berdine
2nd: Samantha and Stephanie Di Bella
3rd: Krystal and Ti Pearson
4th: Rene and Andrew Lamutti
5th: Michelle and Charlene Borer

Sibling:
Monica and Matt Malinowski

Sibling:
Kasie and Megan Ryan
Siblings:
Kelly and Kristy Boswell

Siblings:
George and Allison Leyh

Siblings:
Laurel and Andrew Sturner.

Siblings:
David and Wendy McCorkle

Twins
Adam and Anthony Moreton

Twins
Monica and Jessica Shoukry

Twins
Giuseppe and Natalie Saffos

Twins
Larua and Leslie Higgins

Twins
Alexa and Jessica Giampietro
West Pride:

Mike Groh bowls a great score for West's Bowling team.

West Pride:

The West mascot lies outside the Jones Gym protecting our school.

1st: Our School is Proud!
2nd: Krista White and Laura Hope
3rd: Lori Reinharz and Dave Gula
4th: The second year with security cameras in our school.
5th: Kevin McMillin and Taputau Lolma

West Pride:
The West Students show their support at the first West football game under the lights.
West Pride:
Wesley wishes Shahidah Lowe good luck at the pep rally.

West Pride:
The Mr. West contestants strike a pose.

West Pride:
The Junior Class shows their spirit every chance they get.

West Pride:
Lindsay Wallin plays hard for the West Girls' Basketball team.

Ms. Schwartz...
...decorates her car for the Field Hockey State Tournament.

West Outside
Even the flowers have West School Spirit!

The West Cheerleaders
...show their spirit at the pep rally.

The CHHSW Marching Band
...plays pep songs at every football game.

The Varsity Football Team
...cheers when they score their first touchdown of the season.
in 10 Years:

Megan Nugent said she will be a nurse.

In 10 Years:

People will call Merve "Dr. Babiker".

1st Peter Rodelier said hopefully graduated from West.
2nd Andrew Sturmer said studying at Harvard becoming an architect.
3rd Shelley Swartz said studying to be a lawyer.
4th Allison Horton wants to work hard in college and have fun.
5th Samantha Mills said she wants to be a writer in Seattle.

In 10 Years:

Elena Wecht said she will be in the college of her choice.
In 10 Years?

Laurel Sturner says she will be a member of CSI.

In 10 Years?

“Dr.” Liza Marinni says she will be a physical therapist.

In 10 Years?

Dayna Foster says she will be a nurse practitioner with her own office.

In 10 Years?

Marcelo Ortize says he will be back in America.

In 10 Years?

Johnny Song says he will be in medical school.

In 10 Years?

Julio Rivera says he will have his own business.

In 10 Years?

Elizabeth Feyas says she will be a teacher.

In 10 Years?

Candice McEady says she will be a writer.

In 10 Years?

Ryan Corchado says he will have his own business.
West Spirit:
Lindsey Hoffman gets ready to go to class.

West Pride:
The Children's show crew and the cast take a short break before they get ready to do another run though.

### Faces
1. Allison Queing and Mike Styles
2. Madeline Piccolo
3. Jennie Wedgewood
4. Kate Murray and Laury Williamson
5. Mrs. Chase with her students

West Pride:
Laurel Sturmer and Shelley Swartz get ready for the game.
West Pride:
Irina Agurok and Justine Caputi are dressed up for Halloween.

West Pride:
The Color Guard spins their flags in the rain.

West Pride:
Mr. Frost prepares for one of his many shows.

West Pride:
Mark Anderson walks to class quickly to get there on time.

Bryan Stevens...
...is all ready for stage crew.

Amanda Cameron...
...relaxes after a hard day of work.

Felicia Cornish...
...puts make-up on Rebecca Petner for her debut in the Children's Show.

Glenn Giron...
...plays fantastically for the Marching Band during the Homecoming Game.

Diana Pearl...
...paints the sets for the stage crew.
0 Period:
Annalise Berdini gets ready for her extremely early class.

0 Period:
Kate Murray walks to class.
2nd: Joe Flavell walks to class.
3rd: Mike Lipolito works on the computer during 0 period.
4th: Mr. Ovings and Kate Murray discuss psychology topics.
5th: Mr. Ovings and Abby Kahn meet before 7am.

0 Period:
Mrs. Schamarak's 0 period class studies hard.

0 Period:
Annalise Berdini is asleep doing her work.
**O Period:**
Shane McLoughlin concentrates hard as Mr. Owings teaches the class.

**O Period:**
Abby Dahan is a morning person.

**O Period:**
Shelley Swartz meets her sister after class.

**O Period:**
Joe Piarulli studies his notes.

**O Period:**
Bill Shin shows his support for the 7am class.

**O Period:**
Jackie Shoukry eats a healthy breakfast.

**O Period:**
Annalise Berdini studies her notes.

**O Period:**
Homework during O period!

**O Period:**
A couple of students wait until the O period lets out to get into homeroom.
The Class of 2005 shows their spirit at the Homecoming Pep Rally.
Crystal Callahan
Christina Hunkins
Kelly Boswell
James O'Dowd
Yevgenia Yushkova
Anna Abramovich
Brandon Abramovitz
Joseph Adragna
Richard Aquilar
Jacqueline Alegria
Julisa Almonte
Alyssa Altman
Erica Anas
Christian Anderson
Jesse Applegate
Maria Armento
Spencer Auletto

Class of 2005

Ruth Rivera-Perez, Diamond Caul and Britney Carr grab a Snapple and a sandwich for lunch.
Class of 2005

Sal Filiberto, Amy Zeitz, Tom Cunningham and Samantha Still take a break from dancing at the Junior Prom.
In an attempt to relive their childhood, Jesse Creek and Steve Noon realize they are too big for the boat.
Class of 2005

Spectators, Lisa Marianni and Kelly Boswell pose for a picture during a break in the boy's basketball game.
The softball team members, Michelle Wecker, Lori Henhaffer, Jaclyn Smith, Sara Powers and Renee Solimeo take a bite of some life-size chocolate at Hershey Park.
Class of 2005

The Junior Prom is an enchanted evening for Kristen Muscat and Carley Galasso.
Clara Barton 1995
Bottom: Scott Shannon, Matt Shanker.
Middle: Laurey Williamson.
Top: Jim Bannar, Laurel Sturner,
Maria Armento, Matt Knecht.
Class of 2005

The Sixties style of Tom Cunningham, Dave Gola, Jim Bannar, Andrew Cooper, Danielle DiGiovanni, Lori Henhaffer, Stephanie Faehner and Sam Colladay impressed the Spirit Week crowd.
Class of 2005

Matthew Kuechel
Claire Kotula
Melissa Kotzin
Christopher Kourmadas
Alex Kreinstein
Ryan Krivos
Tiffany Lucefield
Michael LaCrosa
Kristen La Lena
Heine Lampitt
Talisha Langston
Amanda Lascinios
Laura Lautenslager

Thomas Paine 1995
Bottom: Katherine Murray, Anna Taing, Kristin Iannarella, Alina Zabronski, Keri Torres.
Middle: Barbara Doose, Shira Jaspan, Kelly Boswell, Maryam Nasim, Kelly Fletcher, Renee Solimeo.
Top: Ian Reed, Timothy Mullowney, Daniel Cuilla, Brett Penn.

Class of 2005
Class of 2005

Lunch gives Danielle DiGiovanni, Liz Sosi, Syrena Mattioli and Liza Marianni a chance to goof off.
S M E N I O R S

Kathleen McGee
Kerry McGinnis
Candis McLean
Shane McLaughlin
Kathryn Meaut
Lorena Mejia
Carl Mechinski
Philip Migdalias
Adam Mignano
Amanda Mikiten
Ashley Miller
Lindsay Miller

A. Russell Knight 1995
Bottom: Rachel Gordon, Kathleen O'Neill, Stephanie Gruber, Kristen Muscat.
Middle: Daniel Neblock, Ryan Motta, Tim Breswick, Carley Galasso.
Top: Mike Ippolito, Andy Kirk, Crystal Callahan, Steven King.

34 Class of 2005
Cherry Hill West 2005
Bottom: Stephanie Gruber, Rachel Gordon, Kristen Muscat, Carley Galasso.
Top: Ryan Motta, Steven King, Andy Kirk, Crystal Callahan.

Seniors 35
Class of 2005

Bundled up for the game, Lindsay Miller, Sara Powers, Emily Fox and Allison Keck cheer on the West football team.
Ashley Pennington
Ryan Pertuit
Kristen Petterson
Vu Pham
Teryn Phillips
Joseph Piaralli
Rachel Pierce
Kristina Polk
Dean Pursh
Sara Powers
Charles Prem
Nicole Price

Kingston School 1995
Bottom: Tom Hale, Daniel Elmore, Alexander Fisher, Jeffrey Mailahn, Bart Caterino.
Middle: Brian Moy, Kevin McGinnis, Candis McLean, Justin Wilson, Jordan Walker.
Top: Diuta Pearl, John Benson, Bryan Gill, Nick Sarlo.
Class of 2005

Community Service students, Dayna Foster, Matt Shanks, Shane McLoughlin, Stephanie Faehner, Lori Henhafter, Emily Fox, Rebecca Bacher, Kristen Pettersen, and Anthony DeSantis participate in the Relay for Life Cancer Benefit.
Class of Two Thousand and Five

Seniors

Nicole Stodola
Rich Sopersad
Jabunny Seng
Kush Shub

Matthew Shunder
Scott Shannon
Jennifer Sheehan
Nagibeta Sheedhadora

William Shin
Russell Shore
Jacqueline Shoukry
Alexey Shubayev

Class of 2005
Meagan Hokecker bullies Dan Cuillar for his lunch money while Paul Forner struggles to stay awake.

Tatyana Shubayeva
Class of 2005

Brian Stevens and Diana Pearl try out the latest styles.
Class of 2005

Melissa Haswell gives the gift of life.
Class of 2005

Cooperation is part of the recipe for creating a perfect cake with Kevin Motta and Shakyra Cordy.

Class of 2005

Danielle DiGiovanni and Syrena Mattioli prepare to leave for Italy with Mrs. Nicolo.
1. The Gift of Life
Rene LeMieux, Kristen Muczel, Alina Solomon, Samantha Still, and Amy Zeitz organize the life-saving blood drive.

2. Heads Up!
With an eye turned towards the goal, Nick Sario anticipates another West victory.

3. Afterschool Snack
David Clarke offers afterschool sustenance for athletes and socially participatory.

4. The Finish Line
Elizabeth Redman strikes across the field towards success.

5. Motivation
As a senior member of the football team, Alex Fisher motivates his teammates between plays.

6. All Aboard
Stephanie Karchner and Sara Powers hang on tight to the trolley in San Francisco.

7. Lean on Me
Tom McGaroo gets some support from Merryam Nasir after donating blood.

8. Dreaming of Summer
Although school is in session, Carley Galasso, Rebecca Bacher, and Lindsay Miller wear their favorite summer outfits one last time.

9. Time to Eat
David Oka gets a boost of energy from a cafeteria snack before his next class.

10. Tie the Season
The seniors bring together Kristen Pettersen, Danielle DiGiovanni, Liz Boes, Rebecca Bacher, Lori Muhlfelder, and Christine Yellin.

11. Make It Up
Dana Vitarelli, Kim Vogt and Stephanie Gruber enhance their beauty with make-up for the performance.

12. Waiting Their Turn
Long lines make Ryan Motta and Megan Hofacker's stomachs rumble.

13. Go Fish
Ashley Cook, Julio Rivera and Christian Duran get in a quick game of cards during lunch.

14. Heads Up!
A powerful kick from Georgia Castellano sends the soccer ball soaring.

15. Open Arms
Devon McCurdy and Brett Penn welcome everyone to join them at their table in the cafeteria.

16. Working Together
Jessie Mazurski, Rebecca Bacher, Kelly Bowell, and Amanda Raincoat plan school events.

17. No Fighting
Attempting to tackle Katie McGee is fun and games for Dayna Foster.

18. Temperature Check
Jamie O'Dowd gets the OK from a Red Cross nurse before donating blood.
Shahnawaz Ahmed
Michael Ambrose
Ian Amsterdam
Alexander Dadyan
Jerome Davis
Crystal Dredden
Kristopher Ellis
Jamee' Gaines
Andrew Hefferman
Enjoli Jones
Frank Kampf
Thomas Knox
Tierra Morton
John Mostyn
Rebecca News
Sinan Ramazanoglu

William Rawlings
Rodge Saldana
Chad Schultz
Michael Segrest
Amy Slater
Elijah Sutton
Peter Ward
Richard Wecker
David Wu
“Success means doing the best we can with what we have. Success is the doing, not the getting; in the trying, not the triumph. Success is a personal standard, reaching for the highest that is in us, becoming all that we can be.”

--Zig Ziglar

Front Row: Kate Murray, Laurey Williamson, Alex Pagano, Nicole Pappas, Davina Foster
Second Row: Christina Hurkins, Elizabeth Sosi, Lori Jane Herkoffer, Irena Lampitt, Sam Colladay, Rachel Gordon, Jessica Malin
Third Row: Dean Parch, Scott Williamson, Steph Faehnner, Melissa Fast, Theresa DeCoursey, Cailin Lechner
A burst of sophomore strength leads to a Tug of War victory.
Juniors

Class of 2006

Vjosa Abdulai
Jesse Abesh
Joshua Abrams
Christopher Ackrivo
Alexander Agurok
Irina Agurok
Joshani Almonte

Yulisa Almonte
Kathleen Ambrose
Schumann An
Christopher Angeloffi
Madihadin Anshad
Renee Atiya
Keith Badtorff

Matthew Balabuch
Adam Barber
Robert Barbera
Stephanie Bartusis
Andrew Baunagel
Stephen Baughn
Damez Beal

Michael Becker
Andrew Bednarchick
Marissa Beerley
Jill Beitz
Tracey Benjamin
Matthew Bergman
Christina Beri

54 Juniors
Jennifer Loevy
Victoria Long
Stefanie Lynch
Sheldon Mac Donald
James Mack
Brett Madres
Alexander Magliano

Mark Magowan
Nida Mahrrood
Matthew Malinowski
Monica Malinowski
Nicole Malson
Ashley Manning
Steven Markos

Amelia Martinis
Christine Martinson
Matthew Mattingly
Michael Maxwell
Benjamin Mazer
Daniel McCay
David McCorkle

Shawn McCullough
Shannon McGovern
Amanda McHale
Karina McIntyre
Daniel McLaughlin
Kevin McWilliams
Brian Mecca

Tara Mellwig
Michael Metzger
Nicole Miglio
Harry Miller
Jeffrey Miller
Kelley Miller
Max Miller

Monica Miller
Keith Milligan
Preston Monah
Francesca Montez
Matthew Moran
Adam Moreton
Anthony Moreton

Kathleen Moroz
Raheem Morton
Kevin Motson
Melissa Moy
Daniel Moyer
Jennifer Mullen
Alma Munoz

Sarah Musser
Michael Myers
Carolyn Nash
Mark Neiman
Philip Neris
An Nguyen
Tuong Vi Le Nguyen

58 Juniors
(L-R) Jesse Abesh, Emily Lind, Krista Taylor, and Alana Gleckler rest on the field hockey sidelines.
Class of 2006

Camera Shy
Donnell Ancrum  
Brittany Best  
Christopher Clark  
David Dungan  
Julieann Gardner  
Julia Giacobbe  
Justin Hoch  
Piotr Jurczyk  
William Knox  
Ramse Maldonado  
William Mallon  
Janna Marchione  
Timothy McClure  
Laura Moffet  
Aja Morris  
Shafonta Munday  
John Ostrum  
Jeffrey Planer  
Christopher Pignatelli  
Nicole Price  
Tiara Ross  
Jessica Sheppard  
Lisa Stanzilis  
Otis Toliver

- (Top) Chris Angelotti celebrates the holidays.
- (Left) Claron Johnson leaps towards his goal.
- (Bottom left) Juniors provide football fans with snacks and sodas during half time.
- (Bottom right) Junior Advisor, Mr. Wolosin, and Samantha Rush organize the junior snack bar.
Kimberly Ryan and Chris Caracciolo help organize the Junior Government fundraiser.

What's hot this year?

**Favorite Sport**
Tennis

**Favorite Subject**
English

**Favorite Music**
Rock

**Favorite Store**
American Eagle

**Favorite Holiday**
Christmas/Hanukkah/Kwanzaa

**Favorite Show**
Laguna Beach

Jesse Abesh, Randall Yingling and Kelly Hiestand provide snacks and a smile.
Sophomores

Class of 2007

Anna Abdelgader
Gani Abdulai
Joseph Abesh
Darya Abramovich
Jordan Abramovitz
Chelsea Acosta
Guillermo Adriatico

Andrew Aita
Danielle Alessandrini
Sam Alexander
Sikander Ali
Chelsea Altman
Thayer Altman
Mark Anderson

Joseph Andrijdli
Christopher Asman
Raisa Avila
Andreas Baicu
Celina Baicu
Brooke Balfour
Michelle Bancroft

Jared Barrar
Jessica Barker
Donald Bart
Michael Bartelle
Karen Bennett
Kristina Berinson
Ziad Bitar
Jessica Jones
Matthew Kail
Lance Kalbach
Nicole Kelley
Bonnie Kelly
Brian Kelly
Jason Kelmer

Alyssa Kennedy
Mark Kennedy
Bryan Kessler
Eve Kim
Matthew King
Sergiy Konev
Anthony Kotarsky

Jessica Kovacs
Nicola La Greca
Andrew Lampitt
Alfonso Larrinaga
Stacey Le
Matthew Leone-zwilliger
Elaina Levavi

Michael Levine
Melissa Levy
Brittany Lights
Alicia Lombardo
Vincent Lombardo
Brian Long
Caroline Long

Madelyn Longhurst
Nicholas Lopez
Daniel Loveland
John Maeng
Nicholas Magid
Carolyn Mako
Kelsey Makofskey

Brianne Mangini
Daniel Marshall
Joseph Martinez
Jovann Mateo
Brian McCloskey
Candice McCready
Timothy McHale

Matthew McKnight
Marissa McLemore
Ryan McNally
Kelly McShay
Katelyn McWilliams
Miriam Melles
Mary Mena

Anthony Mercincavage
Erica Messenger
James Meyers
Thomas Miller
Daniel Mitchell
Mary Katherine Montufar
Jeeye Moon

68 Sophomores
Andrew Rosenman
Zane Roskoph
Michael Rosso
Alexander Roth
Dennis Sacca
Giuseppe Saffos
Natalie Saffos

Daniel Salvato
Ezekiel Sanders
Ryan Sangrey
Jon San Juan
Gregorio Santiago
Jonathan Santiago
Anthony Saraceni

Gary Sarno
Wayne Schmidbauer
Francis Schmidt
David Schmetzer
Melinda Schuensmann
Elizabeth Schuettrumpf
Joel Schwarz

Jamari Scott
Jameel Scott
Lori Searles
Matthew Serpanen
Katherine Sharman
Timothy Sheehan
Mohammad Sheikh

Michael Sheppard
Kathy Shin
Inas Shewver
Randall Shore
Jessica Shoukry
Monica Shoukry
Ashlee Shoures

Peter Shubayev
Loveinder Singh
Jasmine Smith
Briana Smith-Gibbs
Marko Smoljver
Nicholas Spiritoso
Joseph Springer

Gabrielle Steinert
T. Jason Stelmaszyk
Gregory Stepp
Sheri Stern
Sean Stevens
Kenneth Steiber
Andrew Still

Victoria Stith
Julia Stone
James Stoeven
John Suender
Ashley Sullivan
Melodie Sunkett
Brittany Sweigart
(R) Krista White and Ashley Harbora show off their “West Side” signs.
(L) Friends pose for a group picture.
(Top) Rachel Gilman and Matt Osorio are chilling down middle F-wing.

(Right) Friends get together to hang out after school.

(Bottom right) Marissa McLernan, Jessica Kovacs, Kim Howard, and Brianne Mangini take some time off to relax.

(Bottom left) Kelsey Makofsky and Bonnie Kelly take a cute picture down A-wing.
Mohammed Nasim plans the next Sophomore Government activity.

What's hot this year?

**Favorite Sport**
Tennis

**Favorite Subject**
English

**Favorite Music**
Rock

**Favorite Store**
American Eagle

**Favorite Holiday**
Christmas/Hanukkah/Kwanzaa

**Favorite Show**
The Simpsons

Snowflake decorations will adorn the Hershey Kiss packages delivered before the holidays.
Freshmen

Class of 2008

Justin Abramovitz
Emily Adorno
Clarydia Adriatico
Tyrin Agnew
Andrea Aguilar
Andrew Aguilar
Abdul Ahadi

Emily Albrecht
Timothy Alemi
Amanda Almend
Yoel Almonte
Francesca Anas
Danita Anrum
Jack Anderson

Kimberly Anderson
Matthew Andris
Ryan Applegate
Waqas Arshad
Andrew Aurelio
Christina Badaracco
Shamir Baker

Jenica June Balmes
Samantha Bancroft
Victoria Baran
Laura Bartusis
Jeremy Bell
Brett Berdini
Alisyn Berenato
Latika Moody  
Daniel Moran  
James Morgan  
Kelsey Morgen  
Amy Moroz  
Robyn Muse  
Nicole Myers  

Darich Nable  
Norman Neal  
David Nebloch  
Anhthu Nguyen  
Sophia Nguyen  
Christopher Niemann  
Alex Nieves  

Daniel Nolte  
Kevin Noon  
Lauren O'Connell  
Sarah Olsen  
Mary O'Rourke  
Colin O'Sullivan  
Amanda Ottersheim  

Nathaniel Owens  
Brianna Pacheco  
Stephanie Palena  
Avinash Parey  
Anastasia Pastino  
Mital Patel  
Christopher Pawling  

Terrence Payton  
Warren Pearson  
Andrew Pelmsky  
Michael Perrotti  
Sean Phillips  
Laura Pierce  
Raymond Pizarro  

Alexander Plevidas  
Zachery Plantbos  
Sarah Poserina  
Thomas Potesta  
Christopher Powell  
J. Patrick Prisco  
Vasyl Protas  

Samuel Provins  
Andrew Purcell  
Katherine Quinn  
Kimber Ray  
Allysa Ream  
Nicholas Redman  
James Regensburger  

Elana Resnick  
Amanda Rhea  
Amanda Ricketti  
Kristen Rienstra  
Joseph Rinaldi  
Kenneth Riva  
Melissa Rivard  

Freshmen 79
Amanda Guarnere poses for a snapshot.
Camera Shy

Richard Biega
Thomas Castro
Jacqueline Cartin
Magaly Garcia
Leah Gordesky
Darron-Ravel Grosvenor
Adam Guetta
Steven Knopf
Samantha Knox
Tory Mascuilli
Justin Mateo
Joseph Mauger
Francis McDevitt
Haley Morgane
Chazz Morris
Courtney Petrillo

Amanda Sanchez
Page Schenk
Michael Smith
Branson Spewak
Cadren Utley

- (Top) Magaly Garcia shows off her new hair style.
- (Left) Friends take a quick snapshot in between classes.
- (Bottom left) Mrs. Marshall and her students pose in A-2.
- Shirley Still, Grace Lee and a friend socialize during lunch.
Freshmen government members plan the Datamatch project.

What's hot this year?

Favorite Sport
Baseball+Softball

Favorite Subject
English+Gym

Favorite Music
Rock

Favorite Store
American Eagle

Favorite Holiday
Christmas/Hanukkah/Kwanzaa

Favorite Show
Laguna Beach

Discussing the Datamatch project provides government members with a laugh.
Class Advisors, Mr. Wolosin, Mrs. Kowal, and Ms. Schmarak participate in the Class Government Thanksgiving parade.
"I hope West has offered you many opportunities and the skills to create more. May you continue to take advantage of all the opportunities your future hard work will make available."
—Mr. Cloutier

"Remember that -- just as important as WHAT you accomplish in your life is HOW you accomplish it. Respect others, always give your best effort, be fair, and accept your responsibility."
—Mr. Coligan

"The choices we make shape who we are and what we become. Welcome every day as an opportunity to make a difference, to learn something new, to help someone who needs it, and to let the people who matter to you know it."
—Mrs. Mitidieri
“Some see things as they are and say why? I dream of things that never were and say why not?”
- George Bernard Shaw

—Mr. Munyan

“I am grateful for this experience and opportunity. I have learned so much more of what it is to be a teacher and I am looking forward to what the future holds for Cherry Hill West, there is no place that I would rather be. My new motto: Carpe Diem.”
—Miss Staffin

Cherry Hill Board of Education

Front Row: Mrs. Cohen, Dr. Rosen, Ashley Basford, Liz Sosi, Mrs. Giaccio, Mrs. Einhorn, Mrs. Trubin

Back Row: Mr. Hall, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Oberlander, Mr. Galie, Dr. Sherman
Mr. Coppola

My first memory at West concerned the size of the building. It was difficult to find my way around the building and show up on time to teach my classes.

My fondest memories at West have been working with the diverse students and teachers. Also, my colleagues in E-lounge have always provided friendship and conversation.

My funniest moment at West was when Caitlin Lechner dressed up as me for Halloween. She came to school wearing clothes very similar to my style and even had a bald head.

My hope for West in the future is that it will capitalize on the tremendous strengths of the diverse student population.
My first memory of West was that of every freshman—feeling totally lost. My geometry class was in the farthest corner of the school in G3. But, in my quest to find the room, I learned about the friendliness of the West community.

My fondest memories at West include being a coach and advisor—lacrosse, bowling, One-Act play competitions, Yearbook, Mock Trial team, computer programming contests, and National Honor Society.

My funniest review of the FOIL method was when I drew the arcs to show the pattern of first, outer, inner, and last. A picture of a smiley face becomes visible. I said, “See the smile, see the eyebrows, see the chin.” From the back of the room, came a little voice, “See the psychiatrist.”

My hope for the future of West is that we continue to celebrate diversity and continue to value academic excellence.
After experiencing sixteen years of personal education at Catholic all-girls schools, I remember being shocked at walking through “Locker Loveland” to get to my classrooms.

My fondest memory at West was when the Class of 1999 learned that I had never flown a kite while we were discussing a novel. The day of our last class, the students brought in a kite for me and taught me how to fly it on the field next to A-wing. The students all agreed that this was the best example of “poetry in motion.”

My funniest teaching moment occurred in the early ’80s. Two boys in my English 1A class performed the balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet in full Elizabethan costume while using desks as Juliet’s balcony.

In the future, I hope West will remain a family of caring individuals who value learning for learning’s sake versus test score achievement.
Mr. Patterson

My first memory of West was spent wondering how I got from the second floor of E wing to the top floor of F wing without going up any stairs. I needed my map for the first ten years here.

My fondest memories of West are the years I spent with the students in my Careers and Living Skills classes. They gave me a new way of looking at life and filled my days with laughter.

One of my funniest moments at West was with a student who had trouble telling the truth. When he was pressed to explain why he lied he said, “I have to lie to protect my credibility.” I thought this he had the makings of a President.

My hope for West, the district and, the country, is that they will recognize every child has a gift and this gift is not easily assessed by standardized tests. I hope they will respect these gifts and spend as much time and money on them as they have on perpetuating the standardization model.

Above: Mr. Patterson plans a new project for his students.

Right: Mr. Patterson, his daughter-in-law, Kim, son, Sean and wife, Marilyn make a beautiful family.
My first memory at West was that I had as much trouble finding my around the building as the incoming freshmen. I spend most of my time now in upper D wing and don't roam around as much.

My fondest memories of West are of working with the wonderful, dedicated, and talented math teachers in D-wing. We all work together and support each other. I laugh a lot so I have a lot of funny moments inside and outside of the classroom. The funniest moment occurred in the teacher's lounge and I choose not to repeat it. Nevertheless, I always enjoy students with a sense of humor.

My hope for the future of West is that more students develop a strong work ethic and take responsibility and respect seriously. This would contribute to improving the academic environment at West.

Left: Mrs. Talton and her devoted students can't get enough math!

Mrs. Talton is always smiling in D-wing.

Senor Stinson
World Language

Mr. Sweeten
Science

Mrs. Talton
Math

Mrs. Tjoumakaris
Science

Mr. Vanni
Guidance

Miss Vitalis
English

Mrs. Wallace
Math

Mrs. Walsh
English

Miss Walters
Math

Mrs. Walton
Attendance

Mrs. Weber
Campus Security

Mr. Weidl
Campus Security

96 Academics
Mr. Schmidt

Needing a map to find my way around the building was my first memory at West. The school was so big and confusing.

My fondest memories of West are the wonderful students I have taught for 33 years.

By far, my funniest moment at West was finding the missing frozen turkey. Every year SGO collects frozen turkeys for needy families and stores these turkeys in a basement freezer until the holidays. One turkey never made it to the freezer and around mid-January the smell was terrible until we found the misplaced bird.

My hope for the future of West is that Lion Pride will continue to grow and that Purple and White will rule!
West cheerleaders create the perfect pyramid.
Connecting with the ball was the strength of the 2004 baseball team. Averaging 17 hits per game, the team dominated the competition and achieved an 11-2 record with a number nine ranking in South Jersey. Senior pitchers, Joe Voiro, John DiPiero, and Mike Caruso got the ball across the plate for the Lions and struck out opponents one by one.

Above: The team listens intently as Coach Sarno gives a mid game pep talk.
Right: Fielding the ball, Joe Fisher makes an excellent play.

Varsity:
Kneeling: John DiPiero, Joe Fisher, John Lynch, Chris Discher, Tony Perri, Jim Bannar, Tim Basford,
Standing: Coach Sarno, Dave Grunwald, Steve Noon, Matt Rosner, Chris Barth, George Maier, Joe Voiro, Mike Caruso, Coach Crummy
Above: Scooping up the ball is part of the game for Joe Fisher.
Above Right: Coach Sarno shows the team how it’s really done.
Right: A powerful throw will help Jim Bannar lead the team to victory.
Below Right: Homeruns are no problem for Dave Grunwald.
Below: Steve Noon throws the runner out with power.

Junior Varsity:
Sitting: Mark Fillari, Shane Thomson, Kevin Motta, Jeff Winterberg, AJ Kosteleski,
Kneeling: Brian Reinert, Adam Erispahaa, Jared Knable, Mike Giampietro, Pat Hutchinson, Spencer Aulleto, Ryan Motta, Felipe Ruiz
Standing: Coach Longmore, Ryan Childs, Matt Malinowski, Dan McLaughlin, Jeff Miller, Anthony Giannakopoulos, Ryan Pertuit, Justin Hudnall, Kris Ellis, Jack Duford

Seniors:
Dave Grunwald, Joe Fisher, Steve Noon, Jim Bannar and George Maier
The highlight of the 2004 softball season was the showdown between the West Lions and the East Cougars. As long time rivals, this game proved to showcase the exceptional hitting and fielding talents of the Lady Lions. With encouragement and chatter both on and off the field, the Lady Lions capped their season with a close win over East in their culminating game.

Above: Katie McGee gets ready to tag out on the rundown.

Right: Lori Henhaffer throws to first base with accuracy.

Connecting with the ball, Kelly Smith hits another one out of the park.

Varsity
Sitting: Michelle Wecker, Katie McGee, Ilene Lampitt, Alicia Moreton, Leslie Gilman, Lori Henhaffer, Sara Powers
Kneeling: Daniella Cordisco, Renee Solimeo, Allie Kleeman, Allison Lizzi, Sara Penn, Kelly Smith.
Above: Keeping an eye on the player, Katie McGee decides her next move.
Above Right: The team gets encouragement from each other during the game.
Right: Allison Lazzi goes in for the catch.
Below: Concentration is all a part of the game for Sarah Penn.
Below Right: Sara Powers winds up for the pitch.

Junior Varsity
Sitting: Shaina Bradley, Lynn Passarella, Meagan Hoffecker, Tess Hubbard, Megan Fennell
Kneeling: Michelle Wecker, Lori Henhafffer, Christina Vitagliano, Briana Foley, Linda Nieves.
Standing: Coach Kratchman, Jacki Smith, Renee Solimeo, Brooke Dougherty, Melissa Haswell, Syrena Mattioli

Varsity Seniors
Kneeling: Ilene Lampitt and Renee Solimeo
Standing: Sara Powers, Katie McGee, Michelle Wecker and Lori Henhafffer
Rocking the Cradle

Spring '04

Above: Jennifer Heenan demonstrates quick footwork to avoid her opponent.
Left: Samantha Still contemplates her next move as the Moorestown Friends player guards her.
Below Left: Determined to score for her team, Christine Meyers makes a quick move.
Below: Angela Wilmer is on the defensive.

Junior Varsity:
Sitting: Alexandra Pagano, Lindsay Brammell, Emily Lind, Jennifer Dean
Kneeling: Maryum Nasim, Melissa Hinger, Megan Lee, Jesse Abesh, Krista Taylor, Juliet Lee
Standing: Kristen Muscat, Barbara Doose, Alena Hyatt, Alana Gleichler, Danielle Slutsky, Jennifer Mullen, Sarah Musser, Coach Casano

Varsity:
Sitting: Samantha Still, Carley Galasso, Georgia Castellano, Dayna Foster
Kneeling: Jennifer Heenan, Amy Zeitz, Marissa Wisniewski, Kirstin Thomson, Angela Wilmer, Laurel Sturner
Standing: Coach Dixon, Alison Williams, Nicole Pappas, Christine Meyers, Kaitlin Eichhorn, Linnea Fargo, Rachel Gordon, Coach Schwartz
Above: Matt Osorio drives the ball with force.
Right: With perfect form, Andrew Zagoren hits the ball.
Below: Chris Saffos displays a range of motion in his golf swing.

Varsity:
Kneeling: Jimmy D’Onofrio, Giuseppe Saffos, Matt Osorio, Jimmy Meyers, Steve Tily, Erik Thorn, Brett Cybulski
Standing: Coach Owings, David Schmotzer, Andrew Zagoren, Joe Kilgallion, Garrett Earthman, Chris Saffos, Mark Anderson, Dylan O’Hearn, Tom Szymanski

Graduates: Tom Szymanski and Chris Saffos.
Achieving a number six ranking in the Star Ledger was the apex of the 2004 boys’ volleyball season. Because of great team cohesion and exceptional coaching, the team became the Olympic American Champions. As an added bonus to their success, the team also defeated East twice within one season. The boys’ volleyball team embody the spirit of friendly competition and good sportsmanship both on and off the court.

Above: Nice save for senior Eddie Hernandez.

Above Right: Leaping off the court, Liam Howley goes for the kill.

Matt Shanker goes for the save and bumps the ball to a setter.

Varsity:
Kneeling: Ryan McClure, Austin Litteral, Steve Young, Matt Shanker, Rob Kuoch, Erick Yoon
Standing: Coach Szerik, Andrew Lincoln, Eddie Hernandez, Matt Parisi, Liam Howley, Rahul Desai, Mike Farreny, Coach Sweeten

Coach Szerik
Coach Sweeten
Above: Matt Parisi bumps the ball.
Above Right: Rahul Desai punches the ball as Matt Shanker backs him up.
Above Far Right: Matt Shanker sets the ball for the hitter.
Right: With a forearm pass to a teammate, Liam Howley bumps the ball.
Below Right: Eddie Hernandez digs the ball.
Below: Taking a peek at his target, Andrew Nop prepares to pass the ball.

Diving to make a save, Matt Shanker shows incredible speed and agility.

Seniors
Front: Eddie Hernandez, Matt Shanker, Andrew Lincoln
Back: Rahul Desai, Matt Parisi, Liam Howley
Step By Step

With strengths in jumping, sprinting, and distance running, the 2004 girls' track team accomplished many of their goals this season. The team's unity and encouragement pushed all members to individual and overall team success. Kelly Fletcher, Rebecca Pierce, and Elizabeth Redman provide a strong foundation for this growing team.

Above: Latasha Terry clears the bar in the high jump.

Right: Tracey Pavlicin shows how real javelin is done.

Digging in her heels, Sarah Ricci sticks the landing.

Alexandra Pastino executes a powerful throw.

Varsity

Front Row: Kelly Fletcher, Eliana Levavi, Elizabeth Redman, Laury Williamson, Teryn Phillips

Second Row: Lauren Terry, Latasha Terry, Alexandra Pastino, Sarah Ricci, Kaitlen Quigley, Christina DeFlaviis

Third Row: Laura Higgins, Joelle Humenick, Marie Broderick, Rebecca Petner, Tracey Pavlicin, Rebecca Pierce.
Above: With intense concentration, Marie Brodrick visualizes a successful throw of the shot put. Above Right: Latasha Terry prepares to propel the javelin down the field. Right: A quick start out of the blocks will help Laura Higgins pass her opponents. Below Right: Rebecca Pierce sails over the bar with ease. Below: Rebecca Petner leans back to provide power for her throw.

Seniors:
Kelly Fletcher, Teryn Phillips, Laurey Williamson, Tracey Pavlicin

As a new member to the team, Eliana Levavi pushes herself to accomplish her goals.
Preparation and committment help the 2004 boys’ track team hone their skills and improve their team record. Coaches O’Donnell and O’Connor strengthened the team by adding several young members and utilizing returning members like Daniel Elmore. The culmination of the boys’ track season was the annual Penn Relays in which West runners ran their personal best and captured many medals.

Above: With perfect form, Michael Groh winds up for the discus toss.

Right: Kevin Fisher uses his grace and balance to soar through the air.

A quick start will prove to be successful for the relay team of Jack Tran and Drew Gardner.

Varsity:
Sitting: Pat Quillan, Davidson Hang, Dan Paul, Andrew Fox, Ilan Levy, Kenneth Horn, Dan Salvato, Anthony Moreton, Bart Caterino.
Kneeling: Carlyle Phillips, Harrison Miller, Kevin Fisher, Drew Gardner, Tim Pagano, Jamie Trubin, Brett Madres, Mike Edgein, Mike Groh, Rick Truong
Standing: Dan Breswick, Jack Tran, Matt Moran, John Phillips, Nick Shazar, Dan Loveland, Clarion Johnson, Dan Elmore, Perry Karen, Kyle Burbank, Matt McCloskey, Vince Lombardo, Chris Shibe, David Powers, Jason Valleley, Nicholas Ricciardi, Lenny Rufati
Above: Lenny Rufati and Matt McCloskey try to clinch a first and second place finish for West. Above Right: With fierce determination, Carlyle Phillips gets a burst of energy near the finish. Right: Andrew Fox paces his steps to ensure a strong finish. Below Right: Launching himself at the line, Claron Johnson hopes to add an extra inch to his jump. Below: New team member, Dan Breswick establishes himself as a strong, talented runner.

Seniors:
Kneeling: Bart Caterino, Dan Paul, Kevin Fisher, Dam Elmore
Standing: Mike Groh, Matt McCloskey, Jamie Trubin, Jason Valleley.

Above: Veteran shot putter, Jamie Trubin executes impeccable form as he adds points to the overall team score.
Making a Racket

Perry Karen
Senior

Brandon Abramovitz
Senior

Mikhail Chernyavskiy
Sophomore

David Wu
Senior

Glenn Giron
Sophomore

James Hwang
Junior

Above: Mikhail Chernyavskiy stretches for the return.

Above Left: Scrambling for the return, Perry Karen maneuvers towards the ball.

Below Left: Brandon Abramovitz prepares to lob the ball back for a score.

Below: Perfecting his serve, Perry Karen’s opening volley is difficult to return.

Varsity:
Matt McClintock, Mikhail Chernyavskiy, Ed Tsygansky, Brandon Abramovitz, Perry Karen, Robbie, Kates, Dr. Brown

Junior Varsity:
Kneeling: David Wu, John Maeng, Andrew Pavlicin, Jordan Abramovitz, Mike Bevilacqua, Jeremy Becker, Shawn Roseman, Zachary Dreyer
Standing: Jason Maeng, John Shin, Kristopher Medina, Michael Becker, Andrew Hogrogian, Glenn Giron, Tai Won Park, Coach Romello
Standing on Steps: Joe Abesh, James Hwang, Zack Tyman, Daniel Jones, Michael Feeney, Daniel Trentutola
Above: Kelly Hy follows through with her swing.
Right: Yelizveta Baranchuk demonstrates her perfect skill of hitting a low ball.
Below: Liz Bossov hits the ball perfectly right in the center
Below Right: Krystal Pearson hits the ball over the net.
Below Far Right: Theresea DeCourcey keeps her eye on the ball.
Below Last Right: Putting her body in the correct position, Anna Abramovich makes sure she hits the ball.

Varsity:
Front Row: Sarah Fisher, Chrissy Badaracco, Paula Doneson
Second Row: Sarah Ricci, Theresa DeCourcey, Tracey Pavlicin, Melissa Fast, Coach Brown

Junior Varsity:
Front Row: Madeline Pizarro, Janet Tesfai, Alexandra Corey, Kelly Hy, Joanna Wolozen, Yevgenia Yushkova, Krystal Pearson, Julie Huang, Tina Johnson, Stephanie Caspe
Second Row: Kimberly Ryan, Emily Fox, Merve Babiker, Randall Yingling, Monica Malinowski, Yelizaveta Baranchuk, Linda Nieves, Anna Abramovich, Elizabeth Bossov, Coach Romello

Girls' Tennis 113
Team Spirit

Team motto: "Sharp, sharp, sharp."
Season Highlights: Cheer camp '04; football games; competitions; TNT gymnastics
Quote from Coach Smith: "Smile pretty!"
A little more: This team was 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 7th at 4 different competitions!

Above: Ashley Basford enunciates and exerts her voice so the crowd can hear the cheer perfectly.

Right: Stephanie Faehner sharply strikes the pose.

Above: With a huge smile on her face, Dana Vitarelli sure looks like she's having a lot of fun!

Varsity:
Sitting: Samantha Colladay, Lori Jane Henhaffer, Melissa Haswell, Kristin Woods, Dana Vitarelli, Elizabeth Sosi, Shahidah Lowe, Alexandra Pagano
Kneeling: Coach Smith, Victoria Stith, Elizabeth Feyas, Jaclyn Smith, Stephanie Faehner, Ashley Basford, Mary Anne Feyas, Samantha Rush, Assistant Coach Wolozen
Standing: Kelsey Thomas, Heather Marchiano, Bianca Wilson, Bonnie Kelly, Jena Wilson, Ashley Manning, Kelsey Makofsky, Kelley Miller, Sheelagh Pousata, Lesley Colladay, Stephanie DiBella
Above: Screaming her lungs out, Mary Anne Feyas shows her pride and joy for the people of West.

Above Right: Cheerleading routines are performed in perfect unison.

Right: Lori Jane Henhaffer leads the West Cheerleaders in an original routine.

Below Right: Go team, go! Cheer cheerleaders, cheer!

Below: Melissa Haswell portrays perfect balance.

Above: West’s Varsity Cheerleaders get the crowd going at a rally.

Above: Taking a break from practice.
Team Motto: “One Degree Better!”
Season Highlights: Historic 20-6 victory over a talented Willingboro team.
Quote from Coach Bova: “This was the most enjoyable season I’ve had in my career. These kids are truly special.”
A little extra: This was the largest freshman squad in the history of the school with 56 players!

Above: 1, 22, 44...Hut!
Right: Kevin Fisher uses his grace and balance to soar through the air.

Above: Tom Dexter takes a break between plays.

Varsity:
First Row: Josh Hershaw, Ted Balabuk, Joe Bush, Anthony Sarconi, Frank Schmidt, Mike Manfredi, Lee Ruff
Tom Dexter, Michael Cox, Greg Furey
Fourth Row: Coach Serbo, Anthony D’Amato, D.J. Nork, Kerman Getmes, Tom Piazzolla, Matt Lewandowski, Rich Triong, Mike Glanytscher, Kyle Gignier, Darryl Cottman, Kyle Downs, Anthony Geenley, Monaywol Hua, Coach Principal, Megan Lipinski
Fifth Row: Coach Koester, Coach O’Connor, Kevin Reynolds, Ryan Childs, Tony Falcone, Vincent Lombardo, Matt McCluskey, Matt Malinowski, Steven King, Jamie Trautin, Andrew Lincoln, Alex Fisher, Luca Tasumi, Nick Shazar, Matt Osterio, Coach Laired, Coach Lipinski

116 Football
Above: West Lions' quarterback, Tyrone Walker, sneaks around the other team to throw the ball.
Above Right: West Lions line up for the play.
Below Right: Matt McCloskey gathers all his energy to plow into an opposing team mate.
Below: The team marches to victory.

Above: West Lions prep themselves for the snap.

Freshmen:
Sitting: Ryan Applegate, Marc Bondad, Anthony Sarlo, Tevarance Patel, Jimmy Shewchuk, Kyle Dexter, Matt Springer, Joe Rinaldi, Billy Taylor, Chris Weiss
Kneeling: Tom Stiller, Tom Potesta, Nick Filari, Marc Doyle, Nick Thompson, Chris Pawling, Chris Niemann, Mike Bugie, Jim Behling, Jason Mattingly, Marcello Maiari
Next Row Kneeling: Keith Michel, Aumy Said, David Wachick, Brett Redlini, Mike Moloney, Greg Sebazio, Andrew Taylor, Jeremy Bell, Colin Calloway, Tim Alemi, Steve Farley
Standing: Assistant Coach McElroy, Assistant Coach Brocco, Sean Phillips, James Regensberger, Jordan Bond, Dom Caruso, Pat Hanna, Steve McDoniel, DaWayne Wallace, Colin O'Sullivan, TJ Posecco, Richard Fehr

Last Row Standing: Drew Petroll, Paulie Stewart, Sean Burke, Kyle Smolosky, Nate Owera, Michael Ismatta, Mike Callahan, Dan Griffith, Kurt Knecht, Vick Anshal, Patrick Prisco, Kyle Rosenthal, Coach Bova
Team motto: “Get your game on.”
Season Highlights: Beating Triton; tying Camden Catholic 10/230 seconds left; making it to states
Team Quote: “For the heart of the game.”
A little extra: This team was 2nd in the division, only losing to Shawnee.

Above: Krista Taylor guards the ball against her opponent.
Right: Liza Marianni swings with all her might.

Above: Fiorette Press runs the ball back to the other side of the field.

Varsity:
Kneeling: Kaitlyn Vencus, Samantha DiBella, Alisyn Berenato, Nicole Scullin, Laura Maier, Krista Taylor, Stephanie Lynch, Laurel Sturner
1st Row Standing: Dayna Foster, Liza Marianni, Allie Edmund, Katie McGee, Kellyn Riley, Fiorette Press
2nd Row Standing: Assistant Coach Heidi Brunswick, Assistant Coach Leslie Gilman, Courtney Easterby, Samantha Bianchi, Danielle Slutsky, Emily Lint, Alyssa Eichhorn, Laura Pierce, Lindsay Bramwell, Nicole Pappas, Michelle Derer, Coach Robin Schwartz
Above: Laura Pierce prepares to receive the ball.
Above Right: Kellyn Rily makes a pass.
Right: Alyssa Eichhorn, hit that ball!
Below Right: Getting to it before the opposing team player does, Alyssa Eichhorn sweeps the ball away.
Below: Making sure she'll hit it on the right spot, Katie McGee eyes the ball.

Junior Varsity:
Kneeling: Raisa Avila, Jen Dean, Jessica Jones, Christine Devine, Stephanie Impagliazzo, Rachel Leonardi, Marie Hood
Standing: Marianne Drayfahl, Dana Robbins, Gabrielle Steinert, Megan Lee, Juliet Lee, Susan Carter, Brooke Balfour, Coach Allison Teske

Freshmen:
Kneeling: Annalise Strojan, Lauren Selnek, Steph Mailahn, Kristen Hoffman, Paula Broussard, Krista Dimirgian
Standing: Coach Rachel Sukinik, Dana DiRimandi, Kate Blandy, Alyssa Taylor, Alyssa Ream, Mary O'Rourke, Bridget Carroll, Emily Albrecht
Committed to Win

Team motto: “Chemistry - character - commitment.”
Season Highlights: Qualified for state tournament; finished in 2nd place in Olympic Conference, Patriot Division.
Quote from Coach Sleeth: “They played hard, as a team, with class.”
A little extra: This team was never held scoreless in all 19 games.

Above: Chris Tribulas runs into the game with determination.
Right: Matt Shanker prepares to take it down the field!

Above: Scanning the field, Adam Moreton looks for his team members.

Varsity:
Lying Down: Jeff Wallin, Andy Zagoren
Kneeling: Anthony Viola, Ryan Tadley, Chris Tribulas, Adam Moreton, John Scender, Anthony DeSantis, Kevin Motson, Brett Madres
Standing: Coach Sleeth, Steve Noon, Les Muluh, Paul Khoury, Jeff Miller, Samir Svraka, Tim Mullowney, Andy Bednarchick, Drew Lampitt, Matt Shanker, Nick Sarlo, Manager Megan Hallowell, Assistant Coach Heil
Above: Ryan Tadley attempts to block the ball with style.
Above Right: Tim Mullowney darts towards the ball.
Right: Avoiding getting kicked in the shin, Brett Madres gets ready to steal the ball away from his opposing team player.
Below Right: Drew Lampitt takes a quick turn.
Below: Chris Tribulas attempts to steal the ball.

Junior Varsity:
Kneeling: Joe Skolnik, Nick Groh, Derek Bruno, Dave Hays, J.D. Husband, Eric Davies, Phil Crivaro, Ken Stieber, Mark Magowan
Standing: Sam Alexander, Dave Powers, Giuseppe Saffos, Steve Markos, Dan Quinn, Dave Schmotzer, John Grybowski, Nick Quigley, Scott Ferguson, Patrick Carey, A.J. Kostelecki, Coach Tom Longmore

Freshmen:
Kneeling: Andrew Aurelieo, Stephen Day, Justin Abramovitz, Christopher Kumpf, Perry Hudicka, Michael Kuphal, Demetri Stratis, Marc Dezil, Malcolm Cooper, Abdul Saied Ahabdi, Michael Perrotti, Eric Wesley
Standing: Manager Amanda Rickett, Kyle Kosa, Eric Burnett, Paul Besancon, Timothy Hughes, Matthew Carter, David Neblock, Vincent Voiro, Jordan McIntyre, Sam Kauhin, Patrick Doyle, Manager Briana Machinski, Coach Alex Estrada
**Setting Goals**

**Team motto:** “Remember the pain.”

**Season Highlights:** 2nd round state tournament

**Quote from Coach Garrity-Bantle:** “I am very proud of this team. I will remember this season forever.”

A **little extra:** This team won the Olympic Patriot Division which was the 1st time in Girls’ Soccer history here at West!

**Above:** Amy Zeitz runs to get the ball back.

**Right:** Jessica Giardinelli passes the ball to her team mate.

**Above:** Angela Wilmer takes the ball downfield to opponents side.

**Varsity:**

**Sitting:** Carolina Pissaro

**Kneeling:** Lindsay Wallin, Jenny Heenan, Angie Wilmer, Ilene Lampitt, Kristen D’Ambra, Christina Vitagliano, Jessica Giardinelli

**Standing:** Coach Garrity-Bantle, Karina McIntyre, Rachel Gordon, Amy Zeitz, Kelly Boswell, Alena Hyatt, Georgia Castellano, Brittany Whitehead, Stacey Dykstra

**Camera Shy:** Krystal Reeve
Above: Christina Vitagliano dribbles down the field and finishes in second place for West.
Above Right: Kelly Boswell shoots the ball past the defenders.
Right: Lindsay Wallin warms up by dribbling the ball.
Below Right: Stacey Dykstra gets a pass from a friend.
Below: Jenny Heenan kicks the ball into the goal.

Junior Varsity:
Lying Down: Rachel Fieldman, Kristen Layton
Kneeling: Jess Giampietro, Magaly Garcia, Lisa Trivigino, Latasha Terry, Stephanie Ottino, Jackie Jamrogowicz, Alexa Giampietro
Standing: Alex Gotta, Nicole Semola, Mary Conners, Chayna Humphrey, Ashley White, Jenn Carey, Ashley Shibe, Coach Pollack

Above: Hangin' out after the game.
Going the Distance

Dan Paul  
Senior

Dan Elmore  
Senior

Tim Breswick  
Senior

Casey Hall  
Senior

Scott Williamson  
Senior

Bart Caterino  
Senior

Above: Looking ahead, Xavier Stridick conjures up a plan to pass the opposing team's runners. 
Left: Dan Elmore maintains his speedy pace. 
Below Left: Neck and neck, Joel Almonte and Ryan Britton double their chances of beating the next person. 
Below: Dan Paul darts to the finish line.

Above: Bart Caterino concentrates on strategizing how to become one of the first to complete the race.

Varsity:
Sitting: Casey Hall, Joel Almonte, Bart Caterino, Andrew Fox, Dan Paul, Anthony Moreton, Cameron Widerman, Pat Quillian, Daniel Slavato
Kneeling: Andrew Aguilar, Nick Redman, Ryan Britton, Andrew Pavlicin, Xavier Stridick, Andrew Sturmer, Kenny Horn, Jimmy Meyers, Josh Kwartler, Eric Pletcher, Ilan Levy, Davidson Hang, Kunal Sharma
Standing: Coach Nick Middier, Dan Breswick, Scott Williamson, Tim Breswick, Andrew Bastnagel, Tim Sheehan, Brian Long, Ted Heim, Daniel T. Elmore, Sam Provins, Ryan Cafaro

124 Boys' Cross Country
Above: Slowing to a stop, Laurey Williamson gets ready to take a rest.
Right: Kelly Fletcher browses her surroundings for further reference.
Below: Kelly Hiestand runs to victory.
Below Right: Making progress, Ashley Smith fires past an opposing team mate.
Below Far Right: Jesse Abesh jogs her heart out.
Below Last Right: Elizabeth Redman concentrates on her goal.

Varsity:
Kneeling: Jesse Abesh, Laurey Williamson, Elizabeth Redman
Standing: Coach O'Donnell, Kelly Fletcher, Kelly Hiestand, Olivia Webster, Ashley Smith

Above: West's Girl's Cross Country partners run wild, being one of the first teams to finish the tiring race.
Team motto: "The strength of the team is the individual, the strength of the individual is the team."
Season Highlights: Made it to state tournament
Team Quote: "What time is it?" "Game time!"
A little bit extra: Junior Varsity won first place at the Purple and White Tournament.

Above: Rebecca Pierce steps into a bump.
Right: Kelly Smith prepares to set the ball.

Above: Julie Lo bumps the ball over the net.

Varsity:
Front Row: Julie Lo, Sina Teerarak, Editha Sacdalan, Rachael Lee, Vicki Long, Erin Decker, An Nguyen
Back Row: Coach Gurst, Allison Kleeman, Kelly McShay, Rebecca Pierce, Danielle Buchanan, Megan Ryan, Lindsay Kern, Danit Stemmer, Kelly Smith, Coach Sweeten
Above: Danielle Buchanan passes the ball for a perfect set.  

Above Right: The team gets ready to plan out how to get the ball over the net.  

Right: Rachel Lee refreshes herself for the next game.  

Below Right: Kelly Smith and Kelly McShay practice blocking the ball at the same time.  

Below: Danielle Buchanan awaits the return.

Junior Varsity:  
Front Row: Shaina Bradley, Rachel Krable, Krista White  
Second Row: Ali Hurd, Gina Manfredi, Jessie Tomasetti, Kristie Keating  
Back Row: Coach Gurst, Lynn Passarella, Kay Yi, Natalie Saffos, Megan Ryan, Lindsay Kerr, Allana Gleckler, Vicki Long, Sina Teerarak

Above: The team shows sportsmanship.
Claim the Court

Right: Kyle Erhard swiftly moves the ball away from the opponent.
Far Right: Matt Malinowski looks onward with determination to shoot the free throw.

Above: Anthony DeSantis searches for a team mate to pass the ball. Right: Joe Fisher maneuvers around the opponent to get to the basket.

Above: Coach Scerbo tells the team of their plans for the next play.

Varsity:
Front Row: Devin McEady, Sheldon MacDonald, Anthony DeSantis, Steve Noon, Tom McCargo
Second Row: Coach Crummy, Ty Walker, Marco Smoijver, Matt Malinowski, Ian Davis, Kyle Erhard, Jerome Sye, Coach Scerbo
Above: Matt Malinowski, with determination, dives for the ball to keep it from going out of bounds.
Above Right: Devin McEady avoids the opponent’s hand from trying to steal the ball.
Right: Tom McCargo looks for an open teammate as he is double-teamed by the opponents.
Below Right: Ian Davis successfully dribbles the ball around the opponent to make it to the basket.
Below: Kyle Erhard looks for an open teammate.

Junior Varsity:
Front Row: Jamari Scott, Sheldon MacDonald, Alfy Frias, Sam Alexander, Darryl Cotton

Freshmen:
Front Row: Pat Hanna, Norman Neal, Dwayne Wallace, Jordan Bond
Second Row: Greg Sebacco, Robert Wardlow, Tyrik Agnew, Rashad Harrington, Jack Anderson
Third Row: Coach Tarrant, Kevin Noon, Brendan Schoepflin, Kurt Knecht, Kyle Marett, Darnell Williams, Coach Brocco
To the Hoop

Team motto: “Believe in yourself.”
Quote from Coach Garrity-Bantle: “We have a very young team. Our goal is to get better with each game. The girls work very hard and I am very proud of their effort.”

Above: Seniors Hannah Chornock, Kelly Boswell, Lindsay Wallin, and Niki DeGrazia share a basketball moment.

Right: With great speed and grace, Lindsay Wallin makes it to the hoop.

Above: The team huddles with Coach Garrity to plan their next moves.

Below: Coach Koester

Varsity:
Front Row: Angel Genther, Jen Loney, Hannah Chornock
Second Row: Lindsay Wallin, Erica Hertzberg, Latasha Terry, Kamara Edwards, Ashley Faust, Angie Wilmer
Third Row: Coach Koester, Linnea Fargo, Karina McIntyre, Kelly Boswell, Nikki DeGrazia, Lindsay Kerr, Brittany Drea, Sarah Ricci, Coach Garrity-Bantle
Not Pictured: Brooke Dougherty
Above: Ashley Faust dribbles down the court.
Above Right: The team anxiously awaits the final buzzer.
Right: Sarah Ricci looks for an open teammate to pass the ball to.
Below Right: Latasha Terry and Lindsay Wallin congratulate their teammates on their victory.
Below: Kelly Boswell eyes her opponent in an attempt to steal the ball.

Junior Varsity:
Front Row: Alexa Giampietro, Rachel Knable, Mariana Messina, Jessica Giampietro
Second Row: Ashley Jensen, Shirley Still, Alyssa Ream, Courtney Klevenz, Dana DiRaimondi, Gina Manfredi, Coach Kilvington
Not Pictured: Tanisha Thompson, Sam Bianchi

Above: Angel Genther jumps to successfully pass the ball to her teammate.
Going the Distance

Dan Elmore
Senior

Sabina Della-Peruta
Sophomore

Andrew Fox
Sophomore

Ryan Cafaro
Freshmen

Coach Mitidieri

Coach Bova

Above: Sabina Della-Peruta runs with the smile of victory.

Left: Matt McCloskey maintains his speedy pace.

Below Left: Andrew Fox, Anthony Judilla, Cameron Widerman sprint to the finish line.

Below: Kevin Motson and Joel Almonte concentrate on the race ahead.

Varsity:
Front Row: Sarah Poserina, Meghan Bruce, Sabina Della-Peruta, Brianna Pacheco, Britanny Whitehead, Laura Maier
Second Row: Ilan Levy, Andrew Fox
Third Row: Anthony Moreton, Marc Doyle, Ryan Cafaro, Davidson Hang, Anthony Judilla, Cameron Widerman, Kunal Sharma, Joel Almonte
Fourth Row: Coach Bova, Kevin Motson, David Powers, Nick Shazar, Ted Heimi, Nick Redman, Joseph Abesh, Coach Mitidieri

Above: Britanny Whitehead and Laura Maier smile about the great race.
Above: Nick Groh balances while bowling.
Right: Nicole Reilly steps into the game.
Below: A.J. Kostelecki bowls the ball right down the center of the lane.
Below Right: Matt Kail concentrates on his bowling technique.
Below Far Right: Laura DeChristopher concentrates on scoring a strike.

Boys’ Varsity:
Second Row: Mike Groh, Matt Kail, Andrew Hoffman, David Schmotzer, Jeremy Farina, Coach Wolf
Camera Shy: Michael Liguori

Girls’ Varsity:
Front Row: Laura DeChristopher, Kristen Cioffi
Second Row: Ashley Genzano, Chrissy Hoffman, Danielle Buchanan, Nicole Reilly, Coach Wolf.
Pin to Win

Team motto: “Get Fired Up!”
Season Highlights: Senior wrestlers dominated the competition.
Quote from Coach Smith: “Cut it out and just wrestle.”
A little more: The team record this season was an impressive 11-6.

Above: Eric Davies fiercely incapacitates his opponent.
Right: Steve Sochanachack has the upper hand in this match.

Above: Victory for Eddie Hernandez!

Varsity:
Sitting: Eric Davies with Managers Carolyn Segrest and Megan Hallowell.
Kneeling: Jordan Abramovitz, Greg Holm, Steve McDonald, Andrew Aguilar,
Shane Thomson, Chris Kourmadas, Jon Halpern, Mike Cox, D.J. Nork
Standing: Coach Mahan, Jeff Mallahan, Dave Gola, Tom Cunningham, Jamie
O'Dowd, Steve Sochanachack, Eddie Hernandez, Rick Aguilar, Bob Barbora, Brett
Penn, Jordan Staub, Coach Silverstein, Coach Greg Coolahan, Coach Jeff Coolahan.
Above: Jordan Abramovitz tries to get out of his opponent's grasp.
Above Right: Jordan Staub expertly places his opponent in a headlock.
Right: Shane Thomson checks with the referee to see if he won the match.
Below Right: Jamie O'Dowd overpowers his opponent.
Below: Ron Glass pins his opponent and wins the match.

Junior Varsity:
Kneeling: Jordan Abramovitz, Rich Fletcher, Tom Siller, D.J. Nork, Jon Kozak, Josh Kwartler, Alex Agurok, Coach Silverstein
Standing: Coach Mahan, Ron Glass, Anthony Sarlo, Paul Stewart, Kevin Reynolds, Steve Garbowksi, Jordan Staub, Coach Coolahan

Above: Seniors Jeff Mailahn, Dave Gola, Jamie O'Dowd, Tom Cunningham, Steve Sochanchak, Eddie Hernandez, Rich Aguilar, Jon Halpern, Chris Kourmadas, and Brett Penn take a break to capture this moment.
Making Waves

Team motto: “Train hard, swim hard, win hard.” and “Fear Hungry Lions.”
Season Highlights: Girls’ Team was ranked #7 in New Jersey with 10 wins and 0 losses.
A little more: Both the boys’ and girls’ teams defeated East this season.

Girls Swimming:
Row 1: Amanda Waldner, Jen Rashit, Jill Beitz, Veronica Rosa, Andrea Chambers, Liza Marianni, Kaitlyn Ryan
Row 2: Kim Howard, Liz Powers, Michelle Bancroft, Danielle Slutsky, Amanda Malik, Kelly Fletcher, Jessica Good, Tiffany Giacoboni, Coach Sweeten
Row 3: Juliet Lee, Heather Kates, Paula Broussard, Kate Blandy, Kristen Muscat, Katehin Santhir, Mary Corners, Vicky Long, Tracey Benjamin, Merve Babiker, Coach Rybak
Row 4: Megan Ryan, Rebecca Pierce, Joelle Humenik, Theresa DeCoursey, Bethany Campbell, Jessica German, Kathleen Keck
Row 5: Laura Pierce, Maureen O’Neill, Laurye Williamson, Jessica Malin, Gabrielle Steinert, Sam Steffler, Megan Lee, Natalie Saffos, Allison Rotish

Coach Sweeten

Above Right: Liza Marianni executes a perfect dive to score points for the team.
Above: Pat Hutchinson takes a breath before reaching the wall.

Above: Mark Dezii propels himself ahead of his opponents.
Above: Maureen O’Neill’s excellent freestyle helps her defeat her opponent.
Above Right: Dave Washik will reach the wall first with his powerful swimming.
Right: Backstroke is the specialty of Jen Rashidi.
Below Right: Amanda Waldner breaks for some air before swimming to victory.
Below: Andy Bastaegds shows an impeccable freestyle form.

Boys Swimming:
Row 1: Sam Kaubin, Dan Cuilla, Tim Bresswick
Row 2: Eric Burnett, Pat Hutchinson, Paul Besancon, Brian Lind, David Washik
Row 3: Giuseppe Saffos, Tom DeCoursey, Andrew Hohwald, Eric Plethor, Chris Angelotti, Jason Mattingly, Andrew Still, Austin Thomas, Coach Rogers, Coach McElroy
Row 4: Mark Dezii, Greg Hohwald, Ryan Bubser, Scott Vrana, Dan Quinn, Matt Mattingly
Row 5: Jarryd Stamatekos, Andy Bastaegel, Pete Zuckerman, Jeff Miller, George Leyh, Al Merincavage, Mark Neiman, Mark Garbowiski

Above: Kristen Muscat, Liza Marianni, Kaitlyn Ryan, Theresa DeCoursey, Jessica Malin, Laurye Williamson, Veronica Rosa and Kelly Fletcher are the Senior members of the 2005 Girls’ Swim Team.
Jessica McCollum "mothers" Allison Quiring in this year's Children's Show.

Performing Arts
Vocal Workshop

Alto
Christina Badaracco
Elisabeth Rossov
Jena Coletti
Erica Collins
Alexandra Corey
Krista Damirian
Caroline Feyas
Paige Gloria
Danielle Gonzalez
Krisen Hoffmann
Heather Kates
Gina Mantredi
Jennifer Mitchell
Sarah Poserina
Elana Resnick
Amanda Ricketti
Carolyn Segrest
Julie Skolnik
Susan Song
Tara Staffieri
Tanya Troxell
Ashley White

Bass
Keith Badoff
Raphael Ellis
Daniel Faber
Sarrin Gaber
Nate Gier
Perry Hudecki
Richard Jordan
Bryan Kessler
Kurt Knecht
Marcello Maluch
J. Mason-Butch
Christian Padilla
Reuben Papianikou
C. Shindrick
Jeremy Silver
An Quoc Truong
Seung Yoo

Soprano II
Danita Ancrum
Christina Berr
Sarah Biren
Katherine Blundy
Da Un Chung
Jackie Curran
Christina D'Orazio
Jesica DeLay
Laura DeChristopher
Aliza Dicker
Marisa Furey
Nicole
Kajkowski
Laura Kampf
Kathleen Keck
Betsy Kotolnick
Grace Lee
Allison Leyh
Mariana Messina
Stephanie Onen
Courtney Petrillo
Kimber Ray
Melissa Rivard
Javeeira Salome
Razia Sattar
Jacqueline
Shoukry
Ashley Smith
Margaret Sundell
Lataha Terry
Lisa Trivigno
Lauren
Washington
Raelea Webster
Jillian Winkoff

Tenor
Donnell Ancrum
Ryan Applegate
Lewis Bivona
Malcolm Cooper
Richard Crandle
Marc Dezil
Stephen Ganen
Henry Hayes
Stephen Jones
Kyle Kosa
Christopher
Kumpf
Luis Santiago

The winter concert would not be the same without Vocal Workshop.

Kimber Ray and Dan Faber

Richard Crandle
Vocal workshop provides the music of the night.

These talented performers successfully execute a synchronized harmony to produce an exciting performance.
Alto
Julia Chatzinoff
Jeanne Connor
Stacey Dykstra
Courtney Easterby
Emily Elswedy
Martha Howley
Karen Nery
Danit Stemmer
Amanda Waldner

Soprano I
Brielle DeFelice
Carolyn Doosey
Elizabeth Feyas
Mary Anne Feyas
Crystal Fletcher
Stephanie Gruber
Courtney Johnson
Krystal Maldonado
Tuong Nguyen
Carolina Pissaro
Jacqueline Riel
Monica Shoukry
Amanda Starke
Jannet Vaca

Soprano II
Keila Cruz
Kristin Fesko
Ashley Genzano
Chayna Humphrey
Samantha Johnson
Bonnie Kelly
Jessica Kovacs
Monica Malinowski
Mandi McHale
Hannah Romm
Ashley Saha
Jessica Shoukry
Ashlee Shours
CONCERT CHOIR

Tenor
Chih-Wei Chan
Antonio Delgado
James Franklin
Steven Garbowski
Davidson Hwang
James Hwang
Preston Monish
Stephen Muscolini
Hoang Vu

Baritone
Sam Alexander
Christopher
Asman
Keith Badorff
Kyle Burbank
Chris Caracciolo
Spencer Cowan
David Dektor
Eivind DelFierro
Marc George
Nate Geron
Thomas Jereb
Matt Leone-Zwilling
Michael Myers
Tai Park
Ian Reed
Jason Stelnaszyk
Marty Weis

Soprano I
Liz Baranchuck
Nicole Bush
Susan Carter
Lindsay Czajka
Elizabeth Feygas
Jadyn Jardel
Christine Kasten
Juliet Lee
Rachel Leonardi
Stephanie Oskin
Ashley Ouellette
Eliane Pabon
Liz Pagano
Sheelah Pousatis
Kellyn Riley
Kely Rivera
Jacqueline Shourky
Dana Vitarelli
Jennifer Wedgwood
Rachel Weiss

Soprano II
Bethany Campbell
Charmbrace Carter
Gabrielle Gola
Sophia Graves
Laura Higgins
Leslie Higgins
Caitlin Johnson
Allison Keck
Lindsay Kerr
Megan Lee
Carolyn Mako
Mary Montefear
Tinae Phillips
Kathryn Powers
Katherine Proulx
Lisa Pyle
Lauren Rawling
Hannah Romm
Natalie Safos

The spotlight shines on Antonio Delgado.

Euphonic sounds

Mr. Boeckle

The winter concert is always the highlight of the year.

Chih-Wei Chan & Michelle Wecner

The Concert Choir provides entertainment for all.
West Singers

Alto I
Susan Brennan
Brittany Cirston
Erin Dacker
Michelle Dorer
Shaina Lore
Kasie Ryan
Kathleen Torres
Jordan Wollen

Alto II
Marie Brodick
Jennifer Home
Clair Kotula
Tracey Pavlina
Julia Stone
Stephanie Westor

Bass I
David Clarke
Adam Dazi
Kyle Dillon
Torrin Laine
Tupu Lemalu
John Maeng
Raheem Morton
Andrew Nop
Kevin Nowakowski
Carlyle Phillips

Bass II
Dean Chung
Michael Groh
Andrew Guinn
Kevin McGinnis
William Sanborn
Michael Shimchick
James Trubin
Scott Tyler

Soprano I
Mary Beets
Annalise Berdini
Brittney Carbone
Elisha Chao
Abigail Dahan
Carley Delasco
Kristen Layton
Jessica Malin
Vanessa Pabon-Gardas
Kristina Polk
Jennifer Sheehan
Christina Tripoli

Soprano II
Crystal Callehan
Amanda Cameron
Diamond Caud
Da Un Chung
Charlene Dorer
Barbara Dose
Melissa Fast
Bonnie Kelly
Samantha Miller
Kathleen Puche
Diana Torres
Jordan Vann

Tenor I
Daniel Elmore
Timothy McHale
Gary Sarro
Victor Silvestri
Alex Tang
Matthew VanDyke

Tenor II
Schumann An
Justin DelMonte
Jacob Earlwood
Matthew
Honsinger
David Janove
Nicholas Quigley
William Shin
Michael Styles

Mrs. Bass leads West Singers in a song.
The young men of West Singers.

Hours of rigorous practice have created the beautiful sounds of West Singers.
Tenor
Schumann An
Justin DelMonte
Jake Earwood
Gary Sarno
Mike Styles
Alex Tang

Bass
Dean Chung
Tupu Lemalu
Carlyle Phillips
Kevin McGinnis
Jamie Trubin

Carlyle Phillips sings West's rendition of "In the Jungle" to hype the crowd.

Men of Note perform at Barnes and Noble to raise money for Choral activities.

Men of Note perform at the Winter Concert.
Alto
Marie Brodrick
Charlene Derer
Michelle Derer
Tracey Pavlicin
Kasie Ryan
Jordi Wallen

Soprano
Mary Becica
Abby Dahan
Vanessa
Pabon-Garcia
Samantha Miller
Jordan Vann
Alto
Jen Horne
Shaina Lore
Katie Ryan
Julia Stone

Bass
Dean Chung
Mike Groh
John Maeng
Kevin McGinnis
Andrew Nop
Michael Shimchick

Soprano I
Brittney Carbone
Kristen Layton
Vanessa Pabon-Garcia
Jen Sheehan

Soprano II
Annalise Berdini
Da Un Chung
Samantha Miller
Diana Torres

Tenor
Jake Earwood
Daniel Elmore
Tim McHale
William Shin
Michael Styles
Matt VanDyke
Flute
Melissa Fast
Leslie Higgins

Oboe
Lauren Weiss

Clarinet
Shauna Lore
Chrissy Badaracco
Mike Groh
Glenn Giron
John Caterino
Kasie Ryan
Rebecca Rowland

Bass Clarinet
Alan Lada
Marisa Carson

Alto Saxophone
Jeff Wallin
Alex Lombardi
Robert Wardlow
Ryan Monahan

Tenor Saxophone
Scott Vrana
Josh Kwartler

Baritone Saxophone
David Eliker

Trumpet
Jeremy Becker
Bart Caterino
Sam Provins
Ryan Britton
Mike Shimchick
Malcolm Cooper

Horn
Alana Katz

Trombone
Josh Benson
Zach Daroff

Baritone
Steve Galan

Tuba
Tom Siller

Percussion
Bill Sanborn
Dan Neblock
Adam Noar
Adam Barber
Kyle Earthman
Andy Alta
Ian Cowperthwaite

The combined sounds of the clarinet and the flute produce the perfect harmony. Kasie Ryan and Rebecca Rowland complete the wind ensemble with his trombone.
Flute
Samantha Mills
Jina Hwang
Eliana Levavi
Donna Russ
Kim McDevitt

Clarinet
Megan Nugent
Avital Levavi
Roxanne Fernandez
Clark Brown
Keith Michel
John Roszkowski

Alto Saxophone
Dan Jones
Kris Berinson
Austin Thomas
Dave Rothkopf
Dan Hohwald
Andrew Lee
Dave McEroy

Tenor Saxophone
Luca Taormina
David Washick

Baritone Saxophone
Shira Jaspen

Trumpet
Jamie Trubin
Kevyn Fisher
A.J. Kostelecki
Nick Groh
Dave Powers
Bryan George
Tim Sheehan
Sam Boardman

Horn
Alaina Katz
Katie Rizzo

Bass
Mike Becker

Trombone
Zach Daroff
Amanda Malik
Stephanie Wister
Christian Padilla

Tuba
John Benson

Percussion
Eric Burnett
Sharon Clarke
Pat Doyle
Tom Holroyd
Min Jung
Chris Pawling
Ashley Riehl

Donna Russ expresses her musical style with her playing of the flute.

John Benson
The alto saxes of the symphonic band provide perfect pitch.

Mr. Mark directs the symphonic band in a powerful performance.
Violin I
Jen Horne
Mikhail Chernyavskiy
Kelly Fletcher
Michelle Jastrzembski
Maryanne Drayfahl

Violin II
Jamie Swartz
Erica Anas
Phil Migdalias
Shelly Swartz
Elaine Pang

Viola
Joe Falcone
Aliana Katz
Frank McDevitt

Cello
Sam Kaubin
Katie Rizzo
William Shinn

Bass
Josh Curry
Sena Rainey

Kate Rizzo and Sam Kaubin
Mikhail Chernyavskiy and Maryanne Drayfahl play the violin beautifully.
Ms. Fasso and her string orchestra perform their lessons.
William Shinn
Josh Curry
Members of the orchestra play an amazing composition
Violins
Jen Horne
Michele Jastrzembski
Maryanne Drayfahl

Cello
Katie Rizzo

Viola
Joe Falcon
Frank McDevitt

Percussion
Adam Barber
Kyle Earthen
Ian Cowperthwaite

Bass
Josh Curry

Flute
Melissa Fast
Mallory Haswell

Clarinet
Alan Lada
Chrissy Badaracco

The 2005 Hello Dolly Pit Orchestra

Alana Katz and Mike Groh provide sound for the musical.

Jeremy Becker

John Benson

Josh Curry plays the bass.

Mallory Haswell expertly produces melodies on the flute.

A hug for a job well done.
Tenor Sax / Clarinet
Mike Groh

Bari Sax / Tenor Sax
Aliana Katz

Alto Sax
Kris Berinson
Alex Lombardi

Trumpet
Mr. Kevin Akinskas
Jeremy Becker
Jamie Trubin

Trombone
Mr. Howard Schneck
John Benson

Piano
Mr. Keith Ramsey

Guitar
Steve Lombardi

Bass Clarinet
Marisa Carson
Andy Aita
Marisa Carson
John Caterino
David Clarke
Sharon Clarke
Ian Cowperthwaite
Josh Curry
Maryanne Drayfahl
Kyle Earthman
Allie Ely
Joe Falcone
Steve Galan
Bryan George
Glenn Giron
Misha Gross
Leslie Higgins
Tom Holroyd
Shira Jaspan
Dan Jones
Chrissy Kasten
Alana Katz
Alan Lada
Cailin Lechner
Allison Lehy
George Lehy
Alex Lombardi
Amanda Malik
Kim McDevitt
Megan Nugent
Adam Noar
Katie Puche
Ashley Riehl
David Rothkopf
Rebecca Rowland
Carolyn Segrest
Jessica Shepard
Lisa Stanzilis
Amanda Starke
Jamie Swartz
Shelley Swartz
Jason Valley
Jennie Wedgewood

Allie Ely and Misha Gross execute melodies on the clarinet.

The Horn section plays in formation.

Shira Jaspan expertly plays the sax.

The 2004 Marching Band and Color Guard.
COLOR GUARD

The Color Guard provides a splash of color to the half-time performance.

Lisa Stanzillis
A toss and a twirl.

The Color Guard waves their flags during the finale.

Beauty and grace.

Color Guard girls get dramatic.

Kate Puche moves with perfect grace.

Jamie Swartz performs for the crowd.

Chrissy Kasten and Jennie Wedgeood
Abigail Dahan

Jordan Vann shows off her voice.

Broadway dancers kick up their heels.

The singers impress the crowd with their amazing dance moves.

Michael Styles spreads the news of West music.

Vanessa Pabon-Garcia

Sheelah Pousatitis

Hannah Romm and Bonnie Kelly.

The entire west music ensemble enjoys Broadway Night.
The 2004 Broadway Night Production entertained the audience with amazing acts all centered around a variety of songs directly from new Broadway musicals.

Jen Horne, Stephanie Wister, and Kasie Ryan produce an outstanding harmony.

Bonnie Kelly is given a makeover.

Samantha Miller hits all the right notes.

Movements and action enhance the performance.

Jordan Wallen gets dramatic.

John Maeng, Alex Tang and Victor Silvestri make the perfect combination.

Dean Chung

Justine Caputi leads the dance.
Hello Dolly Cast List
Mary Becica
Annalise Berdini
Christina Beri
Susan Brennan
Marie Broock
Elisha Chao
Chih-Wei Chan
Dean Chung
David Clarke
Spencer Cowan
Lindsay Czajka
Abby Danan
Enid Del Rienzo
Antonio Delgado
Justin Delmonte
Adam Dezi
Coralgorithm Doossey
Raphael Ellis
Dan Faber
Rachel Fieldman
Christine Fox
Jim Franklin
Carley Galasso
Marc George
Paige Gloria
Kelly Hiestand
Matt Honsinger
David Janove
Bronnie Kelly
Chris Kumpf
Tonni Lane
Kristen Layton
Emily Lind
Vanessa Pabon-Garcia
Kevin McGinnis
Brianna Machinski
John Maeng
Kelsey Makofsky
Megan Mattack
Mary-Kate Montufar
Robyn Muster
Mike Myers
Vi Nguyen
Lauren O'Connell
Stephanie Ottino
Sheelahagh Pousatis
Nick Quigley
Kimber Ray
Ian Reed
Kellyn Riley
Hannah Romm
Kasie Ryan
Bill Selnobom
Mike Shimchack
Jeremy Silver
Victor Silvestri
Julie Sillisk
Daniil Stemmer
Julia Stone
Mike Styles
Alex Tang
Scott Tyler
Matt VanDyke
Jordan Vann
Jordi Wallen
Blanca Wilson
Stephanie Wister

The waiters welcome Jordan Wallen to Harmonia Gardens.

Annalise Berdini & David Clarke quarrel over her marriage.

David Janove as Barnaby Tucker.

A lovely stroll in the park.

The crowd introduces Dolly to the town.

Mary Becica as Irene Molloy
Christina Beri as a dancer
Mike Myers & Stephanie Ottino
HELLO DOLLY!
PRESENTED BY CHERRY HILL HIGH SCHOOL WEST
MARCH 11,12,13,18 & 19, 2005

Hello Dolly Crew List
Joshani Almonte
Merve Babiker
Andrew Boden
Dan Carson
John Caterino
Julie Chatzinoff
Felicia Cornish
Kella Cruz
Gabrielle DeRosa
Danielle DiBartolo
Charlene Derer
Rafi Ellis
Kristin Fesko
Rebecca Friedman
Nate Girer
Gabby Gola
Glenn Giron
Alanna Higgins
Kristen Hoffman
Tim Holroyd
Caitlin Johnson
Kathleen Keck
Nicola LaGreca
Cailln Lechner
Gil Mason-Butch
Elizabeth Martinez
Robyn Muse
Alex Nieves
Devra Nusbaum
Mary O'Rourke
Elanis Pabon
Christian Padilla
Rebecca Petner
Kate Proulx
Allison Quering
Ian Reed
Nick Reed
Alexander Roth
Jen Sheehan
Tim Sheehan
Jackie Shoukry
Meg Sundell
Jamie Swartz
Jannet Vaca
Anthony Viola
Ashley White
Vanessa Wilcox
Jillian Winkoff

Kevin McGinnis twirls Annalise Berdini on the dance floor.
Jordan Wallen tries to hide David Janove.
Everyone loves a parade!
Mary Becica admires her hats.
Michael Styles as Cornelius Hackl.
A train of townspeople wait to meet Dolly.
Justin DelMonte
Jordan Wallen & David Clarke
Mary Becica & David Clarke
HELLO DOLLY! IS BASED ON THE PLAY "THE MATCHMAKER" BY THORNTON WILDER.

Mike Styles & Mary Becica are in love.

Kellyn Ryan & Victor Silvestri

The townspeople send Dolly on her way to a new city with a big song.

The townspeople dance in the big finale.

Jordan Wallen & David Janove

Jordan Wallen distracts David Janove.

Eiwind DelFieno

Jordan Wallen

Applause for the cast of Hello Dolly
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY JERRY HERMAN
BOOK BY MICHAEL STEWART

Jordan Wallen, as Dolly, is all dressed up for dinner.

Chi-Wei Chan & Mike Myers

David Janove & Mike Myers plot and scheme.

Victor Silvestri

The couple enjoys dancing in the park.

The jury decides who is at fault for all of the trouble.

Kelsey Makofsky

Jordan Wallen
Cast
Allison Quering
William Sanborn
Jessica McCollum
Matthew Van Dyke
David Janove
Justine Caputi
Stephanie Bartusis
Rachel Weiss
Victor Silvestri
Mary Becica
Annalise Berdini
Michael Styles
Caitlin Johnson
Danit Stemmer
Emily Elswedy
Rebecca Petner
Adam Dezii
Matt Leone-Zwillinger
Raffi Ellis
Julia Skolnik
Kara McGonigle
Stephanie Wister

Production Staff
Peter Zuckerman
Amanda Cameron
Andrew Boden
Bryan Stevens
Kate Proulx
Alexander Roth
Shira Jaspan
Lisa Pyle
Kathleen Torres
Nicole Schwarz
Todd Crowthers
Michael Myers
Julie Chatzinoff
Andrew Kirk

Charlotte and Wilbur say their hellos.
Wilbur enjoys being a pig on the farm.
It's a great day at the county fair.
Mike Styles is transformed into a star.
Rebecca Petner starts the show.
The cast and crew of Charlotte's web.
Mike Styles and Annalise Berdini
The Goose and the Gander
A little makeup gets the girls ready.

160 Children's Show
ON OCTOBER 29 AND 30, 2004 THE CHERRY HILL HIGH SCHOOL WEST’S THEATRE WORKSHOP PRESENTED CHARLOTTE’S WEB.

Stage Crew
Gabrielle DeRosa
Caroline Feyas
Vered Gordon
Tina Johnson
Debra Nusbaum
Alex Nieves
Diana Pearl
Stayton Ely
Nate Grier
Danielle DiBartolo
Andrew Mangels
Ora Nusbaum
Christian Padilla
Kimber Ray
Kristen Fesko
Gabrielle Gola
Alanna Higgins
Gil Mason-Butch
Robyn Muse
Elaine Pang
Ian Reed
Nick Reed
Jennifer Sheehan
Katie Rizzo
Jill Winkoff
Costume Crew
Tracey Benjamini
Abby Dahan
Carolyn Doosey
Allison Keck
Kristen Clessi
Laura DeChristopher
Christine Fox
Casey Ryan
Props Crew
Carolyn Nash
Robin Silver
Makeup Crew
Jadyn Jardel
Julia Stone
House Crew
Rebecca Friedman
Amy Moroz
Annalise Strojan
Scott Williamson
Stephanie Faehnle
Lindsay Miller
Amanda Murray
Kayla Slossar

The animals in the barn conspire with Wilbur.

Victor Silvestri as Templeton

Matt Leone-Zwillinger investigates the messages left by Charlotte.

Allison Quering as Fern

Matt Leone-Zwillinger plays the prize pig.

Kara McGonigle, Stephanie Wister and Julie Sklinik

Kara McGonigle and Nicole Schwarz

Adam Dezi

Mary Becica as Charlotte

Children's Show 161
CHARLOTTE'S WEB

Caitlin Johnson

Wilbur is a humble pig.

Fern and Wilbur have a lasting friendship.

The farm animals will not let Wilbur escape.

The fair judge congratulates the winner.

Farm folks wear their Sunday best.

Fern and her mom sightsee.

Emily Elswedy

The farm animals look after "some pig" named Wilbur.
The annual children's show production by the theatre workshop students is pure entertainment for children and adults alike.
Allison Quering and Sofia Graves listen as Victor Silvestri interviews for his new position.

Tonni Lane flirts with Elizabeth Seibert.

Rachel Weiss

Clare Tamburelli

Allison Quering and Rachel Weiss

Mike Styles puts on his best show for Tonni Lane.
THE ONE ACT PLAY FESTIVAL SHOWCASES THE TALENTS OF ALL
WEST STUDENTS EVERY SPRING IN THE MONTH OF MAY.

Adam Dezii

Dean Chung and Allison Quering.

Allison Quiring looks on as Rachel Weiss chokes on her "hard candy".

Tonni Lane does his best to charm Clare Tamburello during her interview.
The Back to School Dance gives friends a chance to catch up.
Halloween 2004 at West

Halloween gives the West population a chance to go back to childhood and dress up.

1. Protect and Serve
No Fear! Mike Giampietro, Jeff Miller, Anthony D'Amato, and Sheldon MacDonald are here to save the day!

2. Purr-fect
Rebecca Bacherel poses for a picture "purr-fect" shot.

3. Knight in Shining Armor
Do not fear, my fair lady! Dan Elmore is coming to your rescue.

4. Vote For Pedro!
Mr. Farrow has watched Napoleon Dynamite one too many times.

5. Bubble Wrap
Megan Hoffecker, Alicia Solomon, Erin Reddy, and Samantha Still know that bubble-wrap costumes for Halloween are going to be a hit.
6 **Catwoman**
Diana Douglas slices and dices in her Catwoman costume.

7 **French Maid**
Luca Taromina learns how to dress on Halloween.

8 **Hunchback of Notre Dame**
Mr. Sweeten as the Hunchback of Notre Dame takes over the science room.

9 **Brave Heart**
Harry Verrochi and Dave Gola display their strength by paying tribute to "Brave Heart."

10 **Zombie Nurse**
Halloween wouldn't be the same without our zombie nurse, Alisha Hubier.

11 **Barbie Girl**
Kate Murray shows how to dress Barbie style.
The skits, the jokes, the fun, the laughter—
Mr. West is a time-honored West tradition.

1. **Serenade**
   Jordi Wallen, and Jen Sheehan serenade to the Mr. West contestants.

2. **Mr. Zoolander**
   Dave Gola shows his ultimate Zoolander move.

3. **Mr. West of 2005**
   Dave Gola becomes Mr. West of 2005, while receiving congratulations from Rebecca Petner, and Justine Caputi.

4. **Mr. West of 2004**
   Ryan Wilson, Cherry Hill West Alumni, comes back to crown Mr. West 2005.

5. **Napoleon Dynamite**
   Andy Kirk attracts the ladies, Erin Reddy and Syrena Mattioli with his groovy dance moves.
**Hawaiian Style**

Mr. Headliner shows how its done Hawaiian style.

---

**Swimsuits**

Mr. Jim Carrey wins over the audience with his swimsuit display.

---

**Science Rocks!**

Mr. Science enlightens the audience with his knowledge of the sun with a catchy song.

---

**Bust A Move**

Andy Kirk entertains the audience with his awesome moves.

---

**Formal Wear**

Mr. Bad Jokes shows off his fashionable formal wear.

---

**Mr. Charming**

Tonni Lane sweeps Bonny Kelly off of her feet with his charming moves.
Homecoming 2004

Mr. West, crowning the Queen and the all important Football Game are parts of West tradition.

1. **Go Team!**
   
   Freshmen get into the Spirit of West and cheer for the Lions!

2. **Wesley**
   
   Dana Vitarelli and Wesley root for the West Football team in a hug.

3. **Cheer for Victory**
   
   Dana Vitarelli performs a cheer for the West football team.

4. **Dedication**
   
   Jamie Trubin’s dedication to football has paid off at the Homecoming game.

5. **Regal Excellence**
   
   The 2004 Homecoming Court and their escorts are proud to represent West!
6. **Pep Talk**

Mr. O'Connor gets the team fired up at the pep rally.

7. **Thanksgiving Floats**

Homecoming is an opportunity to create creative float designs.

8. **Standing Tall**

Steph DiBella and Dana Vitarelli elicit cheers from the crowd.

9. **Motivation**

Even though he is injured, Carlyle Phillips can still motivate his team.

10. **So Proud**

Wearing the West colors is a sign of a true West fan.

11. **West Royalty**

Homecoming Queen Lori Henhaffer and escort, Dave Gola beam with happiness.
Homecoming gives past and present West Students an opportunity to celebrate West pride.

1. Tug-O-War

The Freshman class pull together during their first tug of war competition.

2. In Their Finest

Ingrid Brown and Elijah Sutton wear their finest for Homecoming.

3. Effort

All of the hard work during summer practices has paid off at the Homecoming game.

4. Admirable

Shahidah Lowe and Devin McEady look their best before the Homecoming celebration.

5. Psyched

A team cheer psyches the players up for the game.
Purple Pride

Decked out in their finest purple, Jim Bannar and Lori Henhaffer enjoy their ride in the Homecoming parade.

Hello!

Wesley welcomes everyone to the Homecoming parade.

Get on Your Feet!

Jena Colletti gets the crowd to cheer by throwing West apparel.

Determination

Freshmen pull their way to victory.

Enthusiasm

Supporters of West show their love for the Lions!

Let's Go West!

Cheerleaders, Bianca Wilson and Jaclyn Smith, encourage the team to score that point.
Fashion Show
By DECA 2005

The DECA Fashion Show provides West Students an opportunity to view the latest prom dress and tuxedo styles.

1 Just a Touch!
Rence Solimeo touches up her mascara before her walk down the runway.

2 Fun and Games
In order to see his beautiful escort, Perry Karen dons his glasses.

3 Stylish
Josh Green's white and gold tuxedo is a stylish combination.

4 Bust a Move
Ryan Motta practices his prom dance moves in his new tuxedo.

5 Listen Up!
DECA Prom models get last minute instructions before promenading down the runway.

DECA Fashion Show
6 Charming
Josh Hulbert charms Erin Reddy with his impeccable manners.

7 Stunning
Amanda Mikiten will surely turn heads in this ensemble.

8 Intriging
Andrew Gutin ponders the mysteries of life in a dapper suit.

9 Excitement
Shahidah Lowe is thrilled to be a part of this year's fashion show.

10 Getting Ready
Preparation is essential for looking beautiful on the runway.

11 Classy
Stewart Webster is ready for a night out on the town in his tuxedo.
Spirit Week
Sophomores

The Class of 2007 has set a new school record
By winning the 2005 Spirit Week as Sophomores.

8 Strength
Kyle Down uses his muscles to ensure a sophomore victory.

9 Mighty Sophomores
Joe Bush tells the crowd that he is a mighty, mighty sophomore.

10 Dance
Allie Edmund, Andrew Still and Rachel Gilman enjoy the music at the Spirit Week Dance.

11 Neverland
Beth Campbell and Donald Bart get ready to fly toward Neverland.
Spirit Week

Freshmen

The Class of 2008 has shown intense spirit by coming in Second place, also creating a new record for West.

Freshmen Spirit

The freshmen get into the spirit at their first spirit week pep rally.

Toy Story

Nate Owen, dressed as Woody, raids the Wild West Hallways.

Mighty, Mighty Freshmen

Cheerleading is an easy task for these freshmen boys.

Tag Of War

The freshmen tug their way to victory.

Stylish

The stylish outfits of Jordan McIntyre and Dan Moran helped the freshmen class to a second place victory.
Cinderella

Nicole Reilly has her dream come true by becoming Cinderella.

Spirit

Hear the juniors roar at the Lip Sync competition.

Pixie Dust

A sprinkle of pixie dust provides for a magical junior cheerleading performance.

Decoration

Victor Silvestri and Tonni Lane create a Disney Villans hallway in Upper F-wing.

Tug-of-War

Monica Miller and her fellow juniors use every ounce of strength in the Tug-of-War.
Spirit Week
Seniors

The Class of 2005 has showed their spirit
Throughout the week.

Under the Sea
Liza Marianni, Rebecca Bacheler and Danielle DiGiovanni go "Under the Sea" for the senior class Lip Sync contest.

In Wonderland
Elisha Chao goes through an adventure in Wonderland.

Fashionable
Dressed in their best, Amanda Cameron and Jen Sheehan support the Senior Class during Spirit Week.

Little Mermaid
Andy Kirk as Napoleon Dynamite joins Anthony Palena as the Little Mermaid in an aquatic adventure.

Incredibles
Kevin Fisher and Matt Parisi are Incredible seniors.
The unique fashion statements at West give the West students a chance to express themselves.

1. Chill
Megan Echeverria, Justin Mateo, and Rashad Harrington are chilling out in front of the school.

2. Eagles!
Megan Hallowell expresses her love for the Eagles.

3. Stylish
Luise Cobet shows off her dapper style from Switzerland.

4. Trends
Abigail Dahan shows how to create a new fashion trend.

5. Fashion Fever
West sophomores know how to look good.
Kimber Ray and Devra Nusbaum show how differences in fashion are not a problem between friends.

Michelle Murray is dressed to impress.

Pamela Lolli and Jon Moya show how to dress preppy style.

Magaly Garcia strikes a pose in the cafeteria.

Walter Murphy, Nick Lopez, Anthony Gormley and George Graves take a shot in the cafeteria.

James Corbett shows that dressing in pajamas can be stylish too.
Beyond The Classroom

The West students spend their free time having fun outside of the classrooms.

1. **Friends**
   Hanging out in the mall is a great pastime according to John Grzybowski, Ken Stieber, and Mohammed Sheikh.

2. **Pac Sun**
   Kristen LaLena is caught off guard at her part-time job at Pac Sun.

3. **Cell Phones**
   Mike Moskowitz and his coworker try to get the attention of potential subscribers.

4. **Build-a-Bear**
   Kate Puche takes a break from making teddy bears.

5. **Food Court**
   Derek Bruno, Laura Higgins, Krista White, Dan Loveland, and Lance Kalbacher know about looking good at the mall.
Caught Off Guard

Susanna Burlage is surprised to find herself in front of the camera.

Foot Locker

Alex Kremstein and Syrena Mattioli enjoy their time picking out sneakers.

Shopping

Shopping is more fun with your friends, according to Kim Tuttle.

Playdrome

Freshmen spend their weekend bowling with their friends.

Starbucks

Starbucks is a favorite shopping snack.

Entertainment

Mark Anderson knows that shopping for music is just as important as shopping for clothes.
Chess Club members utilize strategy and skill to win competitions.

ACTIVITIES
Rampant Staff
Row 1: Meghan Bruce, Sabina Della-Peruta, Zakiyah Karimi, Tina Johnson, Katy Powers, Tincy Philip, Stacey Le
Row 2: Mrs. Rickansrud, Monica Miller, Annie McNulty, Laurel Sturner, Kelly Hy, Krystal Pearson, Shelley Swartz
Row 3: Miss Amoroso, Mrs. Savidge, Megan Ingraurato, Rich Davis, Sharon Clarke, Glenn Giron, Julia Moon
Row 4: Daniel Elmore, Andrew Sturner, Luise Cobet, Dan Tserotola
Not Pictured: Jamie Swartz

Rampant Editors
Row 1: Tincy Philip, Katy Powers, Laurel Sturner, Tina Johnson
Row 2: Meghan Bruce, Kelly Hy, Krystal Pearson, Julia Moon
Row 3: Daniel Elmore

Left: Rich Davis takes a break from cropping pictures.
Right: Krystal Pearson can't wait to stay after school for yearbook!

Below: Editor in Chief, Jamie Swartz is proud of her work on the yearbook.

Above: Mrs. Savidge gives Krystal Pearson, Kelly Hy, Laurel Sturner and Andrew Sturner advice on the newest layouts.

Right: Tincy Philip and Katy Powers collaborate on choosing pictures.
Far Left: Baby Ad Editor, Laurel Sturmer perfects her pages.
Left: Krystal Pearson, Dan Trottola and Kelly Hy practice their cropping skills.
Bottom Left: Megan Innaurato and Meghan Bruce learn the latest techniques in yearbook development.
Far Bottom Left: Snacks at yearbook always motivate the editors.
Left: Learning the finer points of yearbook takes hard work.

Above: Computer technology is an essential part of yearbook production.
Above: Jamie Swartz and Monica Miller have bonded at yearbook.
Above: Rich Davis and Kirstin Tucker prepare to meet the next deadline.
Spanish National Honor Society

First Row: Crystal Callahan, Jamie O'Dowd
Second Row: Svetlana Goldin, Abigail Dahan, Stephanie Caspe, Jordi Wallen, Marianne Cristobal, Kush Shah
Third Row: Shahidah Lowe, Kathleen Torres, Jacqueline Sheoukay, Julie Huang, Christopher Whitenour, Lindsay Miller, Liju Chandy, Linda Nieves, Emily Fox, Jack Tran
Fourth Row: Samantha Miller, Dan Jones, Chris Angello, James DiBartolo, Cameron Thornton, Joel Castillo, Shane McLoughlin, Johnny Seng

Latin National Honor Society

First Row: Maureen O'Neill, Eliana Levavi, Marissa McLeman, Maryum Nasim, Laurel Sturner, Priyanka Patel
Second Row: Kelly Fletcher, Jessica Mallin, Glenn Giron, Zane Roskoph, Bart Caterino, Alexandra Pastino, Francesca Montes
Third Row: Jesse Abesh, David Janove, Mike Becker, Jesse Creek, Dan Tilden, Shane McLoughlin, Theresa DeCoursey
Fourth Row: Mr. Munday, Da Un Chung, Julie Huang, Janet Tesfai, Madeline Pizarro, Stephanie Caspe
French National Honor Society

First Row: Carolyn Doosey, Vi Nguyen, Abeda Karimi, Rachel Weiss
Third Row: Diana Pearl, Dan Elmore, Emily Lind, Lorena Mejia, Alez Pagano

Italian National Honor Society

First Row: Elizabeth Sosi, Jim Bannar, Liza Marianni
Second Row: Kelly Boswell, Annalise Berdini
SGO

Row 1: Allison Edmund, Sarah Fisher, Frank Zampino, Philip Crivaro, Lori Henhafter, Danielle DiGiovanni, Christine Yellin, Brittany Cintron, Jessica Dinetz, DJ Nork, Danielle Slutsky, Maryum Nasim

Row 2: Andrew Still, Stephanie Ottino, Rachel Fieldman, Laura DeChristopher, Dana Vitarelli, Alicia Solomon, Rebecca Becheler, Kelley Miller, Krista Taylor, Valerie Stamper, Randy Shore, Jordan McIntyre

Row 3: Shane Thompson, Jen Rashit, Raisa Avila, Tiffany Giacoboni, Tom DeCoursey, Kristen Muscat (Vice President), Jim Bannar (President), Ashton Ryan, Nicole Reilly, Chris Angelotti, Kyle Down, Emily Lind, Kevin Noon, Frank Schmidt

Row 4: Jimmy Meyers, Brooke Balfour, Eric Fletcher, Steve Tily, Zac Dreyer, Paul Forner, Anthony DeSantis, Patrick Hutchinson, Shance McLoughlin, Joe Abesh, Cameron Thronton, Paul Besancon, Jay Valleley

Row 5: Don Bart, Dan McLaughlin, Matt Mattingly, Sean Stevens, Andrew Hohwald, Megan Lee, Allison Rolish, Juliet Lee, Joe Falcone, Leslie Higgins, Laura Higgins, Jennifer Chruscz, Jaclyn Jardel

Above: Sam Kaubin and Tom DeCoursey drop off food from the food drive to a shelter.

Below: Junior SGO members and SGO President Kristen Muscat spread holiday cheer at the annual FOP Party.

Above: Raisa Avila provides refreshments for the kids at the FOP Holiday party.

Right: Samantha Still and Dana Vitarelli fill food drive packages with potatoes.
Far Left: Evangelo Papaioannou and Rebecca Petner serve lunch at the FOP Holiday party.
Left: Jordan McIntyre uses a cart to facilitate filling those food baskets.
Bottom Far Left: Emily Elsvedy and Wesley the Lion spread the SGO spirit!
Bottom Left: Shane McLoughlin uses his artistic talents to create colorful decorations.
Bottom: SGO members drop off their frozen turkeys for needy families.

Above: Jim Bannar and Clifford greet the children at the FOP Holiday Party.
Above: Kevin Noon opens some boxes in order to fill the holiday food baskets.
National Honor Society

Row 1: Jennifer Sheehan, Rahul Desai, Scott Williamson, Kelly Boswell Row 2: Kush Shah, Marianne Cristobal, Alex Pagano, Laurel Sturner, Jessica Malin, Rebecca Bacher, Jacqueline Shoukry, Abigail Dahan, Cailin Lechner Row 3: Amy Zeitz, Bart Caterino, Kelly Fletcher, Christina Hunkins, Emily Fox, Jordi Wallen, Jim Bannar, Michelle Derer, Crystal Callahan, Damaris Suero Row 4: Johnny Seng, Rich Myers, Theresa DeCoursey, Mary Becia, Tracey Pavlicin, Annalise Berdini, Amanda Cameron, Da Un Chung, Daniel Elmore, Lindsay Miller, Sana Mahmood Row 5: Dan Tilden, Brian Lind, Perry Karen, Jamie O'Dowd, Ashley Basford, Josh Hulbert, Jesse Creek, Steve Noon, Shane McLoughlin, Alina Shwartsburl

Rotary (RYLA) Participants

Row 1: Jessica Malin, Kelly Boswell, Christina Hunkins
Row 2: Scott Williamson, Bill Sanborn, Johnny Seng, Not Pictured: Bart Caterino
Boys State Delegates

Row 1: Stewart Webster, Steve Noon, Jim Bannar
Row 2: James O'Dowd, Rahul Desai, Daniel Elmore

Girls State Delegates

Row 1: Kelly Fletcher, Annalise Berdini, Kristen Muscat
Row 2: Crystal Callahan, Lori Henhaffer, Ilene Lampitt
Visions
Row 1: Julia Moon, Kay Yi, Julie Chatzinoff, Katy Powers
Row 2: Emily Fox, Lindsay Miller, Olivia Webster, Luise Cobet, Eliana Levavi
Row 3: Nate Giner, Crystal Callahan, Nick Reed, Susan Brennan, Kim Howard, Glenn Giron

Aspects
Row 1: Marianne Cristobal, Kate Murray, Editha Sacdan, Janelle Cosico
Row 2: Georgia Castellano, Diana Pearl, Frank Zampino
Row 3: Luise Cobet, Bryan Stevens, Ben Mazer, Mrs. Sandra Sharp

Lion’s Roar
Row 1: Aia Nable, Kathleen O’Neill, Arielle Weiss, Stephanie Gruber, Kimberley Vogt, Allison Quering, Rachel Weiss
Row 2: Madeline Pizarro, Rachel Layton, Jessica Shoukry, Monica Shoukry, Davidson Hang, Megan Matlack, Caitlin Johnson, Clarydia Adriatico
Row 3: Rich Myers, Jacqueline Shoukry, Alexandra Pastino, Anastasia Pastino, Jessica Kovacs, Ziad Bitar, Meghan Bruce, Allison Rolash

Below: Eliana Levavi, Julie Chatzinoff and Kay Yi organized a successful Visions film night.

Above: Emily Fox and Julie Chatzinoff provide Visions film goers with snacks during intermission.

Right: Writer, Caitlin Johnson, ponders her next assignment over a cup of coffee.
Far Left: James Hwang and Zack Tyman discuss the latest issue of Lion's Roar.
Left: Ms. Abrams takes a break from her Lion's Roar staff meeting to give a friendly wave.
Bottom Left: Ms. Abrams and Editor in chief, Joe Parulli, plan another exciting issue of Lion's Roar.
Far Bottom Left: Alexandra Pastino, Kathleen O'Neill and Jessica Kovacs learn the fundamentals of Journalism.
Bottom: Lindsay Miller and Devra Nussbaum enjoy the Visions film.

Above: Megan Matlack can't wait to get started on the first issue of Lion's Roar.
Above: Kathleen O'Neill needs a nap after working on her article.
Above: Rick Myers is puzzled by an article suggestion made by Jackie Shoukry.
Fitness Club

Row 1: Amy Zeitz, Syrena Mattioli, Jamie O'Dowd (President), Henry Verrochi (President), Rebecca Bacheler, Georgia Castellano
Row 2: Philip Migdalias, Christina Wolfe, Will Pawling, Dan Neblock
Row 3: Jimmy Morgan, Alexander Agurok, Steve King, Dave Gola, Chris Kourmadas

Skateboard Club

Row 1: Abigail Dahan, Michael Ippolito, Brett Hardin
Row 2: Gabrielle Gola, Neil Gallardo, Adam Erispha, Vered Gordon, David Kassabian
Row 3: Rob DiGennaro, Tina Forunato, Anthony Palena, Jamie Rahn, Mike Becker, Mike Kassabian
Row 4: Steve Dixon, Tim Pyle, Jim Bosch
Varsity Club
Row 1: Ashley Harbora, Kellyn Riley, Sara Powers, Lynn Passarella, Carolina Pissarro
Row 2: Angela Wilmer, Georgia Castellano, Amy Zeitz, Renee Solimeo, Linda Nieves, Sarah Penn
Row 3: Linsay Wallin, Melissa Haswell, Liz Feyas, Alex Fisher, Steve Noon, Brooke Doughterty, Ashley Basford

Photography Club
Row 1: Mrs. Savidge, Barbara Dose, Gabrielle DeRosa, Natasha Cvetkovic, Ryan Monahan
Row 2: Kelly Fletcher, Sarah Ricci, Editha Scedalan, Sharon Clarke, Erin Brining, Chris Tadley
Row 3: Stayton Ely, Felicia Cornish, Luise Cobet, Alanna Higgins, Michelle Murray
Row 4: Andrew Kirk, Bryan Stevens, Matt Kail
Yellow Ribbon Club
Row 1: Paul Theisen, Liz Feyas, Derek Bruno, Natalie Saffos, Yulisa Almonte
Row 2: Lauren Weiss, Barbara Bush, Melanie Cortellessa, Danielle DiBartolo, Meghan Bruce, Marisa Carson
Row 3: Kim Anderson, Morgan Kazanjian, Angel Perez, Mary-Anne Feyas, Kitty Sharman, Elizabeth Schuettrumpf, Heather Marchiano
Row 4: Ashley Jensen, Tiffany Swander, Amanda Otterstein, Mike Myers, Melissa Haswell, Caroline Feyas

Red & Purple Ribbon Club
Row 1: Marisa Carson, Paul Theisen, Liz Feyas, Natalie Saffos, Derek Bruno, Danielle DiBartolo
Row 2: Morgan Kazanjian, Kim Anderson, Mary-Anne Feyas, Jeanne Connor, Alina Zabroski, Editha Sacdalan
Row 3: Ora Nusbahm, Nicole Reilly, Kitty Sharman, Melissa Haswell, Tiffany Swander, Diana Pearl, Tory Stith
Row 4: Ryan Haswell, Angel Perez, Amanda Otterstein, Mrs. Rakoczy, Michael Myers, Caroline Feyas, Ray Grady

Above: Meghan Bruce brainstorms ideas for the next activity.

Right: Angel Perez volunteers to send a powerful message to the West community about the dangers of drugs.
The Ribbon Clubs

Far Left: The Red/Purple Ribbon Club makes a statement regarding the numbers of people that are victims of drug and alcohol.
Left: Club Advisor, Mrs. Rakoczy dedicates her time towards educating the West population.
Bottom Left: Natalie Saffos enjoys a snack during a break from a club meeting.
Bottom Far Left: Mary Anne Feyas and Jeanne Connor are dressed as reminders of the perils of drugs and alcohol.
Bottom: Mrs. Rakoczy prepares Kitty Sharman for the activity.

Above: Elizabeth Schuettrumpf waits to hear about the next activity.
Above: Alina Zabroski remained silent on Halloween to show the impact drugs and alcohol have on the lives of others.
Above: Ray Grady is an imposing image of drug and alcohol related deaths.
Library Council

Row 1: Matt Leone-Zwillinger, Arielle Weiss, Tatiana Stephanowich, Meghan Bruce, Sarah Poserina, Gretchen Hess, Roanne Fernandes
Row 2: Sana Mahmood, Dan Neblock, Kush Shah, Jason Da Costa, Celina Baicu, Ateeb Khan
Row 3: Madiha Arshad, Nazish Khan, Ashley Ouellette, Lijo Chandy, Fahad Saleem

Rotary Club

Row 1: Vi Nguyen, Carolyn Doosey, Michele Jastrzembski, Christina Beri, Kate Proulx, Kathleen Rizzo, Rachel Weiss, Christine Fox
Row 2: Amy Huang, Julie Mai, Elaine Pang, Christina Hunkens, Andrea Schmidt, Kristen Rienstra, Lauren O'Connell, Devra Nusbaum, Thomas Hansbury
Row 3: Stephanie Bartusis, Madeline Pizarro, Janet Tesfai, Marie Brodrick, Kay Yi, Julie Chatzinoff, Eliana Levavi, Roanne Fernandes, Julie Huang
Row 4: Sinanon Teerarak, Daniel Mitchell, Dean Chung, James DiBartolo, Nick Reed, Glenn Giron, Elizabeth Schuetrumpf
Mock Trial Team
Row 1: Tonni Lane, Eivind Del Fierro, Christina Hunkins, Clark Brown, Rachel Weiss
Row 2: Scott Williamson, James DiBartolo, Dean Porch, Alina Shvartsburd

A-Chord Officers
Row 1: Jonathan Msson-Butch, Jacqueline Shoukry, Megan Matlack
Row 2: Marc Dezii, Chayna Humphrey
Row 3: Mary Becica, David Janove, Michael Myers
Irish Culture Club

Row 1: Megan Echevarria, Jessica Good, Susan Brennan, Caitlin Johnson, Shaina Lore
Row 2: Allison Keck, Kim Howard, Bethany Campbell, Mary O’Rourke, Jerrn Carey, Amanda Rhea
Row 3: Olivia Webster, Erin Decker, Lindsay Miller, Shane McLoughlin, Kyle Burbank, Grace Lee

Russian Club

Row 1: Svetlana Goldina, Irina Parkanskaya, Tatyana Shubayeva
Row 2: Karina Rubin, Merve Babiker, Alina Shvartsbursd, Aleksey Shubayev
Row 3: Mr. Owings

Latinos at West

Row 1: Marcelo Oliva, Nidia Gonzalez, Nick Lopez, Clair Kotula, Ruth Rivera, Sab Della-Peruta, Jessenia Robles, Jacqueline Alergría
Row 2: Sujeiny Dominguez, Darlene Gonzalez, Amanda Smythe, Justin Mateo, Joshani Almonte, Vanessa Pabon-Garcia, Sofía Reyes, Jannet Vaca, Alex Nieves, Luis Santiago
Row 3: Felipe Ruiz, Jonathan Cuevas, Joel Almonte, Christian Padilla, Ivette Vera, Yolanda Heredia, Keila Cruz, Stephanie Reyes, Michael Kuphal, Elsie Moraesa, Hiram Gonzalez
Row 5: Ricky Farina, Antonio Delgado, Julio Rivera, Christopher Clark, Joe Martinez, Wesley Vasquez, Rebecca Suero, Alberto Taylor
Not Pictured: Kelly Rivera

Right: Mr. Yanover receives accolades the Latino Club’s holiday celebration.

Right: Keila Cruz looks at some artwork during an exhibit.
Far Left: Yolanda Heredia, Clair Kotula and Eddie Hernandez enjoy the Latino Club's festivities.
Left: Ruth Rivera and Rebecca Suero pose for a picture during a break in the meeting.
Bottom Left: Antonio Delgado enjoys some traditional Latino foods.
Bottom Far Left: Eddie Rodriguez and Justin Mateo participate in Latino club activities.
Bottom: Ruth Rivera and Nidia Gonzalez enjoy some dancing.

Above: Veronica Ortiz asks an important question during a meeting.
Above: Greg Santiago pauses from his meal to take a photograph.
Above: Jennifer Vales and Ruth Rivera share some final memories as seniors at West.
Latin Club

Row 1: Priyanka Patel, Kellyn Riley, Amelia Martenis, Jill Beitz, Jen Dean, Anastasia Pastino, Danielle Di Bartolo, Eliana Levavi, Lew Bivona, Sarah Ricci, Scott Tyler, Matt Van Dyke

Row 2: Irina Parkanskaya, Tatyana Shubayeva, Marisa McLernan, Megan Echevarria, Carolyn Mako, Franchesca Montes, Alphonso Larrinaga, Ilan Levy, Jack Tran, Morgan Kazanjian, Jessica German, Kristen Muscat, Joshua Curry, Samantha Steffler, Allison Rolish, Stephanie Wister, Kelly Hy, Julia Moon, Cathy Grella, Crystal Fletcher, Kate McWilliams, Julie Lo, Vanna Tauch

Row 3: Andrew Fox, Nick Quigley, Tim Pyle, Brittany Best, Courtney O'Neill, Jeremy Silver, Mark Dezii, Matt King, Elisha Chao, Maryum Nasim, Natasha Cvetkovic, Brittany Sweigart, Laura Bove, Margaret Sundell, Linnea Fargo, Alexandra Pastino, Courtney Klevenz, Matt Mc Knight

Row 4: Tom DeCoursey, Greg Lichtenberger, Jeff DeAngelis, Xavier Stridick, Joe Lamanna, A.J. Mercincavage, Chris Angelotti, Glenn Giron, Zane Roskoph, Kelly Fletcher, Emily Hebden, Maureen O'Neill, Merve Babiker, Laura Stepp, Michael Bugie, Dave Washick, Moneywong Hua, Shane McLoughlin

Row 5: Brian Long, Mr. Munday, Michael Styles, Victor Silvestri, David Janove, Jim DiBartolo, Mike Falco, Allison Keck, Pete Zuckerman, Dan Tilden, Rob Di Gennaro, Patrick Tran, Michael Kassabian, Michael Liguori, Chris Ackrivo, Madelline Pizarro, DaUn Chung, Sam Einhorn, Julie Huang, An Nguyen, Victoria Long, Janet Tesfai, Stephanie Caspe, Michael Becker
Greek Scholars

Row 1: Stephanie Caspe, Jeremy Silver, Eliana Levavi, Anastasia Pastino
Row 2: Mr. Munday, Mike Becker, Philip Migdallas

Italian Club

Row 1: Syrena Mattioli, Elizabeth Sosi, Danielle Di Giovanni, Liza Marianni, Laura Maier, Heather Marchiano
Row 2: Francesca Cameli, Dana DiRainondi, Ashley Jensen, Jared Bannar, Annalise Berdini, Christine Fox, Joe Rinaldi, Krista Taylor
Row 3: Jon Esmio, Anthony DeSantis, Jim Bannar, Steve Muscelli, Gary Sarno, Michael Cox, Dave Hays
Row 4: Anthony Kotlarsky, Bryan Stevens, Jonathan Crzybowsk, Marko Smeijer, Mike Jensen
Asian Culture Club
Row 1: Justin Carilo, Andrea Aguilar, Francesca Anas, Aia Nable, Stacey Le, Jenny Hang, Jenny Hang, Julie Mai, Kay Yi, Davidson Hang Row 2: Dan Paul, Eivind Del Pierro, Daria Thach, Alex Tang, Sinanor Teerarak, Amy Huang, Lilly Tran, Julia Moon, Elaine Pang, Stephanie Bartuska, Kat Shin 3rd Row: Johnny Seng, Janelle Rivera, Sambo Thach, Hoang Vu, Vu Pham, Jesse Ito, Victoria Long, Yuuna Tsuch, Kelly Hy, Ben Mazer, Andrew Lee, Alan Lada Row 4: William Shin, Erin Decker, Grace Lee, Glenn Giron, Charles Byun, James Hwang Row 5: Michael Liguori, Jack Tran, Andrew Nop, Patrick Tran, Editha Sacdalan, Chung Yang, Stephanie Caspe, Ben Tang, An Nguyen, Julie Huang, Janet Tesfai, Madeline Pizarro, Richard Aguilar, Ms. Chvala

African Culture Club

Pakistani, Indian, Arabic Culture Club
Row 1: Mehak Khan, Nida Mahmood, Mohammed Nasim, Maryam Nasim, Sana Mahmood, Priyanaka Patel Row 2: Abida Karimi, Zakiyyah Karimi, Qadsia Khan, Nazish Khan, Celina Baicul Row 3: Roxanne Fernandes, Anusha Choudhry, Madiba Arshad, Rahul Desai, Alex Reich, Liko Chandy, Kush Shah

Above: Patrick Tran and Jon San Juan give Asian Culture Club a thumbs up.

Right: African Culture Club President, Teryn Philips tells the members about upcoming events.
**Far Left:** Brittany Carr and Kendra Newman show their dedication at an African Culture Club meeting.

**Left:** Stephanie Caspe leads a discussion at an Asian Culture Club meeting.

**Bottom Left:** Lauren Rawlings thinks of suggestions for the next African Culture Club event.

**Bottom Far Left:** Sinanon Teerarak looks to have fun at Asian Culture Club events.

**Bottom:** Norisa Lynch is hard at work at African Culture Club.

---

**Above:** Candice Stevens is a positive asset to the African Culture Club.

**Above:** Elaine Pang prepares supplies for the next Asian Culture Club Game Night.

**Above:** Amna Abdelgader presents an idea to her fellow African Culture Club members.
Student-Led Bible Study

Row 1: Tim McHale, Elisha Chao
Row 2: Matt Honsinger, Sophia Graves, Tracey Pavlicin, Vanessa Pabon-Garcia

Holy Cow

Row 1: Shaina Lore, Rachel Collins, Cathy Grella
Row 2: Christina Gould, Kitty Sharman, Gace Hitchman
**ECO Club**

Row 1: Maryum Nasim, Nida Mahmood, Abeda Karimi, Stephanie Gruber, Lisa Pyle, Aliza Dicker, Kate Murray
Row 2: Nicole Reilly, David Riesenberg, Moneywong Hua, Sophia Graves, Kristen D'Ambra, Jay Adragna, Alex Migdalias, Philip Migdalias
Row 3: Scott Williamson, Zac Dreyer, Shane McLoughlin, Mike Keller, Rahul Desai, Andrew Mangels, Cameron Thornton, Ashley Reihl

**Shop West**

Lillian Johnson, Scott Greenberg, Damez Beal, Peter Jurczyk, Theodore Proveaux, Michael Moran, Gabbi Vicknair, Nicole Kelley
AFJROTC / Color Guard

Row 1: Jessenia Robles, Kathleen McGee, Dominick Tokotta, Evan Reibel, Justin Williams, William Hogans, Katie Fuche, Anthony Moreton, Jeff DeAngelis, Chris Asman, Tiffany Swander, Jeff McBride, Aliza Dicker
Row 2: Chief Gargas, Courtney Easterby, Yulisa Almonte, Dominique McDaniel, Samantha Mills, Kaitlan Dolly, Robert Bugie, Trevor Hirsh, Chris Anderson, John Giordano, Jonathan Davidson, Laura Stepp, Kirstin Tucker, Lindsey Hoffman, Jessica Sheppard, Alex Nieves
Row 3: Major Kevin Skelly, Ravi Bridgelal, Eddie Gonzalez, Guillermo Adriatico, Michael Bartelle, Sal Delia-Petrura, Joseph Andriulli, Ashley Riehl, Francesca Montes, Allyssa Ream, Monica Shourky, Jessica Shourky
Row 4: Alex Damens, Jason Giambalvo, Mario Centofanti, Jim Bodine, Matt Clemmens, Kitty Sharman, Charles Kohut, Andrew Boden, John Burchley, Jimmy Brining, James Prem, Peter Dolly, Peter Rodeffer, Chris Jones, Avis Parey

DECA

Row 1: Mr. Murray, Ms. Machulsky, Mrs. Melleby, Mrs. Farrell, Gary Del Rocini, Jen Dean, Tom Cunningham, Madelline Pizarro, Erica Anas, Kate Murray, Alina Zabroski, Amy Huang, Ashley Harbora, Krista White, Julie Mai, Kush Shah, Randy Shore, Jordan Abramovitz, Alicia Solomon, Megan Fennell, Jenny Heenan, Kristen Woods, Kaiilyn Ryan, Amanda Larcinse, Sam Colladay, Sam Rush, Alyssa Ichiborn
DECA, Project Graduation, and ROTC

Project Graduation
Row 1: Kaitlyn Ryan, Diane Chamberlain, Rachel Layton, Vanna Tauch, Erin Decker, JIna Song
Row 2: Mrs. Melleby, Tina Driscoll, Syrena Mattioli, Nicole Schwarz, Merve Babiker, Tamara Malone, Sherry Gans
Row 3: Arielle Greenstein, Tom Cunningham, Anthony Giannakopoulos, Jesse Creek, Alison Dodd, Mary Anne Foyas, Aimee Marshall, Kristen LaLeno
Bottom Left: Andrew Aguilar maneuvering through the ropes course at an ROTC training center.
Bottom Far Left: Nicole Schwarz, Tamara Malone and Allison Dodd represent Project Graduation at Homecoming.
Bottom: Project Graduation sells West merchandise at Back to School Night.

Above: Felipe Ruiz, President of Young Voices.

Above: Courtney Easterby takes a rest after successfully climbing the incline.

Above: ROTC cadets stand in formation.
Guidance Aides

Row 1: Shaina Lore, Stacey Le, Alina Zabroski, Nida Mahmood
Row 2: Sharon Clarke, Jeanne Connor, MaryAnne Feyas, Tamara Malone, Maryum Nasim, Sana Mahmood
Row 3: Eric Gruber, Veronica Rosa, Nicole Pappas, Chelsea Pennington, Jameeka Johnson, Julio Rivera

Athletic Office Aides

Row 1: Lindsay Wallin, Hannah Chornock
Row 2: Kelly Boswell, Rachel Gordon

Student Activities Office Aides

Row 1: Jess McCollum, Julia Moon
Row 2: Lijo Chandy, Mike Myers, Amanda Murray
E-23 Office Aides
Shawn Rosenbleeth, Ashley Pennington, Paul Theisen

Nurse’s Office Aides
Row 1: Jessica Dinetz, Dean Porch, Dayna Foster
Row 2: Danielle DiBartolo

Attendance Office Aides
Fahad Saleem, David Riesenber
Science Club
Row 1: Matt King, Kay Yi, Julia Moon, Priyanka Patel, Thomas Hansbury
Row 2: Nazir Khan, Alexandra Pastine, Anastasia Pastine, James Struven, Glenn Glenn, Mrs. Millic
Row 3: Dennis Chung, Dan Tilden, James DiBiaseola, Dan Moller, Matt Kall, Nick Reed
Not Pictured: Zane Roskopf, Donn Chung, Mrs. Prough

Chess Club
Row 1: Mr. Herman, Sam Boardman, Kevin Tran, Matt Loos, Zollinger, Steve Yuen
Row 2: Tai Park, Kris Craig, Jennifer Sheehan, Dennis Sacco, Andrew Lee
Row 3: Zach Yost, Peter Redd, Ron Hanas, Nicola LaGreca, Andrew Pulinski

PEACE Club
Row 1: Arielle Weine, Lisa Mierzian, Marcelo Ulloa, Jess McCollohan, Julia Moon, Ali Malin
Row 2: Money Wong Hua, Felicia Cornish, Nicole Schwartz, Rebecca Petrey, Sophia Graves, Susanna Bulaga, Tina Johnson
Row 3: Dean Ford, Bryan Stevens, Christina Gould, Glenn Glenn, Kelly Hy

Below: Tai Won Park uses skill and strategy to defeat Mr. Rickert as Sam Boardman looks on.

Above: Nicole Schwarz is looking forward to the Peace Club trip to the hockey game.

Right: Zach Yost contemplates his next move.
Far Left: Dan Tilden and Matt Kail work together on their experiment.
Left: Gabe Graves gives Glenn Giron a peaceful pat on the shoulder.
Bottom Left: Rajvi Patel records the data from her experiment.
Bottom Far Left: Steven Turco waits for his opponent’s next move.
Bottom: Science is amazing for Jamie O’Dowd and Stephen Noon!

Above: Zakiyah Karimi takes notes at a Peace Club meeting.
Above: Tyler Troutman clocks in after another fantastic chess move.
Above: Science calculations are the specialty of Nick Reed.
Technology Student Association

Row 1: Rachael Collins, Brittany Cintron, Susanna Burlage, Paul Theisen, Stephan Hanley, Editha Sacdalan
Row 2: Jeanne Connor, Nicole Reilly, Mario Centofanti, David Riesenb, Alexander Roth, Tiffany Swander, Peter Shubayev
Row 3: Jason Giambalvo, Justin Tucker, Jonathan Gerwitz, Mr. Russo, Jorge Reynoso, Billy Taylor, Jarvis Balmes

Sound and Light Crew

Row 1: Alexander Roth, Dan Jones, Shira Jaspan
Row 2: Kyle Burbank
Thespian Society

Row 1: Jess McCollum, Rebecca Rowland, Rachel Weiss
Row 2: Amanda Cameron, David Janove, Diana Pearl, Shira Jaspan, Allison Quering
Row 3: Victor Silvestri, Mary Becica, David Clarke, Kathleen Rizzo, Annalise Berdini
Row 4: Adam Dezi, Peter Zuckerman, Bill Sanborn, Bryan Stevens, Kate Proulx, Allison Keck

Theatre Workshop

Row 1: Lisa Pyle, Amanda Cameron, Rebecca Rowland, Rachel Weiss
Row 2: Samantha Miller, Justine Caputi, Diana Pearl, Annalise Berdini, David Clarke
Row 3: Torri Lane, Bryan Stevens, Kate Proulx
Abramovich, Anna  
2995 Chapel Ave, Apt. 4-D  
08002  
Latin Club 9, Russian Culture  
Club 9, 10, 12, DECA 11, Girls  
Tennis 11, 12  
"Knowledge is food of the soul."

Abramovitz, Brandon  
9 White Oak Ct. 08034  
LION’S ROAR 9, Boys Tennis  
9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross  
Country 10, 11, 12

Adragna, Jay  
216 Linderman Ave. 08002  
ECO Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Latin  
Club 9, 10, 11, 12  
"Chaos, that's my favorite  
kind of OS."

Aguilar, Richard  
708 Douglas Dr. 08034  
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11,  
12, Latin Club 11, Wrestling  
10, 11, 12  
"Don't leave me."

Altman, Alyssa  
1936 Maple Ave. 08002  
DECA 11, 12, Dance Club 9  
"Nothing lasts forever. So love  
what you have while you still  
have it. Don’t take anything  
for granted, ‘cause you never  
know when something will  
come to an end."

Anas, Erica  
215 Avon Rd. 08034  
DECA 11, 12  
"What lies behind us and what  
lies before us are nothing  
compared to what lies within  
us."

Anderson, Chris  
143 Edison Rd. 08034  
Mr. West 12  
"I used to be disgusted, but  
now I am just amused."

Armento, Maria  
31 Windsor Mews 08002  
Red/Purple Ribbon Club 9, 10,  
11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9,  
10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10,  
Marching Band 9  
"Breathe, breathe in the air.  
Don’t be afraid to care. Leave  
but don’t leave me. Look  
around and choose your own  
ground."

Auletto, Spencer  
177 Cherry Tree Lane 08002  
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12

Babiker, Merve  
2 Holden Rd. 08034  
Latin National Honor 12,  
P.A.V.A.S. 11, 12, Latin Club  
12, P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Russian  
Culture Club 11, 12, Class  
Government 11, Girls Tennis  
11, 12, Project Graduation 12,  
Girls Swimming 12  
"Are we there yet?"

Bacheler, Rebecca  
135 Pearlcroft Rd. 08034  
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National  
Honor 10, International  
Thespian 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 10,  
Fitness Club 12, Red/Purple  
Ribbon Club 9  
"Don’t change for the world,  
let the world change for you."

Balabuch, Teddy  
904 Longwood Ave. 08002  
Varsity Club 12, DECA 11, 12,  
Football 9, 10, 11, 12  
"Never lose to East ever!"

Balmes, Jarvis  
608 Franklin Ave. 08002  
Technology Student Associ- 
ation

Bancroft, Amanda  
1221 Kay Drive West 08034  
NHS 11, 12, Latin National  
Honor 10, 11, Science Lab  
Aides 11  
"Life may not be the party we  
hoped for, but while we’re  
here, let’s dance." – Author  
Unknown

Bannar, Jim  
154 Wesley Ave. 08002  
NHS 11, 12, Italian National  
Honor 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10,  
11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11,  
12, SGO 10, 11, 12, Baseball 9,  
10, 11, 12, Football 9, Wrestling  
9, 10, 11  
"This is like déjà vu all over  
again." – Yogi Berra

Baranchuk, Yelizaveta  
B707 08002  
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Phot- 
ography Club 12, Russian  
Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12,  
DECA 12, Girls Tennis 10, 11,  
12, Project Graduation 12  
"You only live once, make  
the best of it."

Basford, Ashley  
17 Liberty Lane 08002  
NHS 11, 12, Varsity Club 10,  
11, 12, Class Government 9,  
DECA 9, 10, 11, 12, Talent  
Show 9, Mr. West 11,  
Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12  
"I live for the nights I won’t  
remember, with the friends I’ll  
never forget." – Anonymous

Baptiste, Flamma Jean  
121 Greensward Ln. 08034  
African American Culture  
Club, DECA, Boys Basketball  
"It’s all in the hips."

Becia, Mary  
12 Coles Ave. 08002  
NHS 11, 12, International  
Thespian 11, 12, SGO 9, 10,  
West Singers 10, 11, 12, Dance  
Club 9, Spring Musical 9, 10,  
11, 12, Talent Show 9, Mr.  
West 9, 10, 12, Theater Work- 
shop 10, 11, 12, Children’s  
Show 12, Fermata 11, 12, Class  
One Acts 10  
"Reach for tomorrow, and  
may your dreams come true."  
– Ella Fitzgerald

Becker, Jeremy  
3 Maple Terrace 08002  
Pit Orchestra 9, 10, Jazz  
Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12, Golf 9,  
10, 11, 12, Boys Tennis 11,  
Boys Soccer 9, Boys Swim- 
ming 12  
"You’re not as good as you  
think you are." – Mr. Yurko

Benson, John  
403 Kingston Dr. 08034  
Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, Symphonic  
Band 11, 12, Jazz  
Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12, Wind  
Ensemble 10, 11, 12  
"The sun is in my eyes when I  
drive to work too." – Mr.  
Yurko

Berdini, Annalise  
149 Valley Run Dr. 08002  
NHS 11, 12, Italian National  
Honor 11, 12, International  
Thespian 11, 12, Italian  
Club 10, 11, 12, VISIONS 9,  
LION’S ROAR 9, West  
Singers 12, Ceramics Club 9,  
Model UN 11, Spring Musical  
9, 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 11,  
12, Mr. West 11, 12, Theater  
Workshop 11, 12, Fall Show  
11, 12, Chamber Singers 12,  
Children’s Show 11, 12, Class  
One Acts 10  
"Well, if the sun shine so  
bright, or on our way it’s  
darkest night, the road we
choose is always right, so fine.” – Led Zeppelin

Boswell, Kelly
28 S. Syracuse Dr. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Italian National Honor 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Baseball (Manager) 9, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12, Big Brother/Big Sister 11, 12
“As you grow older, you’ll find the only things you regret are the things you didn’t do.” – Zachary Scott

Breswick, Tim
145 Old Carriage Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, Latin Club 11, Spanish Club 10, Boys Track 9, Boys Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12
“If you wake up in the morning and you feel sleepy and grumpy, then you’re probably Snow White.” – Robert Frost

Bridgelal, Ravi
500 Park Blvd., Apt. 146A 08002

Brown, Ingrid
9309 Bishop’s View Circle 08002
P.A.V.A.S., African American Culture Club, Photography Club 12, DECA
“Work now, rest when you’re dead.”

Burckley, John
205 E. Daytona Ave. 08034
ROTC Drill Team 9, 10, ROTC Color Guard 10, 11, 12
“What’s written in your heart, that’s all that matters.” – Gerry Rafferty

Cahill, John
120 Weather Vane Dr. 08002
DECA 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Baseball 9, 12, Football 9, Boys Basketball 9
“You’re all I ever wanted. You’re all I ever needed and now I want you back.” – No Strings Attached

Callahan, Crystal
55 Pine Valley Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, VISIONS 11, 12, West Singers 12, Boys Basketball 9, 10

Camba, Omar
224 Wilbur Ave. 08002
Boys Soccer 10, 11, 12, Talent Show 10, Library Aides 11, 12, Boys Soccer 9
“Is the juice worth the squeeze?”

Cameron, Amanda
6 Laurel Terrace 08002
NHS 11, 12, International Thespian 10, 11, 12, Irish Culture Club 11, GSA 11, 12, Photography Club 12, Lighting Crew 11, West Singers 11, 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 10, 11, 12, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12, Art Aides 12
“Let us be grateful to people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls blossom.” – Marcel Proust

Caplan, Fred
524 Rhode Island Ave. 08002
Ceramics Club 10, 11, Boys Tennis 12
“Be nice to people on your way up because you meet them on your way down.” – Jimmy Durante

Carr, Brittnay
606 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, ECO Club 11, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, Student Activities Office Aides 12, Winter Track 12, Student Advocate Aide 12
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I can not change, the strength to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”

Carcich, Ben
10 Gere Terrace 08002

Castellano, Georgia
900 Park Dr. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 11, 12, Fitness Club 11, 12, Latin Club 11, Varsity Club 12, DECA 10, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12
“Anytime I see something screech across a room and latch onto someone’s neck, and the guy screams and tries to get it off, I have to laugh, because what is that thing?” – Jack Handy

Caterino, Bart
200 Daytona Ave. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12
“There are two paths you can go by but in the long run there’s still time to change the road you’re on.” – Fauge, Plant, Bonham, Jones

Caul, Diamond
100 Park Blvd., Apt. 3B 08002
African American Culture Club 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 11, West Singers 12, Dance Club 10, Talent Show 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Track 10, Winter Track 10
“Beauty comes in all colors and can be seen in the dimmest light. However, ugliness can be hidden on the brightest day of summer.”

Chamberlain, Diane
328 Monroe Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL 9, 10, 11, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 9, 10, 11, DECA 10, Project Graduation 12
“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You’re on your own. And you know what you know. You are the guy who’ll decide where to go.” – Dr. Seuss

Chao, Elisha
324 Cranford Rd. 08003
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, Latin Club 12, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 12, Greek Scholars 12
Chandy, Lijo  
515 Howard Rd. 08034  
Spanish National Honor 11, 12, Asian Culture Club 10, 11, Pakistani, Indian, & Arabian Club 12, Science Club 12, Student Activities Office Aides 9, 10, 11, 12, SGO 12, Library Council 12, Main Office Aides 9  
"Be courageous! Have faith! Go forward!" – Thomas A. Edison

Chiglo, Chris  
222 Rhode Island Ave. 08002  
Skateboard Club 10, 11, Boys Soccer 9, 10  
"Yeah, yeah...Naaaaa...Well yeahhh."

Chornock, Hannah  
422 Jamaica Dr. 08002  
Gym Aides 12, Girls Soccer 10, Girls Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12  
"It’s not if the shot goes in or not but how you hold your head when the game was over."

Chung, Daun  
606 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt. 2G 08002  
NHS 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10, 11, 12, Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 10, 11, 12, Science Club 10, 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 9, RAMPANT 10, 11, Chamber Singers 12, Bowling 9  
"It is indeed ironic that we spend our school days yearning to graduate and our rest remaining days waxing nostalgic about our school days.”

Cianci, Nick  
315 Royal Oak Ave. 08002  
Football 9, Boys Basketball 9, 10, 11  
“A friend will bail you out of jail. But a best friend will be in the cell saying, ‘that was awesome.’”

Clarke, David  
309 Kingston Rd. 08034  
Chess Team, GSA, LION’S ROAR, RAMPANT, Lab Theater, West Singers, Spring Musical, Stage Crew, Symphonic Band, Mr. West, Theater Workshop, Class One Acts, Marching Band  
“Good fences don’t necessarily make good neighbors.”

Clarke, Sharon  
309 Kingston Rd. 08034  
Photography Club 12, Guidance Office Aides 11, 12, RAMPANT 12, Stage Crew 11, 12, Symphonic Band 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Marching Band 11, 12  
“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.”

Cobel, Luise  
25 Greenvale Rd. 08034  
Photography Club 12, VISIONS 12, RAMPANT 12, AFS Exchange Student from Switzerland “It’s not right, it’s not wrong...It’s just different.”  
– AFS Philosophy

Cohen, Aaron  
1115 Martin Ave. 08002  
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 9, 10, NJ REBEL 10, 11, 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10, 11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, 10, 11, 12  
“Being grown up is only half the fun as growing up. These are the best days of our lives.

The only thing that matters is just following your heart and eventually you’ll finally get it right.” – The Ataris

Colladay, Samantha  
32 Kent Rd. 08002  
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, Spanish Club 11, 12, SGO 10, Class Government 11, 12, DECA 11, 12, Children’s Show 10, 11, Project Graduation 12, Class One Acts 10, Girls Lacrosse 9, Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12  
“I’ll spread my wings and I’ll learn how to fly, I’ll do what it takes ‘til I touch the sky. I’ll make a wish, take a chance, make a change, and breakaway.”

Connor, Jeanne  
606 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002  
Guidance Office Aides 12, Fashion Club 11, Dance Club 9, 10, Girls Tennis 9, Homecoming Court 12, Cheerleading 10, Chamber Group 9, 10, 11, 12  
“Go for what you want to do. Don’t let anyone keep you from what you want.”

Connen, Luke  
320 Woodland Ave. 08002  
P.A.V.A.S., 12, NJ REBEL, Fashion Club  
“The one who HAHa’s last HAHa’s best.” – Nelson Muntz

Cook, Ashley  
140 Westover Dr. 08034  
Guidance Office Aides 12  
“Tomorrow is the future, yesterday is the past, today is a gift, that is why they call it the PRESENT.”

Cooper, Andrew  
20 Brookmead Dr. 08034  
Latin Club 11, DECA 11, 12, Boys Volleyball 9, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12  
“For some moments in life there are no words.” – Willy Wonka

Cordy, Shakyra  
535 Main St. 08002  
African American Culture Club, Student Activities Office Aides  
“If you stay in school you can succeed your goals!”

Cornish, Felicia  
510 Mackin Dr. 08002  
P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, RAMPANT 12, Spring Musical 11, Theater Workshop 12, Children’s Show 12, Art Aides 12  
“Hold on to 16 as long as you can. Changes come around real soon make us women and men.”

Craig, Kristopher  
411 Sheffield Rd. 08034  
P.A.V.A.S. 10, Chess Team 9, 10, 11, 12, Football 9, 11

Creek, Jesse  
1105 Queens Rd. 08034  
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, Latin National Honor 11, 12, House Office Aides 10, 11DECA 12, Project Graduation 12, Science Lab Aides 10, 11, Boys Tennis 12

Cristobal, Marianne  
118 Maine Ave. 08002  
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, Costume Crew 10, House/Business Crew 11, Science Lab Aides 11  
“If it weren’t for the last minute nothing would ever get done.”

Cuilla, Dan
Cunningham, Tom
14 Silvertop Ln. 08002
Cunningham Club 12, DECA 9, 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Project Graduation 12, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12

“Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things. And no good thing ever dies.” – Slow Shank Redemption

Czerwinski, Eric
50 Ivy Ln. 08002
Mock Trial Team 12, Varsity Club 12, Young Voices 12, Class Government 9, 11, VISIONS 11, DECA 9, Baseball 9, Football 9, Boys Volleyball 10, Boys Country 9, Wrestling 10

“If the doors of perception were cleansed everything which appears to man as it is, infinite.” – William Blake

DaCosta, Jason
7 Gately Ct. 08002
Library Aides 12

“I don’t know what weapons World War III will be fought with, but World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones.” – Albert Einstein

Dahan, Abigail
36 Knollwood Dr. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, French Club 11, Skateboard Club 12, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Model UN 11, Spring Musical 9, 10, Mr. West 11, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Fermata 12, Class

Doran, James
507 Garfield Ave. 08002
NHS 9, 10, 11, 12, F.B. Club 10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 10, 11, 12

“I used to think you were crazy... but now I can see you’re nuts!” – Austin Powers

Doran, Jennifer
34 Garfield Ave. 08002
NHS 10, 11, 12, Math Club 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 10, 11, 12, Class Government 10, 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Library Aides 12, Softball 9

“Love, Peace, Jumpshot.” – Delowyer, Elizabeth

Delowyer, Elizabeth
109 Kitty Hawk Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12

“10 Acts 10, Library Aides 12, Girls Lacrosse 9
“If you want top make an apple pie from scratch, you must first create the universe.” – Carl Sagan

Decker, Erin
109 Barlow Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club 12, Irish Culture Club 11, 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 11, Rotary Interact Club 11, Class Government 10, West Singers 11, 12, Mr. West 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Boys Volleyball 11, 12, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11

“Conquer your fear and you shall conquer death.” – Alexander the Great

DeCoursey, Theresa
52 Park Dr. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 10, 11, 12, Class Government 10, 11, 12, Girls Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” – Eleanor Roosevelt

DeGrazia, Nicolette
216 Woodland Ave. 08002
Italian Club 10, 11, Girls Tennis 11, Girls Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12

“Love, Peace, Jumpshot.”

DeSantis, Anthony
109 Kitty Hawk Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, SOG 12, Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12

“I used to think you were crazy... but now I can see you’re nuts!” – Austin Powers

DiGiacinto, Danielle
203 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Technology
Boys Tennis 11, 12
"Man was predestined to have free will."

Driscoll, Christina
1321 Shelly Ln. 08034
DECA 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Soccer 9, 10
"To all my dreamers out there—I'm with you. All my underdogs, ha—I feel you. Lift your head high and stay strong, keep pushin' on."

Duford, Jack
324 Greenleigh Ct. 08002
Mock Trial Team, DECA, Baseball
"Oh..."

Elmore, Daniel
25 S. Birchwood Park Dr. 08003
NHS 11, 12, French National Honor 10, 11, 12, African American Culture Club 10, 11, 12, French Club 11, 12, RAM-PANT 9, 10, 11, 12, West Singers 11, 12, Chamber Singers 11, 12, Boys Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 10, 11, 12
"When life gives you lemons, make lemonade that can be sold at an unreasonable price for a hefty profit."

Fachner, Stephanie
9 Wagon Ln. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 10, Rotary Interact Club 11, 12, Spanish Club 11, 12, SGO 10, Class Government 11, 12, DECA 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Track 11, 12, Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12

Falcone, Tony
217 Redstone Ridge 08034
Football 12
"Eagles may soar but weasels never get sucked into jet engines."

Farina, Ricky Jr.
612 Church Rd. 08002
Spanish Club, Boys Basketball
"If you put water in a glass, it becomes the glass. If you put water in a teapot, it becomes the teapot. Now water can flow, or it can crash. Be water my friend!"

Fast, Melissa
206 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
Class Government 12, West Singers 11, 12, Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12, Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Tennis 10, 11, 12, Softball 9, Field Hockey 9, Girls Basketball 9
"Happiness is a conscious choice not an automatic response. Nothing is worth more than this day."

Fennell, Megan
1114 Greenbriar Rd. 08034
DECA 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Softball 9, 11, 12, Boys Soccer Manager 10, Boys Cross County Manager 9
"Each betrayal begins with trust."

Feyas, Elizabeth
477 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10, 11, 12, Varsity Club 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 11, 12, Dance Club 9, 10, Softball 9, 10, Cheerleading 10, 11, 12
"Don't let the past dictate who you are, but let it be a part of who you are."

Feyas, Mary Anne
477 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, NJ REBEL 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 12, Fashion Club 11, Dance Club 9, 10, 11, Project Graduation 12, Softball 9, 10, Cheerleading 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 11

Filberto, Sal
801 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002
"You never really know what you have until it's gone."

Fisher, Alex
305 Sheffield Rd. 08034
Varsity Club 12, House Office Aides 9, DECA 9, 10, 11, Football 9, 10, 11, 12, Wrestling 11, Boys Basketball 9, 10
"Never look back at your experiences in life and say, 'I wish I could have... Live life with NO REGRETS" #9

Fisher, Kevin
15 Darby Ln. 08002
American African Culture Club 11, 12, Marching Band 9, Boys Track 9, 10, 11, Boys Cross Country 9, 10
"Your word was everything, so everything you said you'd do, you did it. Couldn't talk about it if you ain't live it."

Fletcher, Kelly
11 Farmhouse Ln. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 10, 11, 12, Wire Choir 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Cross Country 10, 11, 12, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12
"All that is gold does not glitter, nor all those who wander are lost; the old that is strong does not wither, deep roots are not reached by the frost. From the ashes a fire shall be woken, a light from the shadows shall spring; renewed shall be blade that was broken, the crownless again shall be king."

Forner, Paul
235 Sharrowvale Rd. 08034
Fitness Club 12, LION'S ROAR 12, Gym Aides 11, 12, Science Lab Aides 11, 12, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Wrestling 10, 11, 12
"Wear pajamas."

Foster, Dayna
415 Columbia Blvd. 08002
Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, Class Government 9, 12, Nurses' Aides 12, Girls Lacrosse 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12
"You can't change the past, but you can change the future."

Fox, Emily F.
316 Hialeah Dr. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 11, 12, Spanish Club 10, 11, 12, SGO 10, 11, 12, Class Government 9, VISIONS 11, 12, RAM-PANT 9, DECA 12, Girls Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, Girls Track 9, 10, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10
"Waiting for the time when I can finally say that this has been wonderful but now I'm on my way."

Friedman, Cindy
1900 Frontage Rd. #1101 08034
ECO Club 11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 11, Guidance Office Aides 11, SGO 12, Fashion Club 11
"Days become weeks, weeks
become months, months
become a year and finally
graduation day is here. So
good luck in life because our
future is near. Congratulations
2005, we did it!"

Gaines, Jameé
110 W. Chapel Ave. 08002
Guidance Office Aides
DECA
“Always think positive before
you think negative for if you
think negative you will stay
low, your self esteem will
stay low. Use every thing in
life as a learning lesson. Even
all the bad things.”

Galasso, Carley
436 Burning Tree Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National
Honor 10, 11, Irish Culture
Club 12, Class Government 12,
West Singers 12, Spring
Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Mr. West
12, Trainer’s Aides 12, Science
Lab Aides 12, Girls Lacrosse
9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10,
12, Cheerleading 10
“We may not be as happy as
you always dreamed we’d be,
but for once, let’s just allow
ourselves to be whatever it is
we are.” – Garden State

Gans, Sherry
113 Ellans Rd. 08034
Project Graduation 12, Girls
Lacrosse 9, Field Hockey 9, 10

Giannakopoulos, Anthony
110 Columbia Blvd. 08002
DECA 11, 12, Project Graduation
12, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12
“Traffic, traffic, lookin’ for my
chaps stick, gettin’ kinda
carsick, there’s a Ford Maverick.”

Gill, Bryan
1011 Chelten Pkwy. 08034
Irish Culture Club 12, Fitness
Club 12, Skateboard Club 10,
LION’S ROAR 12
“Only those who dare to fail
greatly can ever achieve
greatly.” – Robert F. Kennedy

Girylia, Gabrielle
42 Crooked Ln. 08034
Shop West 11, 12
“Hurry Up! Get to class!”

Gola, David
18 Old Salem Ct. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 10, Fitness Club 12,
Spanish Club 10, SGO 10,
Class Government 9, 10, 11,
12, DECA 9, Mr. West 12,
Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12
“Every once in awhile, you
just gotta say what the heck.
Make your move.” – Tom
Cruise

Gordon, Rachel
28 Kenwood Dr. 08034
Varsity Club 10, 11, 12, House
Office Aides 9, 10, 11, Class
Government 11, 12, Athletic
Office Aide 12, Girls Lacrosse
9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10,
11, 12, Girls Basketball 11
“Don’t live your life by the
breaths you take, but by the
moments that take your
breath away.”

Green, Joshua
836 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt.
108E 08002
DECA 11, 12, Football 9, 10,
11
“A real man don’t use can’t in
his vocabulary.”

Groh, Mike
122 Valley Run Dr. 08002
West Singers 10, 11, 12,
Symphonic Band 9, Chamber
Singers 11, 12, Jazz Ensemble
9, 10, 11, 12, Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12,
Boys Track 9, 10, 11, 12,
Football 9, 10, 11, 12
“It’s not cheating, it’s using
your resources.”

Gross, Ryan
20 Old Town Rd. 08034
“Life is very short and there’s
no time for fussing and
defending my friend.”

Gruber, Stephanie
105 Sawmill Ct.
NHS 9, 10, 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S.
10, ECO Club 11, 12, Dance
Club 9, 10, Spring Musical 11,
Talent Show 10
“Those who danced were
thought to be quite insane by
those who could not hear
the music.” – Angela Monet

Grunwald, Dave
416 Garden State Dr. 08002
Spanish National Honor 10,
11, Science Lab Aides 11,
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12

Gutin, Andrew
119 Greenvale Ct. 08034
Lighting Crew 9, DECA 10,
11, 12, West Singers 12, Sound
Crew 9, Spring Musical 9, 10,
11, 12, Mr. West 12, Children’s
Show 11, Class One Acts 9, 10,
11, 12, Library Aides 11, 12
“I have just as much authority
as the pope. I just don’t have
as many people who believe
it.” – George Carlin

Halpern, Jon
303 Royal Oak 08002
Latin Club 9, 10, 11, DECA 10,
11, 12, Mr. West 12, Wrestling
9, 10, 11, 12
“Pain train is coming...all
aboard.”

Haswell, Melissa
330 Roosevelt Dr. 08002
NHS 10, 11, French National
Honor 10, 11, French Club 11,

NJ REBEL 12, Red/Purple
Ribbon Club 10, 11, 12,
Varsity Club 12, Yellow
Ribbon Club 10, 11, 12,
DECA 12, Dance Club 10, 11,
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12,
Cheerleading 10, 11, 12
“Can’t nobody take my
pride. Can’t nobody hold me
down, I gotta keep on
movin.” – P. Diddy

Heenan, Jenny
350 Borton Mill Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, Varsity Club
9, 10, 11, 12, Student Activi-
ties Office Aides 11, 12,
House Office Aides 9, 10, 11,
Class Government 11, DECA
11, 12, Mr. West 9, Trainer’s
Aides 12, Softball 9, Girls
Lacrosse 10, 11, 12, Girls
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Winter
Track 9
“Never let today’s disappoin-
tments shadow tomorrow’s dreams.”

Heisroth, Bryan
9 Clark Dr. 08034
Latin National Honor 11,
Latin Club 9, 10, 11, Baseball
9, Boys Tennis 11, 12
“E-A-G-L-E-S Eagles!”

Henhaffer, Lori Jane
107 W. Ormond Ave. 08002
Spanish National Honor 11,
Italian Club 11, Spanish Club
9, 10, Technology Student Association 10, Varsity Club 11, 12, SGO 12, Class Government 9, 10, 11, Fashion Club 11, Mr. West 12, Children’s Show 10, Homecoming Court 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Cheerleading 10, 11, 12 “It’s easy to fool others. The difficulty comes when you no longer can fool yourself. Stand proud of who you are. If you can’t do that, then you have yet to find yourself.”

Heredia, Yolanda 310 Windsor Circle 08002 P.A.V.A.S. 11, 12, Latinos at West 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 12, DECA 12, Softball 12

Hernandez, Eddie 201 Gravel Bend Rd. 08034 Latinos at West 12, Baseball 9, Football 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Volleyball 10, 11, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12

Hoffecker, Meagan 137 Valley Run Dr. 08002 Fitness Club 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, DECA 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Project Graduation 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9 “May the wind always be at your back and the sun upon your face. And may the winds of destiny carry you aloft to dance with the stars.” – Blow

Hoffman, Chrissy 202 Pettit Ave. 08002 ECO Club 11, 12, Italian Club 9, NJ REBELL 10, 11, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10, 11, DECA 9, Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12 “Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look around once in a while you could miss it.” – Ferris Bueller

Hogans, William 53 Harrowgate Dr. 08003 DECA 12

Hohwald, Greg 304 Sheffield Rd. 08034 SGO 11, 12, Ceramics Club 9, 10, Boys Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 “Life’s a garden. Dig it.”

Hulbert, Josh 115 State St. 08002 NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, DECA 11, 12, Science Lab Aides 11

Hunkins, Christina 106 Kings Croft 08034 NHS 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10, Latin Club 10, 11, Mock Trial Team 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 11, 12, Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Fall Show 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 11, Science Lab Aides 11, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10 “After all, tomorrow is another day.” – Margaret Mitchell

Hutchinson, Patrick 213 Chelten Pkwy. 08034 Irish Culture Club 11, Latin Club 11, Spanish Club 9, 10, SGO 12, DECA 9, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Swimming 11, 12 “When you come to a fork in the road…take it.” – Yogi Berra

Hwang, Jina 606 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002 Asian Culture Club, Spring Musical 11, 12, Symphonic Band 11, 12

Hyatt, Alena 65 Madison Ave. 08002 Fitness Club 12, Attendance Office Aides 10, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 “There is fate but it only takes you so far because once you get there, it’s up to you to make it happen.”

Iannarella, Kristin 3411 Church Rd. 08002 P.A.V.A.S. 10, DECA 12, Spring Musical 9, Mr. West 11, Cheerleading 10 “The highlife is just not for me ‘cause all you really need are a few good friends.” – The Format

Ippolito, Mike Skateboard Club 9, 10, 11, 12, LION’S ROAR 9, 10, 12

Jaspan, Shira 105 Spring House Ct. 08002 International Thespian 11, 12, Technology Student Association 10, Lighting Crew 10, 11, 12, Sound Crew 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, Symphonic Band 12, Talent Show 9, Jazz Ensemble 10, 11, 12, Children’s Show 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12, Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12 “It’s like life.”

Jean-Baptiste, Fiamma 121 Greensward Ln. 08034 African American Culture Club, DECA, Boys Basketball “It’s all in the hips.”

Johnson, Jameeka A. 801 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt. #B610 08002 African American Culture Club 10, 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 12

“Live your life to the fullest and don’t let the haters get to you.”

Karen, Perry 15 Lantern Ln. 08002 NHS 11, 12, Class Government 9, DECA 10, 11, 12, Boys Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 “Greed is good.” – Gordon Gekko, Wall Street

Keck, C. Allison 246 Redstone Ridge 08034 International Thespian 11, 12, Irish Culture Club 11, 12, Latin Club 12, SGO 11, 12, DECA 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Children’s Show 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Girls Track 9, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, Girl’s Swimming 9,10

Khan, Nazish 516 Douglas Dr. 08034 Pakistani, Indian, & Arabian Club 12, Science Club, Ceramics Club, Girls Tennis, Library Aides, Science Lab Aides, Girls Track “Learning is like rowing upstream, not to advance is to drop back.”

Khan, Qudsia 508 Doc Ln. 08034 Science Club 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 10, DECA 12, Girls Tennis 10, 11, 12 “Memories build a pathway that goes winding through the heart, and keeps friends close together even when they are apart.”

King, Scott 1119 Harvest Rd. 08002 Student Activities Office Aides 12, Guidance Office Aides 11, Main Office Aides 10
King, Steve
514 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
Fitness Club 12, Football 10, 11, 12, Wrestling 12

Kirk, Andrew
102 Pearlcroft Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 12, Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Skateboard Club 11, ASPECTS 11, Ceramics Club 9, 10, 11, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12, Greek Scholars 9, 10, Class One Acts 9, Boys Basketball 9
“Art is not what you see but what you make others see.” – Edgar Degas

Knecht, Matt
513 Park Rd. 08034

Kotzin, Melissa
414 Jamaica Dr. 08002
Class Government 10, Children’s Show 10
“Life is not measured by the amount of breathes you take, but by the moments that take your breath away.” – George Carlin

Kourmadas, Chris
1006 Mercer St. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, Fitness Club 12, Mr. West 12, Library Aides 12, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12

Kremshten, Alex
403 Bradford Rd. 08034
Latin Club 11, Boys Soccer 9, 10

Lacefield, Tiffany
404 Bruce Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 12, ECO Club 11, 12, Photography Club 12
“Not all sushi is raw!”

Lagrosa, Mike
328 Windsor Dr. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 12, DECA 10
“Famous Last Words: ‘Where’s the mother bear?’ – some quote in an assignment book.”

LaLena, Kristen
1024 Chelten Pkwy. 08034
Class Government 10, 11, DECA 9, 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Softball 9
“Keep a good heart. That’s the most important thing in life. It’s not how much money you make or what you can acquire. The art of it is to keep a good heart.”

Lampitt, Ilene
558 Tarrington Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 11, Class Government 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12
“Too many times we stand aside and let the water slip away, ’til what we put off ’til tomorrow now has become today. So don’t you sit upon a shoreline and say you’re satisfied, choose to take the rapids and dare to dance that tide.” – Garth Brooks, The River

Larince, Amanda B.
123 Greenvale Rd. 08034
Spanish Club 9, Guidance Office Aides 11, House Office Aides 9, DECA 11, 12, Model UN 11, Girls Lacrosse 9, Field Hockey 9, 10
“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.” – Gandhí

Lautenslager, Laura

Larson, Michael
301 Berkshire Ave. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, Outdoor Color Guard 9, 10, 11, Marching Band 9, 10, 11
“We did it, we finally did it... The hardest lessons in life, you learn from experience.”

Lawson, Laura
2 St. Moritz Ct. 08003
P.A.V.A.S. 9, DECA 11, Spring Musical Costume Crew, Children’s Show Costume Crew

Layton, Rachel
805 Fulton St. 08002
Project Graduation 12
“Awesome!”

Lechner, Cailin
35 Colwick Rd. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12, Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12, Library Aide 12
“I was born into wretched poverty, and so one day I stole a loaf of bread, put it in the freezer until it was very, very hard, and then robbed a bank with it.”

Lind, Brian
330 Provincetown Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Science Lab Aides 11, Boys Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12

“Staying on track leads to success in life...”

Lipinski, Megan
930 Abington Rd. 08034
Latin Club 9, 10, Ceramics Club 11, Softball 9, Football Manager 9, 10, 11, 12
“My dear boy, if God wanted us to walk he wouldn’t have made roller skates.” – Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory IV

Lombardi, Stephen
41 Clemson Rd. 08034
Pit Orchestra 9, 11, Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12

Lore, Shaina
906 Jefferson Ave. 08002
Irish Culture Club 12, Latin Club 12, VISIONS 9, West Singers 11, 12, Chamber Singers 12, Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12
“Draw close now...take this to sleep with you, my tale of dusty far-off times...then store it in your memory. And be the sage who says to young ones in the years to come. ‘Ah, yes, those were the days.’” – Brian Jacques

Lowe, Shahidah
1115 Haral Pl. 08034
Spanish National Honor 11, African American Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, ECO Club 9, 10, DECA 11, 12, Homecoming Court 12, Girls Track 9, 10, 12, Cheerleading 12, Winter Track 10

“Staying on track leads to success in life...”

Lucas, David
Government 12, West Singers 11, 12, Girls Tennis 10, Class One Acts 11, Softball 9, Girls Track 10, Field Hockey 9, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 11

"If you go there and after you do, all of these dreams will be yours to pursue. The rest of your lifetime, devoid of a care, if you keep your eyes open, you may find yourself there." – Phish

Malone, Tamara
630 Highland Ave. 08002
Guidance Office Aides 12, House Office Aides 9, DECA 11, Project Graduation 12

"I am thankful for the opportunity to have attended Cherry Hill West and will cherish for my lifetime the memories of my time spent with faculty and students."

Mazahreh, Jackie
323 Hialeah Dr. 08002

"I love walking in the rain...cause then no one knows I am crying."

McClosky, Mat
1616 Plymouth Rock Dr. 08003
DECA 9, Boys Track 9, 11, 12, Football 9, 10, 11, 12

"Try to be the change you wish to see in the world." – Ghandi

Maltonado, Krystal
500 Park Blvd. 08002

Spanish National Honor, Latin Club, Latinos at West, DECA, Spring Musical

Malin, Jessica
509 Howard Rd. 08034

NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, Latin National Honor 11, Latin Club 11, Rotary Interact Club 11, Class

Mangels, Andrew
818 Johns Rd. 08034
ECO Club 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12

"The pen is mightier than the sword, if that pen be sharpened to a point, dipped in deadly poison, and thrown from ten feet away."

Mariani, Liza
6 Heritage Ct. 08034

Italian National Honor 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Diving 9, 10, 11, 12

"The real test of friendship is: can you literally do nothing without the other person? Can you enjoy together those moments of life that are utterly simple? They are the moments people look back on and number as their most sacred experience."

Marshall, Aimee
15 Colwick Rd. 08002
Project Graduation 12

"The past can not be changed, the future is still in your power."

Mattioi, Syrena
308 W. Lake Dr. 08002
Fitness Club 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Class Government 9, Mr. West 11, 12, Children's Show 10, 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9, 10

"You changed my life, you changed my life, and I've only known you four days. This is the start of something really big, but right now I gotta go."

– Andrew Largemen (Garden State)

McClean, Candid
118 Forrest Rd. 08034

African American Culture Club 11, 12, Mock Trial Team 10, NJ REBEL 12, Girls Basketball 9, 10

"For every sprinkle I find, I shall kill you." – Stewart Griffin

McCormick, Devan
309 Evergreen Ave. 08002
International Thespian 11, 12, P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Student Activities Office Aides 12, Spring Musical 10, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Children's Show 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, 11, 12, Softball 9

"No other path. No other way.

McEady, Devin
521 Park Place 08002
Mock Trial Team, Boys Basketball

McElroy, David
518 Hastings Rd. 08034
Football 9, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 10, Winter Track 11

McGee, Katie
126 Maine Ave. 08002
Latin Club 11, Varsity Club 11, 12, SGO 9, 10, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Basketball 9

McGinnis, Kevin
509 Salsbury Rd. 08034
International Thespian 12, Men-of-Note 11, 12, West Singers 11, 12, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, Chamber Singers 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Boys Soccer 9

"For every sprinkle I find, I shall kill you." – Stewart Griffin

McLoughlin, Shane
8 Maple Terrace 08002
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10, 11, 12, Irish Culture Club 11, 12, ECO Club 11, 12, Latin Club 10, 11, 12, SGO 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Track 9

"Peace is not a relationship of nations. It is a condition of
mind brought about by a serenity of soul.” – Jawaharlal Nehru

Meidt, Katie
518 Northwood Ave. 08002
“We laughed until we had to cry and we loved right down to our last goodbye.” – St. Elmo’s Fire

Mejia, Lorena
1900 Frontage Rd. Apt. 604 08034
Spanish National Honor 9, French National Honor 11, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Latinos at West 11, 12, Spanish Club 9, DECA 11, Dance Club 10, Homecoming Court 12
“What doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger.”

Michinski, Carl
810 Carlisle Ave. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10
“Who drives a Ford?”

Migdalys, Philip
1112 Martin Ave. 08002
French National Honor 10, 11, 12, ECO Club 10, 11, 12, Fitness Club 11, 12, French Club 10, 11, 12, Greek Scholars 11, 12
“Life is what you make of it, so do your best to succeed.”

Mignano, Adam
498 Chapel Ave. 08002
DECA 10, 11, Football 9, 10
“Just keep on trucking...karate—explosion!”

Mikiten, Amanda
638 Woodland Ave. 08002
Red/Purple Ribbon Club 12, DECA 11, 12
“Life is good. Don’t spoil it by trying to understand it.”

Miller, Ashley
650 Kenilworth Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL 9, 10, 11, Photography Club 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 9, 10, 11
“There are many turns in this life, so keep your head up and the pedal to the metal, but don’t forget to enjoy the ride.”

Miller, Lindsay
256 Heritage Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, Irish Culture Club 11, 12, Chess Team 11, SGO 9, 10, 11, 12, VISIONS 11, 12, DECA 12, Children’s Show 12, Girls Track 9, 10, 11, Girls Cross Country 9, 10
“All words require a shared experience.” – Borges

Miller, Samantha
170 Sheridan Rd. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, International Thespian 11, 12, Irish Culture Club 11, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10, Yellow Ribbon Club 10, 11, SGO 10, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 11, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Chamber Singers 11, 12, Fermata 12
“Accustom yourself continually to make acts of love, for they enkindle and melt the soul.” – St. Teresa of Avila

Mood, Nicole
800 Beechwood Ave. 08002
NJ REBEL 10, 11, House Office Aides 10, 11
“Those who take the beaten path will never discover something new.”

Motta, Kevin
300 Portsmouth Rd. 08034
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Soccer 9
“Your philosophy of life gives you a reason to live, a way to act, a purpose for dying.” – W. Keane

Motta, Ryan
300 Portsmouth Rd. 08034
DECA 12, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Soccer 9, Boys Basketball 9

Moy, Brian
436 King George Rd. 08034
Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11
“Core 5.”

Moya, Jonathan
708 Beechwood Ave. 08002
DECA 9, Football 9, 11
“The world is yours.” – Scarface

Mullowney, Tim
59 S. Syracuse Dr. 08034
DECA 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 11, 12
“Live your life TODAY because you’re not promised tomorrow.”

Muluh, Leslie

Murray, Kate
6 Farmhouse Ln. 08002
Latin National Honor 10, 11, ECO Club 11, Latin Club 10, 11, Class Government 10, 11, 12, DECA 12, Class One Acts 9, 10
“Consciousness—that annoying time between naps!”

Neblock, Daniel

“...I will go in this way and find my own way out...I’m only this far and only tomorrow leads my way.” – Dave Matthews Band, #41

Muscilli, Steve
1305 Hollis Ave. 08002
Italian Club 10, 11, 12, Boys Track 9, Football 9, 10

Myers, Rick
182 Pearlcraft Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, LION’S ROAR 9, 10, 11, 12

Nasim, Maryum
4 Clemiston Rd. 08034
Latin National Honor 11, 12, Asian Culture Club 9, 10, ECO Club 9, 10, 11, Latin Club 11, 12, Mock Trial Team 10, Pakistani, Indian, & Arabic Club 12, Rotary Interact Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 12, SGO 10, 11, 12, VISIONS 11, DECA 10, Lab Theater 11, Forensics Club 10, Girls Lacrosse 11, Girls Track 10, 12, Winter Track 10, 11, 12
“When you are strange, you see faces in the rain.”

“...I will go in this way and find my own way out...I’m only this far and only tomorrow leads my way.” – Dave Matthews Band, #41
112 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, Library 
Aides 12
“I am probably the smartest 
person I know.”

Nery, Karen
100 Park Blvd. 93 A 08034 
Spring Musical 11
“The price of greatness is 
responsibility.”

Noon, Stephen
1017 Salem Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National 
Honor 10, 11, 12, Varsity Club 
12, DECA 12, Science Lab 
Aides 11, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, 
Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys 
Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12
“Everybody gets one chance to 
do something great. Most 
people never take the chance, 
either because they’re too 
scared, or they don’t recognize it 
when it spits on their shoes.”
– The Sandlot

Nop, Andrew
200 Kingsport Rd. 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 
12, West Singers 10, 11, 12, 
Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12, 
Library Aides 11, Boys Volley- 
ball 9, 10, 11, 12
“You take the good and take 
the bad and there you have my 
senior quote. Sit boo boo sit. 
Good boy.”

Nowakowski, Kevin
647 Highland Ave. 08002
Chess Team11, West Singers 
10, 11, 12
“Eagles Superbowl Champions 
2005”

Nworgu, Dwanda
B302 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, African 

American Culture Club 9, 10, 
11, 12, Chess Team9, Guidance 
Office Aides 12, House Office 
Aides 10, SGO 10, 11, West 
Singers 9
“So many judge me, so many 
hate me, but nobody but me 
can let others affect me. I will 
live each day as if there is no 
tomorrow and I will walk with 
my head high as if there is no 
ground! I will be more than a 
conqueror, and most import- 
antly, I will be victorious.”

O’Dowd, James
1208 Cotswold Ln. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National 
Honor 10, 11, 12, Fitness Club 
11, 12, DECA 12, Science Lab 
Aides 11, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 
12
“It’s simple, if it jiggles, it’s 
fat.” - Arnold

O’Neill, E. James
129 Greenvale Rd. 08034 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12, Wrestling 
11
“Inside of a ring or out, ain’t 
nothing wrong with going 
down. It’s staying down that’s 
wrong.” – Muhammad Ali

O’Neill, Kathleen
484 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034 
LION’S ROAR 10, 11, 12, Girls 
Swimming 10
“There ain’t no motives for 
this crime.”

Pagan, Alexandra Rose 
66 Ivy Ln. East 08002
NHS 11, 12, French National 
Honor 11, 12, Guidance Office 
Aides 11, 12, Class Government 
12, Girls Lacrosse 10, 11, 12, 
Cheerleading 10, 11, 12
“Dream as if you’ll live forever 
and live as if you’ll die tomor- 
row.”

Pappas, Nicole
419 Saratoga Dr. 08002 
P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Spanish 
Club 9, 10, Guidance Office 
Aides 12, Class Government 
12, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12, 
Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12, 
Cheerleading 11, 12
“Nobody said school was 
easy, but it’s your friends that 
make it worthwhile.”

Parisi, Matt
114 New Hampshire Ave. 
08002
Football 9, Boys Volleyball 9, 
10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9 
“Whoa Muscles! West Volley- 
ball ‘04 Division Champs!”

Parkanskaya, Irina
801 Cooper Landing Rd. 
08002
Latin Club, Russian Culture 
Club

Patel, Priyanka
500 Park Blvd, Apt. 138A 
08002
Latin National Honor 11, 12, 
Latin Club 12, Pakistani, 
Indian, & Arabian Club 12, 
Science Club 12, Talent Show 
9, 10
“It is today that we create the 
world of the future.”

Paul, Dan
35 Saddle Lane 08002
Boys Soccer 12, Boys Track 
10, 11, Boys Cross Country 9, 
10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9 
“I’m the greatest, I’m a bad 
man, and I’m pretty!” – Muhammad Ali

Pavlinc, Tracey
105 White Oak Rd. 08034 
NHS 11, 12, Rotary Interact 
Club 11, Spanish Club 9, 
Class Government 9, West 

Singers 12, Girls Tennis 9, 10, 
11, 12, Fermata 12, Girls 
Track 10, 11, Girls Basketball 9 
“I believe in God like I 
believe in the sunrise, not 
because I can see it, but 
because I see all that it 
touches.” – C.S. Lewis

Pawling, Will
103 Kingswood Ct. 08034 
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, Fitness 
Club 12, Science Lab Aides 11 
“You mean you eat other 
people’s lunches? Stop it!”

Pearl, Diana
221 Avon Rd. 08034
French National Honor 10, 
International Thespian 11, 12, 
French Club 11, GSA 12, 
Red/ Purple Ribbon Club 11, 
12, DECA 12, Ceramics Club 
10, 11, Spring Musical 10, 11, 
12, Stage Crew 11, 12, Mr. 
West 12, Theater Workshop 
9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 
9, 10, 11, Children’s Show 
10, 11, 12
“Sticking feathers up your 
butt does not make you a 
chicken.”

Penn, Brett
4 Colmar Rd. 08002 
DECA 12, Football 9, Wrest- 
ling 9, 10, 12

Pennington, Ashley
108 Ambler Rd. 08002
House Office Aides 11, 12, 
DECA 12, Girls Basketball 9 
“You only live once so live 
life to the fullest.”

Pertuit, Ryan
30 Oakview Dr. 08002
Baseball, Football

Pettersen, Kristen
1314 Markress Rd. 08003
Girls Track 11, 12
"We may not always be as happy as you always dreamed we’d be, but for once let’s just allow ourselves to be whatever it is we are.” – Andrew Largemen (Garden State)

Pham, Vu
836 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt. 266 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 12, Spanish Club 10, 11, DECA 10, Dance Club 9, 10, Talent Show 10
“The pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.”

Phillips, Teryn
1098 Fulton St. 08002
African American Culture Club 11, 12, GSA 11, Latinos at West 10, 12, Varsity Club 10, Student Activities Office Aides 11, DECA 12, Girls Track 11, 12, Cheerleading 10
“Never look down on anybody unless you’re helping them up.” – Rev. Jesse Jackson

Piarrulli, Joe
406 Sherry Way 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, LION’S ROAR 9, 10, 11, 12
“It’s easy to say you want to accomplish something. I guess that’s what I like about it—it’s really easy.”

Pierce, Rachel
220 Wilbur Ave. 08002
DECA 12

Polk, Kristina
110 W. Chapel Ave. 08002
African American Culture Club 9, 10, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, Guidance Office Aides 11, DECA 12, West Singers 12
“Beginning today, treat everyone you meet as if they were going to be dead by midnight. Extend them all the care, kindness, and understanding you can muster. Your life will never be the same again.” – Og Mandino

Porch, Dean
49 Bryn Mawr Ave. 08002
International Thespian 11, Latin Club 10, Mock Trial Team 10, 11, 12, P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Russian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, 10, 11, Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12, Theater Workshop 10, Children’s Show 10, 11, Forensics Club 10, 11, Nurses’ Aides 12, Class One Acts 9, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12

Powers, Sara
11 Peppermill Dr. 08002
Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Varsity Club 11, 12, DECA 11, 12, Wire Choir 9, Science Lab Aides 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12
“They tried to tell you that you don’t belong. So I guess we’ll have to prove them wrong, pretty soon we’ll hear them sing along. Ain’t it funny that it’s our song. So long.”

Prem, Charles
15 Newell Ave. 08034
Rotary Interact Club, DECA “Good luck to all my classmates next year. Also GO EAGLES!”

Price, Nicole
502 W. Chapel Ave. 08002

P.A.V.A.S., African American Culture Club
“My wish is not to mean everything to everyone but something to someone.”

Provine, Danny
15 Cooper Ave. 08002
Football 9, 10
“Follow your dreams. Surf it up dudes of the ocean for life.”

Psoras, Christina
512 Kings Croft 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, Irish Culture Club 11, 12, Girls Track 9, 10, Field Hockey 9, 10, Girls Swimming 9, 10
“One last time I will watch the sun go down from this window and I won’t wait for a better day to walk from all it ever was I had given up on this road one last step and I will soon be gone.”

Puche, Katie
341 N. Lincoln Ave. 08002
P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, ROTC Drill Team 9, 10, 11, 12, ROTC Color Guard 10, 11, 12, Class Government 9, 10, West Singers 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, Outdoor Color Guard 9, 10, 11, 12, Indoor Color Guard 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12, Lighting Crew 9, 10
“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson

Pyle Lisa
203 Garfield Ave. 08002
ECO Club 10, 11, 12, Photography Club 12, Varsity Club 11, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Theater Workshop 11, 12, Children’s Show 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, 11, 12, Art Aides 12, Costume Crew 10, 11, 12, Softball 9, 10, Girls Swimming 11, 12
“This is the time to remember, ‘cause it will not last forever. These are the days to hold on to, ‘cause we won’t although we want to. This is the time.” – Billy Joel

Rawling, Lauren
1113 Park Dr. 08002
Latin Club 11, Photography Club 12, DECA 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, Field Hockey 9, Girls Basketball 9, "5 x 5"

Reddy, Erin
913 Orlando Rd. 08034
DECA 11, 12, Project Graduation 12
“You can be anywhere when your life begins, when the future opens up in front of you. And you may not even realize it at first...but it’s already happening.”

Reed, Ian
103 Weather Vane Dr. 08002
Chess Team 9, 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 11, 12, Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12, VISIONS 9, 10, Stage Crew 10, 11, 12, Theater Workshop
11, 12
“Here we are, there is the line, and there you are. See how you crossed that line.”

Riesenberg, David
24 Coach Ln. 08002  
ECO Club 10, 12, Technology Student Association 11, 12, Ceramics Club 11, Spring Musical 10, 12, Stage Crew 10, Project Graduation 12

Rivera, Janelle
521 Kenilworth Ave. 08002  
Asian Culture Club 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11
“Don’t let anyone bring you down because no one knows you better than yourself!”

Rivera, Julio
300 W. Grant Ave. 08002  
Latinos at West

Rivera, Kelly
100 Park Blvd. Apt. 91A 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, 12, Latinos at West 11, 12, DECA 12, Dance Club 9
“IF I Had 4-life! Have a great day!”

Rivera-Perez, Ruth
806 Kingston Rd. 08034  
P.A.V.A.S. 10, NJ REBEL 10, Spanish Club 9, Student Activities Office Aides 9, DECA 12, Class One Acts 10, Baseball Manager 9, 10, Latinos at West 9, 10, 11, 12, African American Culture Club 9
“Life is like a box of chocolates. You never know what you’re gonna get next.” – Forest Gump

Sacalona, Editha
700 Church Rd. 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 12, NJ REBEL 11, 12, Photography Club 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 11, 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 11, 12, ASPECTS 11, VISIONS 9, 10, 11, 12, Ceramics Club 9, 10, 11, Dance Club 10, Spring Musical 11, 12, Stage Crew 11, 12, Symphonic Band 9, Girls Volleyball 10, 11, 12, Wind Ensemble 10

Ruiz, Felipe
4 Darby Ln. 08002
Latinos at West 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, Young Voices 12, DECA 10, 11, 12, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Cross Country 9
“Thanks to all my closest friends who made what I am.”

Ryan, Kaitlyn
1232 Forge Rd. 08034
SGO 10, DECA 10, 11, 12, Project Graduation 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12
“I hope life isn’t a big joke, because I don’t get it.”

Ryan, Kasie
3006 Church Rd. 08002
Rotary Interact Club 9, 10, 11, 12, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Model UN 11, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Chamber Singers 11, 12, Children’s Show 12, Fertama 12, Class One Acts 11, Girls Soccer 9, 10
“Don’t be afraid of the space between your dreams and reality. If you can dream it, you can make it so.” – Belva Davi

Sanborn, William
344 Bortons Mill Rd. 08034
International Thespian 10, 11, 12, ECO Club 9, 10, West Singers 12, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, Talent Show (House/Business Crew) 9, 10, 11, Mr. West (House/Business Crew) 9, 10, 11, 12, Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12, Fall Show 10, 11, 12, Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12
“I can’t believe I ate the whole thing!”

Saraceni, Dan
3210 Bishops View Circle 08002
DECA 10, 11, 12
“Pomposity is when you always think you’re right, arrogance is when you know.” – Harvey Danger

Sarlo, Nick
200 Barclay Walk 08034
Fitness Club 12, Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Basketball 9

Schwarz, Nicole
209 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Sound Crew 9, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, Theater Workshop 12, Children’s Show 12, Project Graduation 12, Class One Acts 11
“Stop the world I want to get off. It’s making me Earthsick.”

Scullin, Nicole
505 Fern Ave. 08034
Varsity Club 11, 12, SGO 9, 10, DECA 12, Softball 9, 10, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Basketball 9

Seng, Johnny
1028 Berlin Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 10, 11, 12
“Why can’t I think of a good quote?”

Shah, Kush
53 Mara Ct. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, DECA 11, 12, Library Aides 12

Shanker, Matt
223 Maine Ave. 08002
Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Boys Volleyball 10, 11, 12
“Do what makes you happy.”

Sheehan, Jen
1107 Garfield Ave. 08002
NHS 11, 12, Chess Team 12, French Club 11, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Model UN 11, 12, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 12, Mr. West 12, Chamber Singers 10, 11, 12, Greek Scholars 12, Class One Acts 10, 11
“Just because you look sweet doesn’t mean you’re not hardcore.”

Shin, William
106 Chestnut St., Apt. #307 08002
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 11, 12, Science Club 11, 12, West Singers 11, 12, Pit Orchestra 9, Chamber Singers 12, Boys
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12

Shore, Russell
3005 Chapel Ave. 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, Irish Culture Club
11, 12, Skateboard Club 9, 10, 11, 12,
Science Lab Aides 9, 10, 11, 12,
Fitness Club 11, 12
“See you all in clown college.”

Shoukry, Jackie
220 Glenwood Ave. 08002
NHS, Spanish National Honor, LION'S ROAR, Model UN, Spring Musical
“The things I’ve learned and the friends I’ve made here at West will stay with me for the rest of my life.”

Simkins, Karina
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, Class One Acts 9

Smith, Jaclyn
106 State St. 08002
Spanish National Honor 10, 11, 12, Varsity Club 12, SGO 9, 10, Science Lab Aides 11,
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Swimming 9, Cheerleading 10, 11, 12
“You have two choices when a defining moment comes along—you can either define the moment, or let the moment define you.”

Snyder, Uri
3005 Chapel Ave., Apt. #35 08002
“Live everyday as if it’s your last.”

Sochanchak, Steve
2 Coles Ave. 08002
SGO 9, DECA 12, Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12, Football 9, 11,
Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12
“The early bird gets the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese.”

Solimeo, Renee
10 Knoll Lane 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 9, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, DECA 12, Mr. West 11,
Children’s Show 9, 10, Science Lab Aides 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9, 10,
Varsity Club 12, Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program 12
“You guys got balloons?”

Solomon, Alicia
11 Suffolk Ct. 08034
SGO 9, 10, 11, 12, DECA 9, 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, Wrestling Manager 11, 12
“As we go on, we remember all the times we had together. And as our lives change, come whatever, we will still be, friends forever.”

Song, Jina
9 Coventry Ct. 08002
Project Graduation 12
“If you believe then anything is possible.”

Sosi, Elizabeth
93 Knollwood Dr. 08002
Italian National Honor 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, House Office Aides 9, Class Government 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, Cheerleading 9, 11, 12
“Remember why you came, and while you’re alive—experience the warmth before you grow old.” – Incubus

Spina, Mario F.
114 Belle Arbor Dr. 08034
Baseball, Wrestling
“The funniest school year of my life save cuts ‘til 12th grade little ones.”

Starke, Amanda
18 Colgate Dr. 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, Irish Culture Club 11, Girls Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12, Indoor Color Guard 11, 12,
Marching Band 10, 11, 12
“True friends walk in when the rest of the world walks out. Serendipity – Good luck in making unexpected and fortunate.”

Stevens, Bryan
216 Rhode Island Ave. 08002
International Thespian 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Photography Club 12, Ceramics Club 12, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 10, 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Theater Workshop 10, 11, 12, Fall Show 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, 11
“This is your one opportunity to do something that no one has ever done before, and that no one will copy throughout human existence. And if nothing else, you will be remembered as the one person who ever did this one thing.” – Garden State

Stevens, Candice
836 Cooper Landing Rd. Apt. 113E 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 11, 12, African American Culture Club 10, 11, 12, ROTC Drill Team 10
“...Heartaches, triumphs, roller coasters of emotion, events directing the path to an effect, outcomes are unknown, what is to become? What are the chances? An afterthought.”
Still, Samantha
1112 Haral Place 08034
P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, Fitness Club 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, SGO 9, 10, 11, 12, DECA 11, 12, Mr. West 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12, Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12, Latin National Honor 10
“It's not so much how busy you are, but why you are busy. The bee is praised. The mosquito is swatted.” – Mary O’Connor

Suer, Damaris
3005 Chapel Ave. Apt. 12-5 08002
NHS 11, 12, ECO Club 11, Latinos at West 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 9, 10, Spanish Club 9, 10, Class Government 11

"Life is more accurately measured by the lives you touch than by the things you acquire."

Swartz, Jamie Ann
219 Wilbur Ave. 08002
P.A.V.A.S, 9, LION'S ROAR 12, RAMPANT 9, 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, 12, Wire Choir 11, 12, Girls Tennis 9, Outdoor Color Guard 10, 11, 12, Indoor Color Guard 9, 10, 11, 12, Marching Band 10, 11, 12

"You are unique, and if that is not fulfilled, then something has been lost." – Martha Graham

Sye, Jerome
420 Sheffield Rd. 08034
African American Culture Club, Boys Basketball

"H.F. 'til death thank you very much have a great evening." – Hostyle Fam

Tang, Alex
401 Merchant St. 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 12, Men-of-Note 12, DECA 10, West Singers 12, Spring Musical 11, 12

"If the people we love are stolen from us, the way to have them live on is to never stop loving them. Buildings burn. People die. But real love lives forever."

Tang, Ben
401 Merchant St. 08002
P.A.V.A.S, Asian Culture Club, DECA

"It can't rain all the time, the way to transcend karma lies in the proper use of the mind and will."

Tauch, Vanna
61 Krollwood Dr. 08002 and 2816 Shangrila Dr. Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12, Chess Team10, ECO Club10, 11, Latin Club 10, 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 10, 11, 12, Class Government 11, Project Graduation 12, Science Lab Aides 12, Girls Volleyball 11, 12

"Couldn't just let the moment pass me by, I hate waiting for another, seems so long since anything good has really happened."

Thach, Sambo
807 N. Princeton Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club, ASPECTS, DECA

"Those who try succeed. Don't let anyone or anything hold you back."

Thiel, John
213 Barlow Ave. 08002

"There is a thin line between genius and insanity."

Tilden, Dan
404 Chapel Ave. East 08034
Latin National Honor 10, 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 11, 12, Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Science Club 11, 12, LION'S ROAR 11, 12, Library Aides 11

"I know not with what weapons World War III will be fought, but World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones." – Albert Einstein

Todd, Juli
409 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002
Red/Purple Ribbon Club 12, Yellow Ribbon Club 12, DECA

12, Main Office Aides 9, 11

"Give hugs not drugs!"

Tolella, Dominic
11 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
ROTC Drill Team 9, 10, ROTC Color Guard 11, 12

"When the tough get going, the going get tough."

Torres, Keri
606 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002
Asian Culture Club, Latin Club, Spanish Club, DECA

"Cherish forever what makes you unique, 'cause you're really boring if you let it go."

Tsourakakis, George
DECA

"Me...I want what's coming to me...The world...and everything in it – Scarface

Tremblay, Anthony
410 Burrough's Mill 08002
Photography Club 12

"Girls, girls, girls."

Valleley, Jason
422 Kingston Dr. 08034
ROTC Drill Team 9, SGO 12, Class Government 9, 10, 11, Marching Band 11, 12, Boys Track 11, 12, Football 9

"Never fear the end of the world...it's already tomorrow in Australia."

Van't Heh, Tonko
419 Columbia Blvd.
P.E.A.C.E. Club 12, Boys Basketball 12

"One time you come to the conclusion peace is just an illusion."

Verrochi, Harry
115 Barclay Ln. 08034
Fitness Club 11, 12, Italian Club 9, 10, Latin Club 9, Italian Club 11, 12, Skateboard Club 9, 10, 11, 12, SGO10, Class Government 9, DECA 12, Mr. West 12, Great Scholars 11, Project Graduation 12, Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12

Vogdies, Mike
26 Whitman Ave. 08002
Fitness Club 12

"Ms. Pugh, how did I get a 50 on the test? I got at least half the test right..." – Kevin Motta

Vogel, Josephine
250 Sawmill Rd. 08034
P.A.V.A.S, 9, 11, 12, French Club 9

"It's day by day it's how life goes."

Vu, Hoang
120 Rhode Island Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Dance Club 9, 10, Spring Musical, Talent Show 10, Boys Track, Boys Cross Country

"A-Town stay down."

Wallen, Jordi
119 Hart Rd. 08034
NHS 11, 12, Spanish National Honor 11, 12, GSA 11, VISSIONS 11, Lab Theater 11, West Singers 10, 11, 12, Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12, Talent Show 10, Mr. West 12, Fermata 12

"Life's not a paragraph and death I think is no parenthesis."

Wallin, Lindsay
120 Merian Rd. 08002
P.A.V.A.S, 9, Italian Club 10, .10, 9, Varsity Club 12, Gym Aides 12, Girls Track 9, 10, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 9

"What...yea...OK!"
Webster, Stewart
13 Gately Ct. 08002
Spanish National Honor 9, 10, 11, 12, African American Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12,
Fitness Club 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Class Government 9, VISIONS 11, DECA 10, 11, 12
Weker, Michelle
25 Clemson Rd. 08034
Rotary Interact Club 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, Class Government 9, 11, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12
"I apply my personality in a paste." — Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless Mind

Whittenour, Christopher
1006 Tampa Ave. 08034
Spanish National Honor 11, 12, Rotary Interact Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Spanish Club 9, 10, Guidance Office Aides 9, 10, 11, 12, Class Government 9, 10, 11, West Singers 12, Spring Musical 11
"God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in our conscience, but shouts in our pain: it is his megaphone to rouse a deaf world." — C. S. Lewis

Williams, Justin
747 Hedy Ave. 08002
Chess Team 9, 10, ROTC Drill Team 10, 11, 12, ROTC Color Guard 10, 11, 12
"He is nowhere yet everywhere."

Williamson, Laurey
800 Park Dr. 08002
ECO Club 9, 10, Latin Club 10, Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12, Science Lab Aides 11, Girls Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12
"Trust your hopes, not your fears."

Williamson, Scott
800 Park Dr. 08002
NHS 11, 12, French National Honor 10, ECO Club 10, 11, 12, Mock Trial Team 11, 12, Young Voices 12, Class Government 11, 12, Spring Musical 12, Stage Crew 11, 12, Class One Acts 10, 11, Boys Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12
"Are you better off than you were four years ago?" — Ronald Reagan

Wohl, Amanda
3005 W. Chapel Ave. Apt. 9T 08002
P.A.V.A.S. 10, 11, SADD 9, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Dance Club 9, Stage Crew 9, Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12
"And if the night runs over, and if the dawn won't last, and if our way should falter along the stony path, it's just a moment. This time will pass." — U2

Woods, Kristen
201 Harvest Rd. 08002
Latin Club 11, Varsity Club 12, Class Government 12, DECA 11, 12, Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12
"We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere." — Unknown

Wu, David
Asian Culture Club 11, DECA 11, Boys Tennis 9, 10, 11

Yang, Chung
12 Orchid Ln. 08002
P.A.V.A.S., Asian Culture
Club, Chess Team, Student Activities Office Aides
"Be grateful for what you have today, for it may not be here tomorrow."

Yang, Suk
12 Orchid Ln. 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Chess Team 9, Student Activities Office Aides 11, Main Office Aide 12
"Leave your past in the past, your future to the future, and enjoy the present while it lasts."

Yellin, Christine
1312 Beaverbrook Dr. 08002
SGO 9, 10, 11, 12, DECA 11, 12
"The most important thing is to enjoy your life—to be happy—it's all that matters." — Audrey Hepburn

Yushkova, Yevgenia
418 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002
NHS 11, 12, French National Honor 10, 11, 12, P.A.V.A.S. 9, 10, 11, 12, Photography Club 12, Russian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Class Government 11, Girls Tennis 10, 11, 12, Project Graduation 12
"I'm ready to go to college, but I know eventually I'll miss West."

Zabrowski, Alina
32 Farmhouse Ln. 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, Spanish Club 11, 12, Guidance Office Aides 12, RAMPANT 11, 12, DECA 12, Girls Tennis 10, 11
"Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today." — James Dean

Zeitz, Amy
22 Ambler Rd. 08002
NHS 12, Fitness Club 11, 12, Spanish Club 10, Stage Crew 9, 10, Girls Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Girls Basketball 9
"Unlike most of you, I am not a nut."

Zuckerman, Peter
115 Fenwick Rd. 08004
International Thespian 10, 11, 12, Latin Club 9, 10, 11, 12, Student Activities Office Aides 9, Spring Musical 10, 11, 12, Stage Crew 9, 10, Talent Show 9, 10, 11, Mr. West 9, 10, Theater Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12, Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12, Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, Boys Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12
The Russell Knight community clowns around during their elementary years.
Bryan George

"Hold Fast to Dreams"
We love you and we're proud of you.

Mom and Marc

Joseph Piarulli

"A Star From the Start"
Mom, Dad and Tom

Jordi Wallen

Keep On Smiling!
Your smile rocks our world!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Josh, and Marley

Lisa Elizabeth Pyle

Dearest Lisa,

What an amazing joy it has been watching you grow into such a fine, young woman. We are so proud of you! Congratulations and good luck in college!

Love Always,
Nana and Aunt Mary Jane
Laurel Sturner

"There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it."
-Edith Wharton
You light up our lives! There's always more than one way to achieve your goal. Be confident. Be strong. Be you!
Mom, Dad and Andrew

Chris Chiglo

"Where do I start?"
Congratulations,
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ted

Kathleen McGee

YOU MAKE US SO PROUD!
Katie,
We're so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Ilene Lampitt

ILENE,
We are so PROUD of you!!!
Mom, Dad and Drew

Anthony De Santis

HAPPY GRADUATION!
Keep shooting for the stars!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jamie Ann Swartz

CONGRATULATIONS TO...
...our graduate Princess Jamie.
We are proud of you. We are sure you will always dance through life.
Love, Mommy, Daddy and Shelley
Arielle Greenstein

To my Harvey...

Arielle, I am so proud of my little sister, I can't believe you're going to college! It seems like just yesterday I was throwing toys at you! I love you "My ARI" and I'm sure you'll accomplish great things. Hopefully you'll be at SJU with me next year because we've never been separated longer than a year!

Your big sis,

Joe

To our beautiful Arielle, (Bannanaie, Martha, Schnokey)- We can't believe you're so grown up! It seems like only yesterday you were a toddler bouncing around the house! Now you have blossomed into a gorgeous, poised young woman. We all cannot wait to see where life's road will take you. We know that it will be a happy and adventurous journey! You will always have our support and love.

Love and kisses forever, Mom, Dad, Bubbie, and David
Bryan Heisroth
WAY TO GO BRYAN!

We're so proud of you. You're a terrific kid. The best is yet to come!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Julie

Amanda Mikiten
CONGRATULATIONS!

We're proud of you. Continue growing into a wonderful person.

Love Always,
Mommy, Daddy, Michelle, Amber, Pop, Ralph, Cassie

Clair M. Kotula
MY DEAR DAUGHTER...

You have come a long way. May everything you ever dreamed of come true.

Love you,
Mommy

Zachary Dreyer
HAPPY GRADUATION!

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.

-Henry David Thoreau

Congratulations,
Your Family
Eric C. Czerwinski

CONGRATULATIONS!

Time flew by so quickly
you grew up so fast
toys, trains, puppies, the shore
kindergarten, friends and fun
football, prom, and driver's license
now high school is done
You've become a fine young man
with those eyes of baby blue
and now that graduation comes
we wish our best for you
Love, Dad, Mom, Andrew and Tipper

Stephanie Faehner

WAY TO GO!

We're very proud of you.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom and Dad

Gregory Hohwald

GREG,

We are so proud of you!
Reach for your dreams!

Love
Mom, Dad, Tim, and
Andrew

Stephen J. Muscelli

CONGRATULATIONS

We are very proud of you
and we wish you a great
future filled with success
and happiness. With all our
love now and forever.

Dad, Mom, Greg, Natalie
and Billy
Barbara Ashley Doose

Go Girl!

Go
Gingie
Girl !!

Lindsay Miller

Our Beautiful Girl...

... has made us proud. Follow your dreams.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Andrew Gutin

Good Luck!

Dear Andrew,
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt.
Keep dreaming! Good Luck in college.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Laura (’94) and Sarah (’99)
...who has blossomed into a beautiful and talented young spring chicken. Bless you for all the love and happiness that you have given us over the years. The future is yours for the taking, so grab that brass ring and never let go. Congratulations on your accomplishments so far and good luck to a bright and wonderful future that waits ahead. Always remember how much we love you and we will always be here for you whenever you need support.

All our love, Mommy Daddy, Lauren, Grandpa, Grandma, Butch & Peggy Sue!!!
Emily Fox

MAY YOUR FUTURE...

...be filled with all the joy and happiness that you have given us.
Love, Mom and Dad

Brian Lind

HAPPY GRADUATION!

Brian,
Congratulations! We're so proud of you and all you've accomplished.
Love, Mom, Dad, David, and Jessica

Pete Zuckerman

SO PROUD!

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm. (Emerson). Pete- You have enriched our lives. We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Adam

Felicia Cornish

CONGRATULATIONS!

We are very proud of you.
We love you very much.
Love Always,
Mom, Bob, Kayla, Nan, Papa John
Jamie Trubin

GREAT JOB!

God added to our joy the day you were born! Thanks for sharing your humor and talents with us. You have added so much to our family. Keep reaching for your dreams!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Becky and Josh

Brittney Ashley Carr

MY DEAREST BRIT,

My first Grand, you have blossomed from a fragile flower to a beautiful bouquet. Mom-Mom & Pop-Pop love you very much. Stay focused-the sky is the limit. Always know that the sky is the limit. Always know that life is what you make of it. So Aim High!!
Love Ya!!
Ashley L. Basford

Congratulations Aggie!

With great pride, we have watched you grow and develop into the special person you are. Use your wisdom, self-confidence, compassion, and generous heart to accomplish your dreams. "Children are God's greatest gifts."

We love you... Dad, Mom & Timmy

Michael C. Manfredi

As you continue life's journey...

... we recognize that your loving heart, spirit, sense of family, and drive to succeed will be your tools that will take you far in making your dreams a reality. We love you and are proudly with you always.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Gina, Renee, Frankie, Mom-Mom and Grandmom

Baby Ads 249
We are proud of all your accomplishments. LIVE WELL, LAUGH OFTEN, LOVE MUCH! Love, Mom, Dad, Alex & Grandmom

Words can't describe how proud we are of you. Good luck and happiness in the future. Mommy and Daddy

Elizabeth Delowery

FROM A BEAUTIFUL BABY...

... to a lovely young woman, you've brought us joy every day. We're all very proud of you. Your future is as bright as your smile!

We love you bunches and bunches, Mommy, Andrew, Mom-mom, and Family
To our Dearest Anna,

Congratulations on your graduation! You've grown up into a beautiful young woman and we're all very proud of you. Love Always,
Mom, Michael, Annie, Anthony and your friends and family
Aim high for your dreams!

Isaac Katz
Happy Graduation!

Congratulations and well done from your biggest fans!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rachel

Daniel Neblock

Congratulations Dan!

May your ongoing journey be filled with wonderful people and adventures.
We love you very much!
Your Family
Christine Yellin

FROM THE DAY YOU WERE BORN...

... we knew you were special. You have given us great joy, wonderful moments, and many reasons to be proud. In the years ahead, your warmth, caring, sense of humor, and character will make you successful in all that you do.

Be happy—the best is yet to come!

Love, Mom, Dad & Lori
Daniel Tilden

So Proud!

Daniel, We couldn't be prouder of you! 
"Aequam memento rebus in 
arduis servare mentum."
Love, Mom, Dad, Jonathan, James & Fable

Amanda Starke

Congratulations!

Amanda- Go forward with confidence, your 
faith within you and know we love you 
always and forever. 
Mom and Dad

Amy Zeitz

Amy, Our Mimi - Our Last Lion

In chorus you roared, in soccer and 
lacrosse you scored. 
Brains, beauty and always our cutie!

Nicole Pappas

Happy Graduation!

Congratulations to our "Princess". May all 
your dreams come true. We are very 
proud of you. 
Love, Mom, Dad & Amanda
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Alicia Solomon

**HAPPY GRADUATION!**

We're so proud of you.
Best of luck!
Love
Mom and Katelyn

Karina Simkins

**CONGRATULATIONS AND ALL OUR LOVE...**

...to a wonderful daughter. You've always filled our hearts with such tremendous pride.
Wishing you the best of everything...always.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jimmy

Ashley C. Cook

**CONGRATS!**

We should have known!

Rebecca Bacheler

**WE'VE WATCHED...**

...you grow into a beautiful young woman.
Follow your dreams, they will take you far.
We love you.
Lisa Pyle

To accomplish great things...

... we must not only act but also dream, not only plan but also believe. Believe in yourself and watch your dreams come true. We are so proud of you!

Much love,
Mom, Dad, Stephen & David

Marianne Cristobal

Congratulations Marianne!

We're so happy and proud of your accomplishment! Your patience and perseverance will definitely bring you to great success. Love,
Papa, Mama and Gerard

T.J. Marshall

Our golden boy-

of love and light. May your chosen path bring joy and dreams come true. All our love- Mom and Dad
"I can climb anything; you should see me on a 7 ft. basket-weave fence."

My first day of school at A. Russell Knight!

"Howdy Dudes, my name is Bill and I'm going to be an actor someday."

Crazy Hat Day at ARK. Beth ('01), me, Bob ('04) and the best dog in the world, Todd.

"I've got my game face on; don't mess with Bill!"

From loving grammar school, to hating junior high to all 'A' Honor Roll at West, you have overcome a lot. Your engaging personality, hard work and willingness to help others has always made us very proud. The world awaits you; go joyfully with our love and blessings.

Mom, Dad, Beth & Bob
Rachel Layton

Happy Graduation!

Ray,
You've grown into a young lady and have made us very proud! We love you!
Dad, Barbara, Kris, Ty

Kevin McGinnis

Great Job!

Congratulations Kevin!
May there always be a song in your heart and a smile on your face.
Love, Mom

Patrick Hutchinson

Where Did Time Go?

Last to graduate from West!
Congratulations and best wishes!
Love, Mom, Dad, Kate, Tim & Chris

Thomas E. McCargo

T-Man

Dare To Follow Your Dreams
For Success Awaits! Congratulations!
Love
Mom, Grandmom & PopPop
Great-Grandmom Frances
James Andrew O'Dowd

JAMIE, OUR HAPPY LITTLE BOY...

...has become such a fine young man. We are so proud of everything you've accomplished. Our hope for you is a life filled with good friends, good health, and a fulfilling career.

Love You Forever... Mom, Dad, Matt, & Kevin

Amanda Brooke Larcinese

TO OUR DEAREST MANDA,

"Take your time, think a lot, why think of everything you've got, for you will still be here tomorrow, but your dreams may not" - Cat Stevens.

Love always, Mom and Daddy
Dayna Foster

YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL!

Your hard work and determination have helped you overcome many obstacles. May all your dreams and goals come true. We love you!
Mom, Dad, and Mike

Melissa Haswell

CONGRATULATIONS!

Melissa,
You're destined to make us proud.
We're with you all the way.
Love, Mimi & PopPop

Melissa,
We are so proud of you and your achievements.
Good luck and continued success!
We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Mallory
Brittney Ashley Carr

CONGRATULATIONS TO MY DARLING DAUGHTER...

Now today, I look at you as a dream come true.

It seems like yesterday that you were a toddler.

I congratulate you on your graduation day for achieving this milestone on the way to your ultimate goal. I have watched you grow into a beautiful, intelligent, caring young lady loved by many.

Love always, Mommy
Wills Pawling
MAY YOUR FUTURE BE...

... filled with all the joy and happiness that you have given us.
Love Mom, Dad, and Chris

Kelly A. Fletcher
SO PROUD!

Kelly,
Congratulations on your accomplishments. Good luck in your upcoming endeavors. Keep running for your dreams. Love Mom, Dad, and Richie

Shane Ryan McLoughlin
SHANER-Congratulations!

We're proud of all you have achieved and look forward to your future as a chef/scientist/heart surgeon/Australian farmer.
We love you,
Dad, Mom, Mandi and Ian
Dear Nicholas,
We’re so proud of your hard work and accomplishments. But even more important than these, we’re proud of the person that you are. You can’t imagine how much you’re loved. Thank you for so many wonderful memories.
Love Mom and Dad

To a wonderful daughter and sister,

Congratulations to you for all of your achievements through the years. May you have continued success in all that you do. Reach for the stars!

Love,
Mom, Rob, Nicky
Daddy, Tracey, Lindsey
Stephen Noon

HAPPY GRADUATION!

The playing field is all yours...
GO FOR IT!!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Kevin

Ryan Pertuit

RY—WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

We wish you the best that life has to offer.
Find something you're passionate about and
go after it. Never stop trying new things; it
makes life more interesting.
Love you,
Mom, Dad, and Heather
Danielle DiGiovanni

HAPPY GRADUATION!

Danielle:

Although the years have passed by too quickly for us, we know you can't wait to embark on your new adventures. Always believe in yourself and your dreams. We know your gifts of faith, compassion and determination will take you far. May our Lord bless you and guard you as you prepare for the next stage of your life.

With Love and pride,
Dad, Mom, Lisa, family and friends
Best Wishes to the Graduating Class of 2005
Dear Ted,

Watching you grow into the fine young man that you are is a treasure. God bless you in all that you accomplish.

All our Love,
Dad, Mom, Matthew and Kristen

---

Erin Reddy

Erin—Your wit, charm, incredible creativity...

...Your warmth, intelligence, compassion and most of all your heart of gold has given you the gift to make friends and be loved by everyone you touch. We are so proud of the person you have become. Now it’s time to “touch” the world.

We Love you,
Mom, Dad, Paul and Scott
P.S. Clean your room!

---

Teryn Phillypss

Teryn—Papa John knew...

...His girl could do it!
we’re all very proud of you.
Love, Your Family
Liam Howley

It went so fast!

Life is like a sport.
It's more important to have fun than just to win.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Iris, Martha, Connor
(P.S Where is the Van?)

Sara Powers

Congratulations Sara!

Keep smiling keep laughing
Keep seeing the funny side of life!
Love, Mom Dad, David, Tori and Grammiester

Sherry Gans

Our Sherry Baby

With your big brown eyes and even bigger heart keep smiling and running to reach all your goals in life!
Love, Dad, Mom, Stef, Scott, Oma and Slugger

Renee Solimeo

To Noochie:

You'll always be our baby girl
Enjoy the future years
We are so proud!
Love, Mom and Dad
Keri Torres

For the past eighteen years...

... You have been full of life and brought us joy. You make us so happy and we couldn't be more proud.

Congratulations and keep up the good work!

Good Luck,
We Love You Mom and Dad

Felipe Ariel Ruiz

Congratulations!

You have been a blessing. You have made us proud.

Pop, Mom and Gabe

Amanda Cameron

Happy Graduation!

Amanda, even then you were an original.

Love, Mom and Dad

Nick Sarlo

Yesterday has passed...

...tomorrow we know nothing about, live every day to its fullest and go for that "goal"!

Your Dad is smiling down from the heavens beaming with pride as he watches his son grow into a wonderful man.

All Our Love,
Mom, Anthony and Family
Samantha Colladay

Congratulations, Sammy!

Your smile, wit and determination will help you achieve everything you wish for. You can do anything.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Lesley

Andrew Cooper

Congratulations on your graduation!

May your future be filled with happiness and success.

Love, Mom, Merrie and Nellie

Dana M. Vitarelli

It has been a great joy...

... to watch you grow into a beautiful and vibrant young woman. You have filled our lives with love and laughter and we are so very proud of you. The special gifts God has blessed you with will guide you throughout your life. Don't forget, you'll always be our little "Birdie."

Much Love, Mom, Dad, and Claudine
Today is your day.
You’re off and away!
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose.

YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go.
You’ll be on your way up!
You’ll be seeing great sights!
You’ll join the high fliers
Who’ll soar to high heights.
Wherever you fly, you’ll be best of the best.
Wherever you go, you will top all the rest.

WE ARE ALL SO VERY PROUD OF YOU!
Love,
Grandmom, Mom-Mom, Aunt Georgianne
& Josie
Kristina Polk

Our Kristina,

Kind
Radiant
Intelligent
Sincere
Truthful
Inspirational
Never Gives Up
Amazing

Kristina our song bird... Well baby you've done it! We knew you would. On 11/07/86 4:58 pm you blessed us with your presence. You show your love from the time you awake until you lay your head to rest. "I love you Mommy", "I love you Daddy"... Kisses all around (Don't miss a spot...lol!). Let the music play always in your life. You are our shining star. God's continued blessings and congratulations.
The Proud Family of Kristina Lauren Polk
Carley Galasso

Dear Carley,

You make us proud with everything you do. You've grown into a happy, smart, beautiful, and talented young lady. Keep smiling and best wishes in the next four years and beyond. Love, Mom, Dad, Nick and Grandmom

Cindy Friedman

Great Job!

We understand how hard it's been with all the moves and other issues but you came through it all with flying colors! Wishing you all the best with whatever path you follow.

Love, Mom and Dad
Vanna Tauch

When you were younger...

... you would wait for me day after day. But now I am waiting for you. I'll see you at graduation day with Oum Srey, Oum Broh, Timmy, Bong, and your grandparents.

Love,
Mommy and the Family

Crystal Callahan

Congratulations!!

We are all so very proud of your hard work, determination, and all you have accomplished. You have become a beautiful young woman. May your future be filled with love, laughter, and much success. May all your dreams come true. We love you so very much.

Your Family
Jessica Heath

CONGRATULATIONS!

You have grown to be a beautiful lady. We are all proud of you and love you.

Christine Hoffman

HAPPY GRADUATION!

We love you so much and are very proud of you! Be happy always.

Love, Mom, Dad, Andrew, and Tyler

Jeff McBride

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU AND...

...all you've accomplished. Your smile is contagious and you are wonderful. Now is your time to shine. Look out world!

Love you always,
Daddy and Mommy
You have grown-up to be such fine and beautiful young adults. The world is yours, you can do or be anything that you want. Do not be afraid to take those risks and chances that await you. We have given you roots and wings. Roots to know that you can always come home, the door is always open, and wings to fly away and exercise what you have learned and will continue to learn.

We love you,
Mom and Dad
Kristen LaLena

CONGRATULATIONS!

We are so proud of our little girl. You have so much to offer this world.
Love, Mom and Pop

Perry Karen

CONGRATS!!

Perry,
Much success and happiness!
Love, Mom,
Dad, and Jaime

Samantha Still

WE ARE SO PROUD...

Harry Verrochi

HAPPY GRADUATION!

We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad
and Nina

... of our beautiful budding rose.
Your spirit will be your success!
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Amanda, Andrew and Nick
Richard Myers

Happy Graduation!

Always an adventurer!
Follow your dreams!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Carey,
and Mike

Amanda Bancroft

With love and pride...

Stephanie Szabo

Congrats!

Stephanie:
Gentle heart,
sweet voice.
We love you.
Mom and Dad

...we've watched you bloom onward and
upward like a flower towards the sun. As you
move forward towards the stars, know that
our love will be as constant as the moon.

Mary Elizabeth Becica

"Meep", you are...

The Puzzle Queen
The Calm in the Family Storm
Daddy’s Watermelon Girl
Go forward with no fear,
just like always.

Love & Hugs,
Mom, Dad, Ivo, Laura, Baba, and Dida
Congratulations on all your achievements. Your dreams, hard work and amazing drive will make your future very rewarding.
Best of luck in all you do. We love you very much.
Love, Mom & Dad
Rachel Gordon

CONGRATULATIONS RACHEL!

We were truly blessed when you were born! You bring us love, joy, and laughter. You are a bright, a caring, and an ambitious young woman, who will reach all of her goals. We are always so proud of you! We love you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Ryan and Grandmom

Michelle Wecker

YOU ARE A SPECIAL GIFT...

...who fills our heart with cheer. You grow more wonderful with every passing year. We are so proud for all your accomplishments. Because of your hard work your future is as bright as your smile.
Love, Mom, Ricky and Erica
Today is your day.

You're off to Great Places!

You're off and away!

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.

You can steer yourself any direction you choose.

So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact
and remember that Life's a Great Balancing Act.
Just never forget to be dexterous and deft.
And never mix up your right foot with your left.
KID YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!

Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting. So...get on your way!

-Dr. Seuss
Love Mom and Dad
Steven King

Happy Graduation!

Steven,
We’re so proud of you. You’re awesome! Congratulations!

Jennifer Heenan

Congratulations Jenny!

We love you &
"Play like a Champion!"

Annalise Berdini

Great Job!

Annalise...
Let your light shine on!
We love you!

Lauren Rawling

So Proud!

You bring laughter and joy to those of us who have had the privilege of loving you a lifetime. We are so proud. Don’t ever stop being you! You make the world a really fun place!

Love Always,
Your Family
I've been blessed with a rare find, a wonderful son and great friend. Over the years we have created beautiful memories, shared many laughs and stuck by each other through thick and thin. I pray that you will always allow God to continue directing your life. Never lose your ability to laugh as you go over hills and through valleys. Remember all things are possible when you believe in our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Congratulations and God Bless.

Love Always, Mom
We are so proud of you. You have always been the joy of our lives. We wish you a lifetime of happiness and success. Always remember whatever road you choose to take we will be behind you with love and support. Good luck as you start college. Never let go of your dreams! We love you, Mom & Dad
Jeff Mailahn

HAPPY GRADUATION!

Congratulations Jeff!
We are proud that the "Mailman" has delivered.
Love, Dad, Cindy, Keith, Steph, Ryan and Cara

Lindsay Wallin

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are truly a blessing and we're so proud of you.
Love, Always, Mom, Dad, Jeffrey

Andrew Lepetich

CONGRATULATIONS ANDREW!

We will love you forever and always.
Mom and Jessica
Goals and dreams are wishes that can be easily reached if you work hard to obtain them.
You never know when or where you will reach your goal.
But keep trying!
Always have faith in yourself.
For within you there is someone special,
Someone wonderful.
No matter what you strive to achieve Put God first and you will succeed.
"I can do all things through Christ which strengthened me."
Philippians 4:13
Love Always,
Mommy, Barry, Breanna
Congratulations and God's continued blessings.

J...Jewel. Highly esteemed: a precious stone
A...Amazing. Soaring high, astonishing,
M...Marvelous, miracle, splendid, quality
E...Eager, enthusiastic, sharp, expectant
E...Extraordinary. Going beyond the usual
L...Loving, loyal, leader
Y...Yearner, tender, compassionate
N...Nubian Princess - Royalty
N...Natural beauty

Your smile brightens us each and every day.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Felicia,
Erika, Jessica,
Kristina & Taz

Bryan Stevens

HAPPY GRADUATION!!

We're so proud of you. May God bless you in all you do.
Love, Mom, Nonna and Jocelyn

Kris Ellis

CONGRATULATIONS KRIS!

We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jerry, Nicole, Sherilee,
Angel, Bubbles & Buddy
"Memory of Snickers"
I can not believe my baby, “Butterball”, is ready to graduate Cherry Hill High School West. I am so proud of your accomplishments and I am proud that I am your mother. Even though I sometimes give you a hard time I hope and pray that you know I am always here for you. Never forget that I am here if you need me.

Love, Mom
2005
Best FRIENDS
Ryan Britton, Joel Almonte, Andrew Sturner
and Andrew Aguilar

Ms. Milnutole, Mrs. Farrell, Mr. Murray, Mrs. Melleby, Ms.
Catarro, Ms. Machulsky

2005
Best
FRIENDS

Tina Wolfe and Cat Fleitz

Jenny Heenan and George Maier

Alyssa Taylor and Caroline Feyas
Laurel Sturner, Abigail Dahan, Laurey Williamson, Jamie Swartz, Kate Murray, Kate Puche, Kelly Fletcher, Annalise Bertini, Theresa DeCoursey, Christina Hunkins, Shira Jaspan, Barbara Doose

2005 Best FRIENDS

Diana Torres, Nick Quigley, Christina Tripolitis, Marie Brodick, Kathleen Torres

Ashley Jensen, Heather Marchiano, Lisa Trivigno, Paige Gloria
Class of 2005

We came to West with eager, open eyes
Experience we lacked led to surprise
Still we uncertain of ourselves made way
Towards our future graduation day

Since all these years when we did first arrive
Enthusiastic energy and drive
Now anxiously propel us to our goal
In hundreds in our class we made one soul
On graduation day our smiles wide
Receiving our diplomas with great pride
So we will stop and think of our time here

School which was good to us year after year
Although we leave you, please our favor more
Yet always for us leave ajar the door

ROAR
Wishing the Class of 2005 all the best! Good luck in the future.

From,
The Class of '08

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”
-Eleanor Roosevelt

From,
The Class of '07

“ It isn’t the mountain ahead that wears you out-it’s the grain of sand in your shoe.”
-Robert Service

Thanks for the memories!

AFFORDABLE EYEWEAR
Lee Meltzer - Optician
7200 Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19135

Corner of Frankford and St. Vincent St.

“ The journey of a lifetime begins with one single step. Make your dreams happen!”
Congratulations Seniors

From Visions, Italian Club, French Club, P.E.A.C.E., Spanish Club, Junior Classical League, Russian Club

The Whole World Salutes You!

Congratulations

To the Class of 2005

West Wear

Your source for High Quality School Wear!
Available Exclusively at West Side Store Located in Shop West Room A-12

From the Students and Staff of West Side Store
THE LION'S PRIDE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE CLASS OF 2005

WE WISH YOU A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LPAA! REUNION INFORMATION • NEWSLETTERS

www.lionspride.com
Think Juniata.

Think: Design your own major with support from 2 faculty advisors or choose from 56 designated majors.

Evolve: Diversify yourself by joining many of the 90+ clubs and organizations and 19 varsity sports.

Act: Prepare for your future by studying abroad, completing internships, and starting a small business.

JUNIATA COLLEGE

think evolve act

877-JUNIATA ~ www.juniata.edu/act/chyb
Miss Lisa Amoroso
The Brennan Family
The Britton Family
Mrs. Kathleen R. Chase
The Crosby Family
Adam & Mark Dezii
Miss Jennifer Gerst
Vered Gordon
Mrs. Charlene Kronk
Miss Celeste T. McMenamin
Mrs. Andrea Marshall
The Mitidieri Family
Signora Nicolo
Mrs. Powelson

The Puche Family
Mrs. Michelle Pryor
Bill & Marion Reigle
Mrs. Jane Rickansrud
David & Stephen Riesenb erg
Bill & Jackie Rogan
Mrs. Andrea Savidge
Johanna M. Scott
Miss Allison Staffin
The Tily Family
Carmella Tomasetti
Federici Walleorering
The Weiss Family
Tom Ridge leaves his position as secretary of homeland security.

Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson resigns.

Secretary of State Colin Powell steps down.

Attorney General John Ashcroft relinquishes his cabinet post.

Ribbon-shaped magnetic stickers urging people to "Support Our Troops" appear on countless American cars.

National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice makes history as the first black female to become secretary of state when she succeeds Colin Powell.

Coalition troops face a persistent terrorist insurgency leading up to the Iraq presidential election in January 2005. The war costs the lives of over 1,400 coalition troops, as well as over 14,000 Iraqi civilians.

More than 220,000 lives are lost after a massive earthquake in December off Indonesia's coast causes a tsunami that smashes coastlines in Southern Asia and as far away as Somalia.

The Center for Disease Control's Youth Risk Behavior Survey finds 6.1 percent of teenagers surveyed have tried steroids as compared to 2.7 percent in 1991.

In the trial of the year, California jurors find Scott Peterson guilty of the first-degree murder of his pregnant wife, Laci, and second-degree murder of their unborn son.

In response to the investigation by the Bipartisan 9/11 Commission, the U.S. Senate passes the National Intelligence Reform Act.
At 885 feet the new Millau bridge in southern France is the tallest bridge in the world.

In October, more than 10 million Afghan men and women vote in the country's first presidential election — a milestone in the country's transformation after 25 years of war and Taliban control.

PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat, 75, dies in a Paris hospital. Palestinians view him as a leader who sought a homeland for his people, but many Israelis see Arafat as a ruthless terrorist.

The United Nations reports the AIDS epidemic is growing in Africa and worsening dramatically across eastern Europe and Asia.

After more than a year of ceasefire, civil war re-ignites in the Ivory Coast as a result of President Ouagbo's ordering air strikes on rebel positions.

The Ukrainian Supreme Court invalidates that country's disputed presidential election because of vote tampering. In the revote, pro-West opposition leader Viktor Yushchenko claims victory.

In September, Chechen rebels kill more than 430 people in a series of terrorist attacks in Russia, including the bloody attack on an elementary schoolhouse.

After 22 months, the conflict in the Darfur region of Sudan continues to grow, leaving more than 2.3 million Africans in need of humanitarian aid.
Due to manufacturing errors, the United States faces a flu vaccine shortage. The U.S. Department of Health reserves vaccinations for those most at risk — people over 65 and infants six to 23 months of age.

Countries and individuals around the world join together to pledge over $4 billion in relief for those devastated by the December tsunami disaster.

Christopher Reeve dies at age 52. Reeve is remembered for his movie role as Superman and as an advocate for spinal cord research after being paralyzed in an accident in 1995.

According to the Lance Armstrong Foundation, over 20 million people are wearing the yellow "Livestrong" wristbands that help fund and promote the organization’s cancer research.

In September, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates announces a $188 million donation to fund malaria research.

The National World War II Memorial is unveiled in Washington, D.C., in honor of the millions of Americans who served during World War II in the military and on the home front.

A prolonged deployment of over 200,000 U.S. troops to Iraq leaves many families struggling at home.
Portable photo printers that do not require a computer are a hot item for digital camera owners.

Hong Kong-based toymaker Wow Wee Ltd. sells 1.5 million Robosapiens since its toy's introduction in April. Among other "talents," the $100 robot can belch and pass gas on command.

The Food and Drug Administration links the use of antidepressants such as Zoloft, Paxil and Prozac to suicidal behavior in teens.

SpaceShipOne, the world's first privately developed spacecraft, is named "2004 Invention of the Year" by Time magazine.

After four years on the market and billions of dollars in revenue, pharmaceutical company Merck recalls the arthritis drug Vioxx due to increased risk for cardiovascular disease.

Apple's iPod is the year's hottest tech gadget, fashion accessory and advertising personality, all in one credit-card-size package.

General Motors releases the industry's first full-size gas-electric hybrid pickup truck, the Chevrolet Silverado.

Toshiba's HD DVD and Sony's Blu-ray battle for supremacy over the next generation of DVD technology. Major movie studios are evenly divided in their backing of the two technologies.
Designer dog breeds like the "Goldendoodle," an allergy-friendly cross between a golden retriever and a poodle, are in high demand.

African lions join the endangered species list because they are being killed to protect domestic livestock and their habitats are being destroyed.

Although Saturn’s rings look solid from Earth, images taken by the international Cassini spacecraft show they are more like rivers of dust and ice, with particles ranging in size from specks to mountains.

Swarms of locusts destroy millions of acres of crops in West Africa.

In September, astronomers announce the discovery in the Milky Way galaxy of a new and possibly abundant class of planets.

In October, Mount St. Helens vents ash and steam for the first time since its major eruption in 1980.

On a remote island in Indonesia, scientists find 18,000-year-old skeletons of a hobbit-like human species that grew no larger than today’s average three-year-old child.

Threatened by the spread of hormone-disrupting chemicals and global warming, polar bears are added to the endangered species list.
Knitted ponchos are fall's hottest new fashion trend, gracing the shoulders of your classmates and your favorite celebrities.

Airbrush tans, capable of lasting five to 14 days, provide a fashionable and safer alternative to harmful ultra-violet rays.

Italian link charm bracelets become the biggest jewelry trend of the year.

The "grunge" style of the early 90s resurfaces with camouflage patterns and T-shirts with long-sleeve shirts underneath.

Whether genuine or ordered new from a custom T-shirt store on the Web, vintage 80s iron-on T-shirts are a hot fashion commodity.

Catch phrases used to encourage people to get out and vote become a fashionable cause, appearing on everything from T-shirts to ties.

Thanks to the popular movie "Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story," the high-flying, body-bashing sport makes its way back into gymnasiums across the country.
lifestyle

Latin dancing  Video e-mail  Text messaging  Online gaming

- Soft-drink makers join the diet bandwagon with low-carb sodas like Coca-Cola C2 and Pepsi Edge. Sales of the new products, however, quickly go flat.

- With more than 7 million participants, paintball is the third most popular extreme sport, behind in-line skating and skateboarding.

- Muscle cars like the revamped Ford Mustang GT regain their presence on American roads.

- Fast-food restaurants offer kids' meals with healthy alternatives to fries and sodas, including apples and milk.

- The scrapbooking craze reaches new heights with more people wanting to capture their memories in creative ways.

- With DVDs delivered right to your door and no late fees, Netflix and Blockbuster Online become popular choices for movie rentals.

- Bucking the health trend, Hardee's serves up a Monster Thickburger with 1,420 calories and 107 grams of fat.

- Events like the All Girl Skate Jam, founded in 1997, bring skateboarding to peak popularity among young girls.
Napoleon Dynamite
Star Wars: Episode III—Revenge of the Sith
National Treasure
The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie

Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet garner Golden Globe nominations for *Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind*, which also earns a nod for Best Picture, Musical or Comedy.

Johnny Depp scores his second straight Oscar nomination for Best Actor with his performance in *Finding Neverland*.

*Shrek 2* ranks third on the list of the 100 top-grossing movies, with a total haul of just over $436 million.

The Incredibles, Pixar and Disney's movie about a superhero family trying to live a normal life in the suburbs, is a box-office smash.

Clint Eastwood directs another hit with *Million Dollar Baby*, starring Hilary Swank as a 31-year-old boxer.

Jamie Foxx delivers an eerily convincing and Oscar-nominated performance as the late Ray Charles in *Ray*.

Already named best picture by film critics from New York to Los Angeles, independent film *Gangs of New York* finds even more celebrity with a leading seven Golden Globe nominations.

*The Aviator*, starring Leonardo DiCaprio in the role of eccentric billionaire Howard Hughes, earns eleven Oscar nominations.
Ty Pennington and company improve lives while making homes better on the successful ABC home improvement show “Extreme Makeover: Home Edition.”

Stephen, “Lo,” Kristen and friends bring their real Orange County adventures to MTV in the hit reality show “Laguna Beach.”

“Arrested Development” wins the Emmy for Best Comedy Series after an inaugural year that is critically acclaimed but poorly rated.

You’re tired!” becomes a household phrase as Donald Trump plows through executive_yaml through his hit NBC show, “The Apprentice.”

ABC gets big ratings from its new hit drama “Lost,” the intriguing story of 48 plane crash survivors stranded on an island.

To kick off her 19th season of CBS’s “The Oprah Winfrey Show,” Oprah and Pontiac join forces to give each of the 276 audience members a brand new Pontiac G6.

Pausing and recording live television with DVR is rapidly replacing VCRs in households across America.

Before his unbelievable 74-game winning streak comes to an end, NBC’s “Jeopardy!” contestant Ken Jennings wins $2,520,700 — a TV game show record. He delivers over 2,700 correct responses.
Destiny's Child reunites

Joss Stone

Julie Roberts

Green Day

Ray Charles dies at age 73

With bands like Interpol, The Killers and Snow Patrol, alternative rock returns to the mainstream music scene in a big way.

U2's new album How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb hits No.1 in Billboard magazine, and the band is inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in March 2005.

Rapper Kanye West collects a whopping 10 Grammy nominations, including Album of the Year, for his debut The College Dropout.

Nelly continues to wrap up big sales and hit songs with the simultaneous release of his two albums, Sweat and Suit.

Pop superstar Prince gives his concert ticket-holders something to cheer about before the concerts start... a free copy of his Musicology-CD.

Astielle Simpson, Jessica's younger sister, makes headlines with her triple-platinum debut album Autobiography and a lip-synching gaffe on NBC's "Saturday Night Live."

Legendary '80s alternative rock band The Pixies, known for inspiring "grunge" music, reunites after 13 years for a sold-out U.S. and European tour.

In December, Usher dominates the Billboard Music Awards, taking home 11 awards, including Album of the Year for Confessions.
entertainment

- Video game giant Electronic Arts buys exclusive rights to the teams, players and stadiums of the NFL for its popular Madden video game franchise.
- After three years, Microsoft and Bungie Studios release the most eagerly anticipated video game sequel, Halo 2. Over 5 million copies of the game sell in the first month.
- The newest trend in video games is to go "old school," with plug-and-play systems featuring '80s games from the likes of Atari and Namco.

- 2004 is the year of celebrities having babies, as Courteney Cox-Arquette, Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate Hudson, Julia Roberts, Liv Tyler and others all become first-time mothers.
- Thousands of young people become avid poker players, a trend sparked by TV shows featuring tournaments for celebrities and professional poker players.
- The challenging "Metroid Prime 2: Echoes" takes home the prize as IGN.com’s Gamecube Game of the Year.
- The hottest "hard-to-get" toy for the holidays is the Nintendo DS handheld gaming system.
- Even though it won't reach bookstores until July 16, 2005, prionsers in December help J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince top several best-seller lists.
Ironman Lance Armstrong wins his record-setting sixth straight Tour de France.

Heisman Trophy winner Matt Leinart leads the USC Trojans to a second consecutive NCAA National Championship by routing the Oklahoma Sooners in the FedEx Orange Bowl, 55-19.

With a series sweep of the St. Louis Cardinals, the Boston Red Sox lift the "Curse of the Bambino" to win their first World Series title since 1918.

The New England Patriots defeat the Philadelphia Eagles, 24-21, to repeat as Super Bowl Champions. They have won three of the last four Super Bowls.

Following his win in September at the Deutsche Bank Championship, Vijay Singh unseats Tiger Woods as the world's No. 1 golfer.

In December, Indianapolis Colts quarterback Peyton Manning throws his record-setting 49th touchdown pass of the season.

In one of the worst brawls in U.S. sports history, five Indiana Pacers players clash with Detroit Pistons fans on court and in the stands. The Pacers' Ron Artest is suspended for the year for his involvement.

Russian tennis star Maria Sharapova defeats Serena Williams to claim the Wimbledon title. Thanks to lucrative sponsorship deals, Sharapova ends the year as the world's richest sportswoman.
Carly Patterson joins Mary Lou Retton as the only American gymnasts to win the women's all-around Olympic gold medal. Michael Phelps swims his way to eight individual Olympic medals, six gold and two bronze.

ATHENS 2004

Together for the last time, the "Fab Five" of U.S. women's soccer — Julie Foudy, Joy Fawcett, Mia Hamm, Kristine Lilly and Brandi Chastain — bring home an Olympic gold medal.

Kurt Busch wins the NASCAR Nextel Cup. It is his first career title and the closest battle in cup history.

The Detroit Pistons, led by Ben Wallace and finals MVP Chauncey Billups, win the 2004 NBA title.

Barry Bonds joins Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron as baseball's only 700+ home run hitters. However, his performance falls under scrutiny after it is revealed that Bonds and other major leaguers have been using illegal steroids.

The NHL takes the 2004-2005 season off as players and team owners fail to come to an agreement on players' salary limitations.

The Tampa Bay Lightning claim the 2004 NHL Stanley Cup by winning the seventh game of the Stanley Cup Finals, 2-1, over the Calgary Flames.
In a year of entertainment dominated by teen queens, Lindsay Lohan makes the biggest splash of the bunch with the hit movie Mean Girls and her debut CD Speak.

In remembrance of those who have died and those who continue to risk their lives in the war in Iraq.

Ukrainian presidential candidate Viktor Yushchenko suffers from debilitating illness and scarring caused by dioxin poisoning, allegedly at the hands of his opponents.

Rodney Dangerfield, 82, veteran comedian famous for getting "no respect," dies from complications following heart surgery.

Democratic vice presidential and presidential nominees John Edwards and John Kerry make the 2004 election a very close race.

Actor Zach Braff from NBC's "Scrubs" makes his big screen acting, writing and directorial debut in the critically acclaimed Garden State.

Former NFL player Pat Tillman, who chose the Armed Forces over the NFL, is killed while on duty in Afghanistan.